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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
January 19, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Cal I to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson, Chairman
Phil Hunt
Nancy Michalak

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Scott Cowger, Town Engineer
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Peter Bingham
Bob Vail
Doug Damon

Minutes of Prior Meeting
December 15, 1992

Mr. Bingham moved to accept the minutes of December 15, 1992 as printed.
Mr. Vail seconded.
D.

Consent Calendar

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Vote: Unanimous

Pre-application Conference Larry Adlerstein Minor Subdivision. Main
Street- David Titcomb. Agent

Mr. Robinson noted that Mr. Vail definitely had a conflict on interest with this one item,
as he was an abutter and had a financial interest.

Mr. Damon moved to excuse Mr. Vail from the Board for this agenda item.
Mr. Bingham seconded.
Mr. Vail took a place in the audience.

Vote: Unanimous.

Ms. Larson said this is a four lot subdivision, with large lots, one created in late 1992.
The applicant does not have to meet cluster provisions as the lots are in excess of six
acres; some will have to have notes that no further subdivision is allowed without
Planning Board approval. DEP approval will be required to cross the stream.
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Courtney Jones, an agent representing the applicant, presented a conceptual sketch,
noting partial wetlands and building envelopes. Mr. Robinson asked the parcel's
location in reference to the Route 9 Mobil Station and Mr. Vail, speaking from the
audience, said Lot #1 is directly across from the gas station. Mr. Cowger said there is a
possibility of wetlands with the soils. Mr. Robinson was concerned about access to back
lots, and said this is a classic use of the cluster requirement in the ordinance, and the
reason for it. He asked why cluster was not being proposed, was it economic? Ms.
Jones said that Mr. Adlerstein wants to live on one lot, and Mr. Robinson said this is
one of the zoning areas where cluster is appropriate and the applicant could retain a
portion and still cluster on the rest. The area is full of wetlands, with running water at all
times of the year.
Ms. Larson said a number of the concerns had been talked about some time ago, and
because of the way the stream is cutting through, the lots would be odd-shaped to meet
the cluster guidelines, and had to be designed to take advantage of that. The applicant
felt there was not a market for clustering, wanted large lots; a lot of the parcel is in tree
growth and the lot size may change to keep 1O acres in tree growth. He does not want
high density and there is no way to group together, he feels.
Mr. Robinson expressed serious concerns about the property. As a lay person he saw it
as seriously full of wetlands, and wants to see building envelopes, septic system sites
with backup systems if those fail. There are four places to build a house, he's sure. Mr.
Cowger added that this is a good area to do a soils test. Some of the soils information is
noted on sketch, Ms. Jones said. Richard Sweet, the soils analyst, tends to be
conservative with wetlands, and flood map information is shown.
Mr. Bingham, noting that major questions had been raised, said the applicant should be
given enough information to know under what circumstances the board would be
satisfied. Is a high intensity soils study required; a second test pit? Mr. Robinson said
the board in the past has placed confidence in Mr. Sweet. One indication to the board
that the site is appropriate would be another test pit location, and it is assumed more
reports from Mr. Sweet will be at the next meeting.
Buffering with homeowners is another issue as the new road will go by two houses, so
the applicant should indicate how he will manage the impact. Mr. Damon said he
wanted to see the abutters' houses mapped , with locations of wells and septic systems,
where the building envelopes are; additional test pits; slopes for the roadway. Ms. Jones
asked what design standards the right of way from the back lots had to meet. Mr.
Robinson noted that there are two private roads on Route 9 now, both with bridges, and
there had been questions on how fire apparatus would reach the houses raised in the
past by the fire chief. Ms. Jones asked about road acceptance and Mr. Robinson said
acceptance is the wrong word, but town maintained is possible. What the board looks
for is fire and emergency access. Mr. Cowger said there are local road standards , and
Ms. Jones inquired about sight distance specs.
Mr. Vail, speaking from the audience, said that Lot 1 had been developed . Downstream
is very flat. There was a house on that lot and you can find posts still there. Steep
slopes are on the other three. Mr. Robinson said in the past the board has put in the
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requirement that there be no further subdivision and the applicant should be aware the
board may impose that restriction. He asked if the board wanted a soil impact study; Mr.
Bingham wanted a very serious look at Lot 1, but 4 and 3 may not be a problem. Mr.
Robinson said the board reserved the right to make further requirements down the road.
Mr. Hunt said that the mapping does not match up with what's on the ground, according
to Mr. Sweet. A lot of fill will be going in there, Mr. Bingham said.
Mr. Robinson added that two bridges downstream had washed out on three or four'
occasions in the past six years. That stream when it fills in a flood situation becomes
violent, and a life was lost a few years ago. The board will need assurances from the
applicant that he will successfully engineer these problems. Mr. Cowger said in relation
to stormwater management to look at the runoff from the road because it is in a flood
zone. Referring to Mr. Robinson's comments, Mr. Bingham said that storm was a couple
of years ago and should be viewed as a guide. Other bridges, Mr. Robinson added,
have given out in 25-year events, which are not unusual; Hurricane Bob was unusual.
Ms. Larson said she had talked to the applicant about getting an easement because the
property abuts town forest. Mr. Robinson noted he knew the beginning plans were
general, and that is what pre-application is for, working with staff and coming to
conclusions that are beneficial to everyone.
There was no further discussion. Mr. Vail returned to his board seat.
2

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review - M.S.A.D. 51 - Emergency Access
Road. Tom Emery. Terrien Architects. Agent.

Mr. Robinson explained that M.S.JWD.'s legal counsel said it would cloud the bond issue
if issues were not separated, so the emergency access road and the Mabel Wilson
School are being done separately. This does not preclude the board from making
conditions for improvements down the road. He said he had met with the superintendent
of schools and Don Doyle, and the approach appeared to make sense.
Ms. Larson presented the background information, waivers and department head
reviews as follows:
BACKGROUND
M.S.A.D. is seeking approval for the following projects as part of this application:
1.
A 24' wide gravel Access Road and an 18' wide emergency Access Road.
2.

The relocation of the Field House.
The access road cuts through the existing field house which will be relocated in
the same general location.

3.

The Central Parking Lots which will be constructed in Phase 2.

WAIVERS REQUESTED
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1. Section 206.2.3.4, that only buildings, structures, streets, easements etc .. within 100
feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
2. Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features within 200 feet of the proposed
improvements be shown due to the large lot size.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO:
As Code Enforcement officer she has no problem with the road.

2.
Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: Minimize curbing wherever possible.
Eliminate the "L" shaped parts of the parking islands, for easier snow removal.
His first choice would be a grassed island, or, if not, then just to get rid of the L-shaped '
'tails' in front of the school.
3.
Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: A water source needs to be added in the area of the
playing fields to feed to the High School. Also, when the gate is open no parking signs
should be put up to avoid parking on the road.
The no parking signs would be temporary, as people will try to park on the road.
Mr. Robinson asked if there would be a path around the fence to avoid an open gate.
Ms. Larson said that is a policy question; the gate would never have to be open.

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief:

5.
Mark Austin, Police: Lighting in the Central Parking Lot is critical, the same
standards of lighting used for the addition to the Greely High addition should be applied.
This is a remote site, and with the sun going down at 4 p.m., lighting is important, Ms.
Larson wants a lighting plan submitted. Mr. Robinson said it is to the advantage of the
school to light the area; they gave up curbing, so they can afford lighting.

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI:

7.

Scott Cowger, Town Engineer: see memo dated 1/14/93.

Ms. Larson presented proposed findings of fact, detailing outstanding issues.

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
206.3.1

CIRCULATION

Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular traffic
movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on the provision
and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading, and on the movement
of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads within the site, between
buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
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The following are comments from a review by the Town Engineer, dated 1/14/93.
1. That a pedestrian bypass be provided around the gate on the emergency access
road. Outstanding issue.
Mr. Robinson said if they do not do this now, they will be forced to do it later when some
elderly lady sinks in the mud in high heels.
2. That a pedestrian access to the large (65 car) parking lot from the roadway should
be added. Outstanding issue
Mr. Cowger said a path would be sufficient.

206.3.2

ACCESS:

.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum safety
to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and from the site
and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile and
grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight distance
measured in each direction. The sight distance available should not be less than
the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted speed limit .
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no driveway
entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point of tangency of
the existing or proposed curb radius of that site.
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen (15)
feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a driveway
serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within fifteen (15) feet of
a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to any one
(1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet measured along the
right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any two (2)such driveways. If
one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way driveway, the minimum distance
shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety degrees
(90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the volume
of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road would otherwise
create unsafe traffic conditions.
The road being proposed is 24 feet until the gate where the road decreases to 18 feet.
No shoulders are planned on the road.
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The following are comments from a review by the Town Engineer, dated 1/14/93.
1. The Town Engineer recommends that a minimum of 2' shoulders be added to the
road, and that access road be at least 22' wide and the emergency access road at least
18' wide. The design submitted reflects minimal cost. The applicant has submitted a
letter from Michael Deluca which states among other things the shoulders are for
vehicle breakdowns, overflow parking, and pedestrian travel, which do not apply to this
application. Outstanding issue.
Mr. Deluca, speaking from the floor, said that the road as designed was wide enough
to serve the purpose but not so wide that people go fast. It has no shoulders, but at 24'
is wide enough for traffic to pass, with people not encouraged to park or go fast.
Eighteen feet is a fairly standard width for emergency access, which is one-way traffic.
Mr. Robinson ascertained that the initial road width was 24', and that Mr. Deluca felt
that was safer than one with shoulders. The road is gravel, Mr. Deluca noted, making it
difficult to determine where shoulders begin. Mr. Cowger said the shoulders would be
grass. The road goes to a parking area, Mr. Deluca said, and is not a highly traveled
situation.
Tom Emery concluded that the walkway to the back is a good recommendation. As far
as road with he would prefer 20' wide with 2" shoulders to keep it at a reasonable
budget. Mr. Damon said so long as the road width is sufficient for traffic, he will be
satisfied. Engineers are skilled at building fine roads, and there are two ways to get
there. Mr. Robinson said there were not two ways when school was in session. Mr.
Damon said that the road should be 18' wide from the fence, and 24' wide going out,
graveled. Mr. Robinson urged the applicant and staff to come up with a proposal.
2. The applicant and the Town Engineer are working out a number of minor design
details.

206.3.3

BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.

The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an aesthetically
pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall be given to safety
and fire protection, impact on surrounding development and contiguous and
adjacent buildings and lands.
The Central Parking Lot is now three smaller lots for a total of 117 spaces. The location
of the lots represent historic use.
The applicant and the Town Engineer are working out a number of minor design details.

206.3.4

LIGHTING

Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons and
vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be arranged so as
to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
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Due to the remote location of the parking lots lighting in this area is critical. No
photometric plan has been submitted. The Town Engineer recommends a minimum of
0.5 foot-candles be provided in all roadways and parking areas. Outstanding issue.
The board felt staff could deal with the specifics of the lighting measurement.

206.3.5

BUFFERING

Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize the
effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the movement of
people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent properties when
necessary. Buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens, shrubs, berms, rocks,
boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or combination thereof to achieve
the stated objectives.
The plan has been designed to minimize the reduction of the natural buffers. No
additional plantings have been proposed. Outstanding issue.
No additional buffering has been proposed as this is an historic use.

206.3.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements. Natural
resources inventory data and environmental impact information shall be used in
reviewing design character of development in areas having various
environmental constraints.
The applicant has submitted a letter from the Office of Community Development's
Natural Heritage Program stating that there is on file historical records of 3 endangered,
threatened, or considered rare species located within the Town of Cumberland. The
letter states that there appears to be no record of any rare features known to occur on
the property itself. A letter from the US Dept. of the Interior has been submitted stating
that there are no species under the Departments jurisdiction known to occur on the
property.
Mr. Robinson asked what the Natural Heritage Program was. Ms. Larson said there is a
database in the Office of Community Development which is not site specific but does list
species. Mr. Robinson felt this was another state agency justifying its existence, and
added that if people want to know why the cost of development is high, this is one
reason.
The following comments are based on a review by the Town Engineer dated 1/14/93:
1. Slopes which are greater than 3:1 need additional erosion control measures. The
applicant has agreed to includes this on the plan.
2. No erosion control plan has been submitted. The Town Engineer recommends that
a minimum silt fences and riprap should be shown in the appropriate places.
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3. The stormwater calculations have been included in the Mabel Wilson School.
Ms. Larson said that erosion control was being worked on, and stormwater calculations
too.
Tom Emery noted that lighting was not in the budget, but Mr. Robinson said it has to be
considered . It was also noted that the need for water will mean another hydrant, also
not in the budget. Mr. Robinson asked about the retention area behind the Wilson
School; Mr., Deluca said it is 75,000 gallons, a 25-year storm capacity, but Mr. Cowger
explained that it is designed to go dry. A hydrant across the street will still require laying
a lot of line, Mr. Robinson said.

Mr. Hunt moved to grant a waiver of Section 206.2.3.4, that only buildings,
structures, streets, easements, etc. within 100 feet of the proposed improvements
be shown due to the large size of the lot.
Mr., Vail seconded.

Vote: Unanimous.

Mr. Hunt moved to grant a waiver of Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical
features within 200 feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large
lot size.
Mr. Vail seconded.
3.

Vote; Unanimous.

Public Hearing- Site Plan Revjew - M,$.A.D. 51 - Mabel Wilson School Tom Emery. Terrien Architects - Agent.

Ms. Larson presented the background information, waivers and deportment head
reviews as follows;
BACKGROUND
M.S.A.D. is seeking approval for the following projects as part of this application:
1.
A 48,926 square feet addition to the Mabel Wilson School and the site work
associated with the addition.
2.
The relocation of an 8" sewer line and construction of a sewer connector within
the Tuttle Road right-of-way.
3.
The temporary relocation of 4 portable class rooms from the westerly and rear of
the Wilson School to the easterly side of the lower paved parking and service yard.
4.

The parcel is located on Tuttle Road, in the MOR district, map U-11, Lot 9.

5.
The parcel is in the Aquifer Protection district.
DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
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1.
Donna Larson, CEO: the lot line setbacks have not been included, the parcel is
in the Aquifer Protection district and therefore the use must receive approval from the
Planning Board. The proposal meets the lot size and frontage requirements.
2.
Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: Eliminate curbing wherever possible,
except the front of the building. Eliminate the "L" shaped portions of the parking islands
for easier plowing. This applies to all parking areas. The bus drop off OK. Eliminate
the curbing at the end of the parking lot closest to the school to allow snow removal
trucks access to the back fields.
3.
Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: Need to know the location of the sprinkler connection.
It should be in a readily accessible area, preferably near the fire lane. The existing fire
hydrants on Tuttle Road are adequate for the addition.

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief:

5.
Mark Austin, Police: Adequate signage is critical, particularly a stop sign at the
junction of the access road and the Wilson School parking lot.

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI:

7.

Scott Cowger, Town Engineer: see memo dated 1/14/93

WAIVERS REQUESTED
1. Section 206.2.3.4, that only buildings, structures, streets, easements etc .. within 100
feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
2. Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features within 200 feet of the proposed
improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
Ms. Larson also presented proposed findings of fact, noting outstanding issues:

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

206.3.1

CIRCULATION

Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular traffic
movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on the provision
and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading, and on the movement
of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads within the site, between
buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The following comments are from the Town Engineer's report dated 1/14/93:
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1. A sign plan should be submitted showing sign types and locations on the school
property. The applicant will submit such a plan prior to final approval.
2. An easement is necessary for a section of the sidewalk which crosses the school
district property. Town staff and the applicant are working on this.
3. The Town Engineer continues to recommend an alternative alignment of the access
road. Outstanding issue.
Ms. Larson noted that the police chief could see either way, but wants a stop sign. Mr.
Emery said realigning the road gets onto the area of the track, and they also are
concerned about student safety. The way it is designed now, people not only have to
stop but make a dramatic change of direction., defining circulation at Tel elementary
school.
Mr. Robinson asked for comments from the board in regard to the stop sign. Mr. Cowger
suggested an island at the intersection. Mr. Emery said people would stop and turn left.
Mr. Damon felt they will be putting rubber down in the road all the time or running the
stop sign. In Cape Elizabeth, Mr. Emery said, there are two stop signs in the looped,
and people respect them. The board felt that a symbol is strongly needed to stop traffic.
Ms. Larson said the police realize the situation, and Mr. Robinson said he didn't see it
as a glaring issue. Hopefully, Mr. Hunt added, the school board will have it arranged so
the high school is parked and in before the elementary students arrive. Mr. Emery had
said that Mr. Cowger's plan could encourage speeding. and definitely wanted a stop.
the board did not view realigning the road as a necessity.

206.3.2

ACCESS:

.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum safety
to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and from the site
and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile and
grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight distance
measured in each direction. The sight distance available should not be less than
the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted speed limit .
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no driveway
entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point of tangency of
the existing or proposed curb radius of that site.
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen (15)
feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a driveway
serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within fifteen (15) feet of
a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to any one
(1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet measured along the
right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any two (2)such driveways. If
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one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way driveway, the minimum distance
shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety degrees
(90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the volume
of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road would otherwise
create unsafe traffic conditions.
The following comments are from the Town Engineer's report dated 1/14/93:
1. Curb radii of 45' should be provided in the bus circle area. The proposed design is a
35' radius on the right side, and a 45' radius on the left side as recommended by the
design engineer. The reason for not having (2) 45' radii is that the crosswalk will
become too large. The design engineer has determined that it is easier to enter the site
than to leave, and the turning radii have been designed accordingly. Outstanding

issue.

A small island keeps traffic on the right, and Mr. Emery said islands allow us to make
up grade. Students are dropped off in a cul de sac, and there also is an area for a
dumpster. Trucks parallel park, offload sideways into the service area. A one way loop
also is needed in for the community entrance and there is a one-way loop in front also
with additional parking. The engineer will make a model and test the radii to insure their
adequacy.
In regard to the radii where the buses come in, Ms. Larson noted that Mr. Cowger
recommends 45' on both which will result in a wider crosswalk. Mr. Robinson asked if
35' creates a problem with emergency vehicles and people parked. Is there any access
proposed to the back of the building, which he understands will be sprinklered . Mr.
Emery said there is a 30' driveway, a sidewalk that is 14' and goes to 1O'. It was noted
. no spriinklered building has burned down.
In regard to the radius, Mr. Robinson said to note it as a concern and the board would
take another look at it next time. Mr. Damon said he was more concerned about the
school bus turning in the 35' radius several times a day than he was with emergency
vehicles. The board decided to take another look at this issue next time,
2. The mailbox in front of the school is accessed using a plank which covers the
drainage swale. The Town Engineer would like to see a culvert installed and filled for
safety reasons. Outstanding issue.
The board determined it did not want to address the mailbox issue

206.3.3

BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.

The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an aesthetically
pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall be given to safety
and fire protection, impact on surrounding development and contiguous and
adjacent buildings and lands.
According to the Zoning Ordinance the Wilson School requires 171 spaces. 126 spaces
are being provided on site. The central parking lot will create an additional 117 spaces
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under a separate application. The Board may want to consider conditions on a final
approval.

206.3.4

LIGHTING

Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons and
vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be arranged so as
to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
No lighting plan was submitted. The Town Engineer recommends 0.5 foot-candles at all
roadways and parking areas. Waiver?
In regard to lighting, Mr. Robinson said as long as lighting is proposed, he would like to
leave the specifics on foot-candles up to the engineers.

206.3.5

BUFFERING

Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize the
effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the movement of
people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent properties when
necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens, shrubs, berms, rocks,
boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or combination thereof to achieve
the stated objectives.
A planting plan has been submitted. In short, trees are proposed along the front of the
building, and in all parking islands. A solid wall of trees along the Wyatt easement and
property, and along the access road is proposed. The Town Engineer recommends
that the existing paved curb cuts be shown as removed, loamed and seeded. The
applicant will add a note. The grading at the southerly property line should be adjusted?
Buffering has been included on the plan along the access road.

206.3.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements. Natural
resources inventory data and environmental impact information shall be used in
reviewing design character of development in areas having various
environmental constraints.
The applicant has submitted a letter from the Office of Community Development's
Natural Heritage Program stating that there is on file historical records of 3 endangered,
threatened, or considered rare species located within the Town of Cumberland. The
letter states that there appears to be no record of any rare features known to occur on
the property itself. A letter from the US Dept. of the Interior has been submitted stating
that there are no species under the Departments jurisdiction known to occur on the
property.
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The following comments are based on a review by the Town Engineer dated 1/14/93:
1. Slopes which are greater than 3:1 need additional erosion control measures. The
applicant has agreed to includes this on the plan.
2. That the plan be reviewed and approved by the Cumberland County Soil and Water
Conservation District. Outstanding issue.
Approval is needed from the Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation District.
Mr. Robinson said staff could make decisions in this area.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
303.2 The following uses shall only be allowed upon a positive finding by the
Planning Board that the proposed use, with any conditions imposed by the
Board, will not adversely affect the quality of groundwater:
The following uses apply to this application:

.5 Storage of petroleum or other refined petroleum products, with the exception
of petroleum products used for household purposes;
The plan proposes an underground heating oil storage tank and an underground
propane tank for cooking. Both tanks will be required to be licensed by the State.
The M.S.A.D. representative said the oil tanks were installed in 1989 and certified as
double walled. The contractor will reinstall them and recertify them.

8
Any residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, or governmental
development, including subdivision, which occupies a land or water area in
excess of 20 acres.
In the past, the concern for this site was the septic system. The school is now on the
public sewer system. The School District and the Town are in the process of negotiating
an agreement for sewer units. The sewer main needs to be relocated. The Town
Engineer and the Town Manger are working on these plans. The plans will be reviewed
and approved by the Portland Water District prior to final approval.
.Mr. Robinson asked for any public comment. there was none.
Mr. Robinson felt that the outstanding matters are detail items that can be dealt with at a
future meeting.

Mr. Hunt moved to grant a waiver of Section 206.2.3.4, that only buildings,
structures, streets, easements, etc. within 100 feet of the proposed improvements
be shown due to the large size of the lot.
Mr., Vail seconded.

Vote: Unanimous.
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Mr. Hunt moved to grant a waiver of Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical
features within 200 feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large
lot size.
Mr. Vail seconded.

Vote; Unanimous.

Mr. Damon left the meeting at 8:40 p.m.
Mr. Emery noted during the construction that the four portable classrooms would be
temporarily relocated on site. The board had no problem with that. Mr. Emery asked
what if there was an additional one placed, and Mr. Robionson advised him that would
require a separate application ..
4.

Public Hearing - Subdivision Reyjew - Small's Brook Crossing Subdivision.
recommendation of revision to Contract Zoning Agreement. Tuttle Road.
Casco Partners. Inc.

Upon the request of George Rickley, the Planning Board is reviewing a revision to the
original contract zoning agreement for Small's Brook. The situation is that the
configuration of Lot 19 does not allow for both a house and a deck, as all the houses
have been built to date. The contract amendment proposes to change the rear setback
requirement on Lot 19, and only Lot 19, from 50 feet to 40 feet.
Mr. Robinson said it makes great sense, and he urged the Board to make a
recommendation to approve the revision. Ms. Michalak said she wouldn't want to see
any further extensions. Brad Hare, of Land Use Consultants, assured the Board that the
other lots have been checked so that this situation does not arise again. We'd just like
to see the guy have a deck, Mr. Hare added.
Mr. Robinson asked for public comment.
There was none.

Mr. Hunt moved to recommend to the Town Council that the Contract Zoning
Agreement for Small's Brook Crossing Subdivision be amended to permit a deck
to be constructed on Lot #19.
Mr. Bingham seconded.
.5

Vole: Unanimous.

Application Completeness - Erwin Property Minor Subdivision. Greely
Road - Robert Erwin

Jim Kaiser, of Sebago Technics, was present representing the applicant.
Ms. Larson presented background information as follows:

5.

Application Completeness - Erwin Property Subdivision - Greely Road
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1.

The applicant is Robert Erwin of Greely Road.

2.

The site is 9.7 acres, located in the MDR district. Map R-6, Lot 2.

3.

The application is for a 4 lot subdivision. 1 Lot is to be retained by the owner as
his principal residence. 1 lot fronts Shady Run Lane, 1 lot is a backlot which is
accessed from Shady Run Lane, and 1 lot is accessed from Greely Road.

4.

Sebago Technics have mapped the wetlands, and determined the NAPA buffer.

5.

A letter has been submitted from the Department of Environmental Protection
stating that a Site Location of Development permit is not needed.

6.

The parcel is located in the Aquifer Protection District.

Ms. Larson then went through the minor subdivision submission requirements, noting
the applicant's status on each:

Appendix C - Minor Subdivision Submission Requirements
1.

Proposed name of the subdivision or identifying title, and the name of the
municipality in which it is located. completed

2.

The date of submission, north point, graphic map scale, name and address
of record owner and subdivider, and names of adjoining property owners.

completed

3.

Locations, widths and names of existing, filed or proposed streets,
easements, and building lines pertaining to the proposed subdivision and to
the adjacent properties. completed

4.

The boundaries and designations of zoning districts, parks and other public
spaces. completed

5.

An actual field survey of the boundary lines of the tract, giving complete
descriptive data by bearings and distances, made and certified by a licensed
land surveyor. The corners of the tract shall be located on the ground and
marked by monuments as herein required, and shall be referenced as
shown on the Plan. The survey plan shall show dimensions and areas of
each proposed lot. completed

6.

Sufficient data to readily determine location, bearing and length of every lot
line, and boundary line and to reproduce such lines upon the ground.
Where practical these should be tied to reference points previously
established. complete

7.

The survey of the outside boundaries of the tract and the computation of the
lot lines shall be performed to an accuracy of one foot in 5,000 feet. a note
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stating the type of survey (category 1, condition Ill) needs to be
included.
If requested by Planning Board, the surveyor shall furnish copies of
computation sheets for outside boundaries showing.

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

Sketch of traverse lines;
Closures;
Adjustments;
Coordinates; and
Computation of outside boundaries.
8.

Contour lines at intervals of two (2) feet or at such intervals as the Planning
Board may require, based on United States Geological Survey datum,
referenced to mean sea level. Surface drainage patterns including drainage
channels and watershed areas shall be shown. completed

9.

A soils report identifying the soils boundaries and names in the proposed
development with the soils information superimposed upon the plot plan in
accord with the USDA Soil Conservation Service National Cooperative Soil
Classification. The Planning Board may request that the applicant submit
the soils report to the Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation
District for a written review. a medium intensity soil survey has been
submitted.

10. All on-site public or communal sewerage and water supply facilities shall be
shown, both horizontally and vertically, and designed to meet the minimum
specifications of these standards and all pertinent state and local
ordinances. Compliance shall be stated on the Plan and signed by a
licensed site evaluator. If on-site groundwater wells are proposed, the effect
of withdrawal of groundwater may be required by the Board as set forth in
this Ordinance. If a cluster system or collective private sewage disposal
system(s) is (are) proposed, a hydrogeologic investigation shall be
submitted meeting the sewage disposal standards as set forth in this
Ordinance. A hydrogeologic investigation may be required by the Board for
individual sewage disposal systems as set forth in this Ordinance.
[Amended, effective 5/26/87] The subdivision uses both public water
and sewer, sewer details are being discussed but have not yet been
submitted.
11. A surface drainage plan or stormwater management plan, with profiles and
cross sections drawn by a professional engineer, registered in the State of
Maine, showing preliminary design of all facilities and conveyances
necessary to meet the stormwater management standards as set forth in
this ordinance. The Planning Board may request that the applicant obtain
the endorsement in writing of the stormwater management plan by the
Cumberland County Soil and Water Conservation District. Stormwater
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calculations have been submitted, and plans for minor mitigation of
stormwater.

Mr. Cowger has some concerns about stormwater

12. Electrical facilities. Cable utilities connection and type (underground vs.

overhead) have not been submitted.

Ms. Larson requested that the cable be underground for consistency.
13. A copy of such covenants or deed restrictions as are intended to cover all or
part of the tract. Clearing restrictions are limited to 20,000 square feet,
this has been included as a note and will be required to be included as

a deed restriction.

Mr. Robinson asked if the recommendation was that the board find the submission
complete. Ms. Larson said what remains is engineering details, which she does not
think are appropriate to be in place until the application is found to be complete. It would
be appropriate to say it is complete and have the full engineering study start. Mr.
Cowger agreed with that assessment.
Ms. Michalak asked about the access road and about floodplain. Mr. Kiser said the
driveway is not within the floodplain. In response to a question from Mr. Robinson, he
said stormwater was underground, and work was 100' from the stream.
Mr. Vail asked if there was a reason why that one lot can't be accessed from another
road, as the worst case scenario is to access it from Greely Road. Mr. Kiser asked for
input from the board and Mr. Robinson said he preferred anything but Greely, as it is not
a safe situation. Mr. Kiser said the water district only serves off Greely Road, the road
with the frontage, although he understands they do serve with a right-of-way. Mr.
Robinson said people put in wells where they can't get public water. Mr. Vail ascertained
that Lots 2 and 4 had public water and sewer. If wells are allowed, Mr. Kiser said, these
two lots could put in their own wells.
Ms. Michalak asked why the road was private and not public and Mr. Robinson said
because it ·is not built to town standards. Ms. Larson said it was a 30' right of way, and
Mr. Kaiser said 50' was required for public Mr. Kiser said we have the flexibility to plan
to utilize service off Shady Run. Mr. Robinson said the board consensus is that we
would like to see it come off Shady Run; not that we wouldn't look at an application off
Greely. Mr. Cowger said Lot 2 comes off Shady Run also, but Mr. Kaiser said we're
backing away from that. Ms. Michalak noted the slope. Mr. Hunt asked if there was a
utility source off Shady Run and Mr. Kiser said it was a possibility. There are other
driveways in there, Mr. Hunt said, and no objection to water or sewer; there may the
possibility of three sewer services. Mr. Vail asked about taking water to Lot 4 and Mr.
Kaiser said you can't put it in the same trunk. Any service 200' in on a lot needs a
meter feed on the road.
Lot 2 will be gravity fed, while Lots 4 and 3 use a lift station, Mr. Kaiser said. In response
to a question from Ms. Michalak, he said the Shady Run Lane road is not accepted by
the Town at this time. The intent is that the road will be accepted shortly.
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Mr. Hunt moved that the Board finds the Erwin Property Minor Subdivision
application complete.
Mr. Vail seconded.
F.

Vote: Unanimous.

Administrative Matters

1.

Minor field Changes - Town Engineer

Mr. Cowger had no field changes to report. However, he did inform the board that he
would be leaving his job with the town as of Feb. 6th to take a job with the state in
Augusta. Mr. Robinson spontaneously presented him with a state clean water poster as
a gift.

G.

Adjournment
Mr. Bingham moved at 9:10 p.m. that the board adjourn.
Mr. Vail seconded

Melinda V. Noonan - Clerk to the Board

Vote: Unanimous

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
February 23, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:08 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson, Chairman
Phil Hunt
Nancy Michalak

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Peter Bingham
Bob Vail
Doug Damon

Minutes of Prior Meeting
January 19, 1993

Ms. Michalak moved to accept the minutes of January 19, 1993 as
printed.
Mr. Damon seconded.
D.

Consent Calendar

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Revision to Daigle Minor Subdivision. Lot 1. Middle
Road. Bob Arsenault. Agent.

Mr. Hunt stated that his firm represents Mr. Arsenault's firm with a number of
matters, not this one, and Mr. Hunt will excuse himself. Mr. Robinson asked
board members if they felt Mr. Hunt had a conflict. There were no comments.
The matter was put ·to an informal vote and the board recognized no conflict
existed, with Mr. Hunt abstaining.
Ms. Larson gave background information on the proposal as follows:
1. Applicant is Betsy Hood, owner of Lot 1 of the Daigle Subdivision, Map R1, Lot

55.
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2. Total area of the parcel is 13.38 acres, the applicant is proposing to divide the
parcel into Lot 1, 6.01 acres to be retained as the principle residence, and Lot 1A
7.38 acres.
3. The parcel is located in the RR2 district.
4. Lot 1 is currently developed as a single family home, no further construction is
required.
5. Sewage disposal will be provided by individual subsurface sewage disposal
systems.
6. Water is to be supplied by individual private wells.
7. The property is located outside the 100 year flood plain.
8. The project is not located in an aquifer protection area.
9. Both Cumberland and Falmouth currently use the driveway of Ms. Hood as a
turn-around for school buses. The location of the proposed driveway would
provide a longer sight distance and therefore would be a more desirable location.
Ms. Larson also noted the following waiver requests, which she said were
consistent with the Daigle Subdivision:
1. To not provide topographical information at 2' contour intervals, but at 5'
intervals as with the original Daigle proposal.
2. To not install utilities underground. A waiver from this requirement was
granted for the Daigle Subdivision.
3. The plan has been supmitted at 1" = 200', rather than 1" = 40' as required.

Waiver

Mr. Robinson ascertained the waivers being sought were for contour intervals of
5' instead of 2', a waiver from the requirement for underground utilities, and a
waiver from the 1" to 40' scale requirement
Mr. Vail moved that the board grant the waivers requested.
Mr. Hunt seconded.
Mr. Damon said he want,ed to see greater detail on grade and contour for the
road area. He wants a grade and profile of the entire road at 1' or 2' intervals and
at a scale of 1" to 40' or 1" to 50". Mr. Arsenault showed the Board photographs,
noting they were taken on site, and he was trying to avoid doing a field survey.
Mr. Damon said he has seen enough driveways over wetlands to know that they
put down 1' of gravel, build on it and have puddles with mosquitoes. He
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understands that the subgrade has to be built up but it is important to know
where the water is going to go. The detail requires a larger scale than 1"-200'.
Mr. Vail rescinded his motion to grant the requested waivers.
Mr. Hunt rescinded his seconded.

Mr. Vail moved to grant a waiver from the requirement to install utilities
underground ..
Mr. Hunt seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Damon ,moved to grant a waiver of 2' contour intervals to 5' and 1" to
40' scale to 1" to 200' on the major area of Lot A, essentially a rectangle
1,238' x 255' but to require more detailed information using contours at 1'
or 2' intervals and a scale of 1" = 40', or 1" = 50' for the driveway, culvert
and drainage associated with it in the final presentation.
Mr. Hunt seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Ms. Larson also went over Department Head reviews, as follows:
Donna Larson, CEO: The title of the plan needs to reflect that the proposal is a
revision to the approved Daigle Subdivision. Some dimensions of the lot are
missing. If the bus turn-around area is approved an easement to the Town will
be necessary. The easement should also be shown on the plan. The applicant
is proposing to limit clearing to 50,000 tt2 including the driveway. A note
reflecting this should be ~dded to the plan. As the Town is proposing to build the
first 50 feet of the driveway for the buses, no public improvements will be
necessary, therefore no performance guarantee is being requested. As the
wetland area is located in Lots 1 and 1A, a drainage easement from Lot 1 to Lot
1A may be necessary. Areas suitable for wells should be located on the plan. A
200' separation is required in the Town of Cumberland. The recording plat
should show Lot 2, 3 .and 4 of the Daigle subdivision. Details on these lots are
not required.
Philip Wentworth, Highway Department: The proposed driveway site would be a
better turn-around area for buses than the existing area which is Ms. Hood's
driveway. The site distance from the new location is longer. There is currently a
telephone pole in the location of the turn-around area. Mr. Wentworth will contact
CMP to see if they will move the pole. The first wetland area is relatively flat and
therefore 1' contours are not necessary. 18" culverts will be adequate at both
wetland crossings.
Ms. Larson said that she, Mr. Wentworth and Mr. Arsenault had walked the site,
The applicant will be crossing a wetland,. Scott Cowger, the former town
engineer, had recommended 2', possibly 1' contour intervals before he left but
said if the land is relatively flat, that would not be necessary. The land is relatively
flat, and Mr. Wentworth agreed that an 18" culvert will be okay and 1' contour
intervals are not required.
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Mr. Robinson ascertained the location of the culvert, and also said that it is fine to
continue to rely on Mr. Wentworth as a consultant, but he is not a registered
engineer. In this particular case it is okay.
Bill Fisher, Fire Chief: The driveway should be 12' if possible, with no sharp
turns. The areas of 12% grade could be a problem if the run is too short as the
ladder can drag on the ground. The sections of the road with culverts should be
capable to handle a vehicle weight of up to 60,000 pounds ..
Ms. Larson noted some areas get rather steep and DOT prefers an 8% grade.
Chief Fisher is concerned about the ladder truck.
Mr. Robinson said the board tended to follow the Fire Chief's request. Ms. Larson
noted that Section 7. 1. 3 requires that the drive be wide enough to accommodate
a public safety vehicle. Mr. Robinson said the last 1Oyears there has been no
snow, but this is still Maine and now that we have snow the roads get narrower
every week. He felt tha·t 12' is not that wide, and there is no place to put the
snow with the trees. Mr. Damon observed that the fire truck would be backing out
from a 700-800' road. Mr. Arsenault said that 1O' had been approved before. Fire
chiefs come and go, Mr. Robinson said, and if the report on file now says 12', we
go with it. He added hat if he was living there, he would want to be sure an
emergency vehicle could get in and even pass. He did not feel this was a major
stumbling block, but ~fit was, so be it.
Richard Peterson, Plumbing Inspector: A passing test pit has been submitted and
therefore no comment·

Mr. Damon asked that the plan provide more detail. He noted a proposed septic
to the right of the existing property line, and asked if that was for the proposed
lot. Ms. Larson said that was for an abutting lot, and Mr. Arsenault said he
included it to show where it was located. Mr. Damon asked to have the plan
modified so it says proposed septic for Lot 2, and for Lot 1A to show proposed
location of both septic and the well. It was ascertained Mrs. Hood, the applicant,
owns Mr., Daigle's former residence.
Mark Austin, Police Dept.: No comment.
Scott Cowger, Town Engineer: Comments attached; dated 2/5/93.
Mr. Robinson opened the hearing portion of the item for public comment.
Ms. Larson said she had received a call from an abutter concerned about the
house drawing on the quantity of groundwater in the area and impacting her
well. A letter had been submitted, with specific concerns about the well, going dry
and another call received· asking for information.
There was no further comment.
Mr. Robinson noted the board had to determine application completeness tonight
and would look at it again, and added that Ms. Larson had recommended the
application be found complete.
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Mr. Hunt moved that the Board found the application for a Revision to
Daigle Minor Subdivision, Lot 1, Middle Road, complete, and to schedule it
for a public hearing.
Mr. Vail seconded.
F.

Vote: Unanimous.

Administrative Matters
1.

Plat signing - Glenview subdivision revision.

Ms. Larson noted the plat was in the room and the board agreed to sign it.
2.

Timber Harvesting revisions.

Ms. Larson said timber harvesting is a commercial activity and should be
allowed in commercial districts. Mr. Damon asked about clear cutting and Ms.
Larson said clearing for development is allowed now. She recommended that the
use be added to all commercial districts. She noted the changes proposed in the
existing ordinance language were minimal. Mr. Robinson said basically you pay
your fee and get your permit. Ms. Larson added that the 40% standard for tree
removal over a 1O year period should be maintained. Mr. Damon noted that in
shoreland, timber harvesting is subject to forestry management, and such a
manager will get involved in what to cut, what to leave standing, depending on
soil, relationship to wetlands, streams and ocean. It is a science in itself and has
to be looked at on an individual basis. Hopefully the person will be unbiased,.
Some island areas should definitely be clearcut, as done properly there is
virtually no erosion, and actually improved even a small stand as time goes son.
Mr. Hunt recommended keeping the same provisions and adding the retention
standard or having a forestry plan. Mr. Damon favored the forestry management
plan.
3. Other matters. ·
Ms. Larson noted the continuing saga of the Marston storage building.
New people, have bought-the parcel and have asked to consider using the
building for seasonal and long term storage, The structure is 7,5600 square feet,
and they want 1,500 square feet for their own use, and 6,00 O square feet for
seasonal storage.
The Board briefly discussed some options. Ms. Larson suggested putting it on
the next agenda for discussion, with Mr. Hunt adding that with the Applicant
present, the Board can act. Mr. Robinson noted the council could hold a public
hearing. Ms. Michalak asked why the project did not just die and Mr. Robinson
said because the building is there.
There is a formal application to Council to use the building for long-term and
seasonal storage, Ms. Larson said, and the Council referred it to the Planning
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Board for a recommen,dation, making it clear that other options such as special
exceptions be considered, not just con tract zoning.
Mr. Stinman, speaking from the floor, said the reason he built there was the way
it was zoned and he poes -r:iot want business or seasonal storage, as the area
was never intended for that.
The board agreed to schedule the matter for March.
On another matter, M~. Larson said Falmouth is starting to act on an adult
entertainment ordinance,·and Town Manager Robert Benson had suggested the
Planning Board talk about it.

Mr. Robinson moved that the board had no comment on the matter.
Mr. Damon seconded.
4.

Minor

F.:~eld

Vote: Four in favor, 1 oppose (Mr. Hunt)
1 abstain (Mr. Vail)
Changes

Ms. Larson said Steve Dunlap had a drainage easement, filling a wetland,
and went to the Army Corps of Engineers. He decided to use a swale, regarded
to a retention pond.
The board agreed i~ was a minor filed change,

G.

Adjournmen~

Mr. Damon rnoved at 9:15 p.m. that the board adjourn.
Ms. Michalak seconded

~eliflda V. Noohan - Clerk to the Board

..
·~ .

Vote: Unanimous

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
March 16, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Cal I to Order

Mr. Hunt served as chairman pro tern in Mr. Robinson's absence. He
called the meeting to order at 7:08 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Peter Bingham
Doug Damon

Phil Hunt
Bob Vail
Nancy Michalak

Absent:

Mark Robinson, chairman

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Minutes of Prior Meeting
February 23, 1993

Mr. Bingham moved to accept the minutes of February 23, 1993 as
printed.
Mr. Damon seconded.
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
There were no items for the consent calendar.

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing: revision to Daigle Minor Subdivision. Lot 1. Middle
Road. Bob Arsenault. Sguaw Bay. - Agent.

Mr. Hunt noted that at the last meeting he had discussed a potential conflict, in
that his firm represents Mr. Arsenault's firm on a number of unrelated matters,
and the board had decided that no conflict existed. Mr. Hunt noted the application
was for a resubdivision of an existing lot into two lots.
Ms. Larson said the background remained the same, and presented it as follows:
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Background

1. Applicant is Betsy Hood, owner of Lot 1 of the Daigle Subdivision, Map R1, Lot
55.
2. Total area of the parcel is 13.38 acres, the applicant is proposing to divide the
parcel into Lot 1, 6.01 acres to be retained as the principle residence, and Lot 1A
7.38 acres.
3. The parcel is located in the RR2 district.
4. Lot 1 is currently developed as a single family home, no further construction is
required.
5. Sewage disposal will be provided by individual subsurface sewage disposal
systems.
6. Water is to be supplied by individual private wells.
7. The property is located outside the 100 year flood plain.
8. The project is not located in an aquifer protection area.
9. Both Cumberland and Falmouth currently use the driveway of Ms. Hood as a
turn-around for school buses. The location of the proposed driveway would
provide a longer sight distance and therefore would be a more desirable location.
1O. An N RPA permit from the Department of Environmental Protection, dated
February 23, 1993, has been approved and issued for the construction of the
driveway.
Ms. Larson also noted waivers already granted by the board and the status of
department heads on the revised plan, as follows:

Waivers granted
1.

2.
3.

To provide topographical information at 2' contour intervals, but at 5'
intervals, with the exception of the driveway which will require no more than 2'
intervals.
To install utilities above ground.
The plan scale be 1" = 200', rather than 1" = 40' as required, with the
exception of the driveway area which will require a profile at 1" = 40'.

Department Head Reviews
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Donna Larson, CEO: As the Town is proposing to build the first 50 feet of the
driveway for the buses, no public improvements will be necessary, therefore no
performance guarantee is being requested.
Philip Wentworth, Highway Department: No comment on plan as revised.
Bill Fisher, Fire Chief: No comment on the plan as revised.
Ms. Larson noted that the driveway had been widened to 12' in response to the
chief's concern about getting the truck in and out.
Richard Peterson, Plumbing Inspector: A passing test pit has been submitted and
therefore no comment.
Joseph Charron, Police Dept.: No comment.
Town Engineer: The plans have not had further review by an engineer.
Ms. Larson outlined the remaining outstanding issues:
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Outstanding Issues

1. The location of the easement for the turn-around area has been shown on the
plan, however the actual easement deed has not been drafted and approved.
2. A drainage easement from Lot 1 to Lot 1A will be necessary as water will
drain from the homesite to the wetland area which is located on both lots. The
drainage easement deed is not complete.
3. The applicant has not been requested to submit a nitrate analysis showing
that the nitrate nitrogen level does not exceed 5 mg/I at the property line. Bob
Arsenault, the project engineer has stated that this parcel is similar to Lot 3 of the
subdivision and therefore the Nitrate Evaluation done by Sevee & Maher would
also apply to this project. John Sevee concurs with this conclusion . I have
reviewed the nitrate evaluation for Lot 3 and found that the proposed lot has the
same soil series, the depth to bedrock is similar and the proximity to wetland
area is similar.
The board then reviewed findings of fact, as follows:

In accordance with the provisions of Section 1.1 of the Cumberland
Subdivision Ordinance, as indicated in bold type below, the Planning Board
makes the following findings of fact:
SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE Section 1.1: The purpose of these standards
shall be to assure the comfort, convenience, safety, health and welfare of
the people, to protect the environment and to promote the development of
an economically sound and stable community. To this end, in approving
subdivision within the Town of Cumberland, Maine, the Board shall
consider the following criteria and before granting approval shall determine
that proposed subdivision:
1. Pollution. The proposed subdivision will not result in undue water or
air pollution. In making this determination, it shall at least consider:
A. The elevation of land above sea level and its relation to flood
plains;
B. The nature of soils and subsoils and their ability to adequately
support waste disposal;
C.

The slope of the land and its effect on effluents;

D.

The availability of streams for disposal of effluents; and

E.
The applicable state and local health and water resource rules and
regulations;
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1.A According to the National Flood Insurance Program's Flood Insurance Rate
Map# 2301620018 C, dated October 15, 1985, the proposed subdivision is not in
a flood zone.

1B. Based on a positive preliminary site evaluation to locate an area suitable for
the installation of a septic system done by Albert Richard, P.E., dated 10-26-92,
the Board finds this section to be met.
1C. Based on a positive preliminary site evaluation to locate an area suitable for
the installation of a septic system done by Albert Richard, P.E., dated 10-26-92,
the Board finds this section to be met.
1D. The plan does not show any streams on the parcel.
Mr. Hunt asked why there is a culvert if there is not a stream. Ms. Larson said it is
a wetland area, and the applicant has received DEP approval, a full NRPA
permit. The test pit is located above the wetland area and the water will follow the
land contours to the wetland area.
1E. Based on a positive preliminary site evaluation to locate an area suitable for
the installation of a septic system done by Albert Richard, P.E., dated 10-26-92,
The site meets the on-site subsurface wastewater disposal as defined by the
State of Maine Subsurface Wastewater Disposal Rules, the Board finds this
section to be met.

2. Sufficient water. The proposed subdivision has sufficient water available
for the reasonable foreseeable needs of the subdivision; [note: includes
fire protection].
2. Based on the groundwater study prepared for the Town in March 1989 the
minimum lot sizes for the district have been established to ensure sufficient
water, therefore the Board finds this section to be met.

3.
Municipal water supply. The proposed subdivision will not cause an
unreasonable burden on an existing water supply, if one is to used;
3. The proposed subdivision will not use an existing or municipal water supply.

4. Erosion. The proposed subdivision will not cause unreasonable soil
erosion or a reduction in the land's capacity to hold water so that a
dangerous or unhealthy condition results;
4. Town Planner's review of February 12, 1993, erosion control measures for
individual lot construction activity, and the location of silt fences are listed on the
plan, therefore the Board finds this section to be met.
Ms. Larson added that the updated road profile shows the location of silt fences.
Mr. Hunt asked if all the concerns of the board from its last meeting on the road
profile had been addressed. Ms. Larson said one concern was that the grading
was so steep on the sides that it went beyond the right of way and it does not. No
slopes are beyond 8%, The concern was about 10, 11 or 12% slopes. The 8%
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grade also means the ladder truck will not have a problem and the fire chief is
satisfied. Mr. Damon said the plan itself does not show if there will be
encroachment but it does not look like there is enough fill to trigger that. He said
he had a concern about wet spots, bug holes. Ms. Michalak asked if drainage on
the slope would make water flow onto other people's property. Mr. Damon said
they are creating culverts and at least they are not creating a 3' dam.

5.
Traffic. The proposed subdivision will not cause unreasonable
highway or public road congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to the
use of the highways or public roads existing or proposed;
5. Based on the fact that the amount of traffic that will be generated by the new
lot is minimal, the Board finds this section to be met..

6. Sewage disposal. The proposed subdivision will provide for adequate
sewage waste disposal and will not cause an unreasonable burden on
municipal services, if they are utilized;
6. Based upon the soils evaluation conducted by Albert A. J. Richard, P.E., and
site evaluator, dated October 26, 1992 the Board finds this section to be met.

7. Municipal solid waste disposal. The proposed subdivision will not
cause an unreasonable burden on the municipality's ability to dispose of
solid waste, if municipal services are to be utilized;
7. The proposed subdivision will not cause an unreasonable burden on the
municipality's ability to dispose of solid waste, therefore the Board finds this
section to be met.

8.
Aesthetic, cultural and natural values. The proposed subdivision will
not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or natural beauty of the
area, aesthetics, historic sites, significant wildlife habitat identified by the
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife or the municipality, or rare and
irreplaceable natural areas or any public rights for physical or visual
access to the shoreline;
8. Based on previous reviews of this subdivision, Lot 1A borders a high value
deer wintering area as identified by the Department of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife as shown on the Cumberland Natural Resources map. Clearing has
been limited on the new lot to lessen the impact of development; therefore the
Board finds this section to be met..

9. Conformity with local ordinances and plans. The proposed subdivision
conform with a duly adopted subdivision regulation or ordinance,
comprehensive plan, development plan or land use plan, if any. In making
this determination, the municipal reviewing authority may interpret these
ordinances and plans;
9. The proposed new lot is considered a backlot. A 50' right-of-way is being
provided. All of the criteria of the Zoning Ordinance have been met.
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1O.
Financial and technical capacity. The subdivider has adequate
financial and technical capacity to meet the standards of this section;
10. No public improvements will be required and therefore evidence of financial
and technical capacity has not been submitted.

11.
Surface water; outstanding river segments. Whenever situated
entirely or partially within the watershed of any pond or lake or within 250
feet of any wetland, great pond or river as defined in Title 38 Chapter 3,
Subchapter I, article 2-B, the proposed subdivision will not adversely affect
the quality of that body of water or unreasonably affect the shoreline of the
body of water;
Title 38 applicable Definitions
Freshwater wetlands: "Freshwater wetlands" means freshwater
swamps, marshes, bogs and similar areas are: A. Of 1O or more contiguous
acres, or of less than 1O contiguous acres and adjacent to a surface water body,
excluding any river, stream or brook, such that, in a natural state, the combined
surface area is in excess of 10 acres; and B. Inundated or saturated by surface
or ground water at a frequency and for a duration sufficient to support, and which
under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of wetland vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soils. Freshwater wetlands may contain
small stream channel or inclusions of land that do not conform to the criteria of
this subsection.
11. Based on the fact that, an NRPA permit from the Department of
Environmental Protection to construct the driveway through a wetland area has
been approved, and that the building window for the parcel is in excess of 100'
from the wetland area, the Board finds this section to be met.
Ms. Larson also noted that the DEP found this application to be of minimal
impact.

12. Ground water. The proposed subdivision will not, alone or in
conjunction with existing activities, adversely affect the quality or quantity
of ground water;
12. Based on the groundwater survey completed for the Town in March of 1989,
the groundwater quantity and quality will not be adversely affected, as the lot
meets the minimum lot sizes, and the similar site characteristics described in the
Nitrate Evaluation of Septic System Impacts on Groundwater for Lot 3 of the
Daigle Subdivision, -- depth to bedrock and proximity to a wetland area, the
Board finds this section to be met.

13. Flood areas. Based on the Federal Emergency Management Agency's
Flood Boundary and Floodway Maps and Flood Insurance Rate Maps, and
information presented by the applicant whether the subdivision is in a
flood-prone area. If the subdivision, or any part of it, is in such an area, the
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subdivider shall determine the 100-year flood elevation and flood hazard
boundaries with the subdivision. The proposed subdivision plan must
include a condition of plan approval requiring that principal structures in
the subdivision will be constructed with their lowest floor, including the
basement, at least one foot above the 100-year flood elevation;
13. 1. According to the National Flood Insurance Program's Flood Insurance Rate
Map # 2301620018 C, dated October 15, 1985, the proposed subdivision is not in
a flood zone.
14.
Storm water. The proposed subdivision will provide for adequate
storm water management;
14. Based on a schematic surface drainage plan that has been submitted, and
that clearing will be limited to 50,000 square feet, including the driveway and
house site, the Board finds this section to be met.

15. Freshwater wetlands. All potential freshwater wetlands, as defined in
30-A M.R.S.A., Section 4401 (2-A), within the proposed subdivision have
been identified on any maps submitted as part of the application,
regardless of the sized of these wetlands. Any mapping of freshwater
wetlands may be done with the help of the local soil and water
conservation district; and
Title 30-A Definition
Freshwater wetland: "Freshwater wetland" means freshwater swamps,
marshes, bogs and similar areas which are: A. Inundated or saturated by
surface or ground water at a frequency and for a duration sufficient to support,
and which under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of wetland
vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soils; and B. Not considered part
of a great pond, coastal wetland, river stream or brook. These areas may contain
small stream channels or inclusions of land that do not conform to the criteria of
this subsection.
15. All wetlands in the area to be developed have been mapped by R. Sweet
and Associates, therefore the Board finds this section to be met.
· It was noted that the mapping had been done by Woodlot Alternatives, not R..
Sweet.

16. River, stream or brook. Any river stream or brook within or abutting
the proposed subdivision has been identified on any map submitted as part
of the application. For purposes of this section, "river, stream or brook"
has the same meaning as in Title 38, Section 480-B, Subsection 9.
Title 38 Definition
River. stream or brook:
"River, steam or brook" means a channel
between defined banks including the floodway and associated flood plain
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wetlands where the channel is created by the action of the surface water and
characterized by the lack of upland vegetation or presence of aquatic vegetation
and by the presence of a bed devoid of top soil containing water-borne deposits
on exposed soil, parent material or bedrock.
16. The plans submitted do not indicate the presence of any rivers, streams or
brooks within the proposed subdivision.
In consideration of the above, the Planning Board finds that the proposed
subdivision does satisfy criteria 1.-16. of Section 1.1 of the Cumberland
Subdivision Ordinance.

Mr. Vail moved that the public portion of the item be closed.
Mr. Bingham seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Vail moved that the board accept the finding of fact with the
substitution of Woodlot Alternatives for R. Sweet and Associates int item
315.
Mr. Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Ms. Larson then read the standard and proposed conditions of approval, as
follows:
Standard Conditions of Approval
1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.
Proposed Conditions of Approval

1.

All fees must be paid before mylars are signed.

2.
That one original and one copy of a mylar be submitted for signing by the
Board, the original to be recorded at the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds,
the copy to be retained by the Town, and that 10 paper copies be submitted to
the Town with the book and page number written on it.
3. That the drainage easement deed language and the easement deed for the
bus turn-around area be reviewed and approved by the Town Attorney prior to
signing the mylar.
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Mr. Vail moved that the board give subdivision approval to the revision to
the Daigle minor Subdivision, Lot 1 subject to the conditions of approval as
stated.
Mr. Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

2.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Reyjew - M.S.A.D. 51 - Emergency
Access Road. - Tom Emery. Terrien Architects-Agent.

3.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review - M.S.A.D. 51 - Mabel Wilson
School. - Tom Emery. Terrien Architects - Agent

4.

Public Hearing - Sjte Plan Reyjew - M.S.A.Q. 51 - Traffic Patterns jn
front of the Junior and Senior High Schools. - Tom Emery. Terrien
Architects - Agent

A status report of availability of water, liighting, road construction and interim
plans to relieve traffic congestion was given.
The applicants are looking at the Board to give the School Board an extra year to
meet the parking requirements, as the parking lot will still be being used as a
staging area for equipment. Mr. Damon asked why and Ms. Larson said because
of the construction schedule the parking lot is being used as a staging area, so
the parking lot itself is the last thing that happens. The other two parking lots will
be ready at about the same time next summer. Mr. Vail did not feel the board
should act on this issue right now. Ms. Larson noted that the board might want
see some of the issues discussed before a vote. Mr. Vail felt pretty strongly about
the timetable. Mr. Bingham noted that it was pretty much full speed ahead, and
ascertained that whether the board acted tonight or not would not hold up the
applicant. Mr.. Bingham suggested that items 2 and 4 be tabled.
Mr. Hunt asked the other members if they wanted to make an amendment to the
previous condition imposed by the board (in August 1992 which extended the
parking deadline to December of 1994 but voided that extension if the bond
issue failed)at this point or wait until the final presentation. Mr. Bingham said
approval at the April meeting is needed to get it off the ground even if some
individual points can't be settled; he is not comfortable voting just one the one
matter tonight. Mr. Hunt said the board will consider the extension in connection
with the plan. The board also decided it did not need to deal in detai I with the
Mabel Wilson project at this point, but would wait for the final presentation next
month.

Mr. Bingham moved to table items 2, 3 and 4 (Site Plan Reviews, M.S.A.D.
51, for Emergency Access Road, the Mabel Wilson School and traffic
Patterns in front of the Junior and Senior High Schools).
Mr. Vail seconded.

Vote: Unanimous
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Mr. Damon said he had some comments for the benefit of SAD 51 and Terrien
Associates. He spent the weekend reviewing the drawings, and from an
engineering and design standpoint there were no surprises; we are talking
philosophical differences regarding lumens and trees. The plan addresses the
access road, intermediate parking, preservation of ballfields during the addition,
drainage and this is not an easy site. Deadlines, given that Mabel Wilson comes
in the next couple of years, and given that the governor doesn't say there are no
more nickels in the till and everything comes to a halt, can be tied to the
completion of the Mabel Wilson School, when this lay down area becomes
parking lots. He does not mind bending the deadline dates to fit the construction
schedule as long as Mabel Wilson is completed. If for some reason the Wilson
School project dies, then the board will have to do something with a schedule.
He has some concerns with moving the portables to the easterly side of the
Wilson School, dealing with traffic of children, but feels the Board has to let the
contractor have the parking lot site.
Mr. Hunt said he wants to see a concrete plan to arrange for financing, a
timetable that is feasible, and then there would be no problem in extending the
deadline, as no one is interested in having this project not work.

The vote on the motion to table items 2,3 and 4 was unanimous.
Mr. Emery said there was a letter from the state saying that it was approved
which is money in the bank and they plant o go to bid late spring. Mr. Damon said
to be sure it was coordinated with the work on Main Street, Mr. Emery said they
had coordinated with MOOT and there will be no work done near the school until
after school is closed.
5.

Public Hearing - Recommendation to Town Council-change of
use reguest for commercial storage jn rural residential djstrjct.
discussion of text change as a special exception. and/or
discussion of contract zoning. Map R5. Lot 35A. access from
Shuster Road in Falmouth. Susan Chase and Scott Verrill

Mr. Hunt said he was not quite certain how the project came before the board.
Ms. Larson said the Town Council received a request for contract zoning back in
February, which went to the Council Feb. 8, 1993. The council considered the
request and moved to refer the request to the Planning Board, amending the
motion to say it was not necessarily recommending contract zoning, and the
board was to look at other options as well. Special exception had been
suggested.
The applicants, in a letter to the board, had provided more detail as to their
request. The building is 7,680 sq. ft., of which they want to use 6,000 sq. ft. for
business, with the rest for their personal storage. The Morton style building is
wood frame with metal exterior, three large access doors and an entrance door,
ceiling height 12'6" with gravel floor. They propose long term and seasonal
storage of vehicles such as boats, cars, snowmobiles and recreation vehicles.
The exterior would be backfilled and planted, no signs are proposed and nothing
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would be stored outside. Access is off Shuster Road in Falmouth and the
applicants anticipate minimal traffic. No visual, noise or odor impact and feel the
impact is less than some permitted and special exception uses.
Ms. Larson said the parcel is roughly 14 acres; Susan Chase, speaking from the
floor, said it was 16 acres. Ms. Larson added that there is a house on the site
which is not complete, a shell. Ms Larson then outlined four options they board
could consider with regard to the request, as follows:

1.

Deny the application as the use is commercial that is not allowed in
the RR2 district.

2.

As a permitted use option - if less than 1,500 ft2

The proposed definition to be added to the definition section of the Ordinance
Seasonal storage - the use of 1 accessory building less than 1,500 square feet
on a parcel for storing items including boats, campers, recreational vehicles,
snowmobiles, or automobiles for a fee, for a period of at least 3 months but not
more than 6 months in any one calendar year.
This would be added as a permitted use all rural residential districts.
Ms. Larson said the board could decide to allow this in any district or could limit it
to the rural residential districts. She said she came up with the 1, 500 sq.. ft. figure
by taking the first 15 assessor's cards with barns and averaging the square
footage. This is geared at nor regulating every barn in town so they are not
before the board if they using less than 1, 500 sq. ft.

3.

As a Special Exception - if greater than 1,500 square feet

Seasonal warehousing - the use of 1 accessory building greater than 1,500
square feet on a parcel for storing items including boats, campers, recreational
vehicles, snowmobiles, or automobiles for a fee, for a period of at least 3 months
but not more than 6 months in any one calendar year, subject to Section 407.4 of
this Ordinance.
Include as a special exception use, possibly subject to Site Plan Review approval
by the Planning Board. The Comprehensive Plan recommends Site Plan Review
to ensure high quality development.
Ms. Larson explained that greater than 1,500 sq. ft used for storage would be a
special exception and the most logical place to put it in the ordinance is under
conversions.
PROPOSED GENERAL REGULATIONS
Add to Section 407 Conversions

Option 1

407.4

Seasonal Storage
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Any single family accessory building, such as a barn may be with no more than (
xft2, an estimated barn size, I did a sample of 15 barns in Cumberland, mostly
along the Range Road, Greely Road and Main St. and found the average size of
these 15 barns to be 1,500 ft2- just as a reference the show arena at the
Fairgrounds is 5,388 ft2, the horse barn is 5,000 t2, the rabbit barn is 3,600 t, 2 the
Chase/Verrill request is for 6,000 ft2 of storage space) may be converted to a
seasonal storage building with the approval of the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals as a special exception, subject to the following conditions and any
additional conditions imposed by the Board of Adjustment and Appeals to assure
that said conversion will have no adverse impact on the neighborhood:
.1

All stored items will be located wholly within the accessory building .

.2

The building is not divided with permanent or retaining walls so as to
provide total enclosed individual storage compartments. This is to avoid a
U-Haul storage type situation, but not intended to prevent creating
individual bays.
Ms. Larson added that the point is to get away from little warehouses
popping up all over the place.

.3

That the storage area include common outside access. This is to avoid
adding doors to the outside of the building to individual bays if they exist.

.4

That a buffer sufficient to screen the access be maintained or created
using either dense vegetation or a solid fence at least (x ft high) .

.5

Exterior indication of the seasonal storage will not be permitted except for
signs as may be specifically provided for by the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals and as may otherwise conform to the conditions of this
Ordinance .

.6

No more than 1 building per lot may converted to a seasonal storage use .

.7

The maximum square footage shall be no greater than (x ft2).

4.

Using Contract Zoning

Ms. Larson said the last option is contract zoning, which had been originally
talked about, She said she thought a case could be made either way, as it is a
unique circumstance, the building is there and something similar is not found in
the rest of town. She had drafted a proposed contract zoning agreement, as
follows:

AGREEMENT FOR CHANGE IN
ZONING CLASSIFICATION
This agreement is entered into this __ day of March, 1993 between the Town of
Cumberland, a body corporate and politic located in the County of Cumberland and state
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of Maine, (hereinafter "Town") and Susan L. Chase and Scott R. Verrill, residents of the
Town of Cumberland and the State of Maine (hereinafter "Chase and Verrill").
WHEREAS, Chase and Verrill has purchased a portion of the property of the late
Stan Marston and Patricia Marston (map R05, lot 35A); which is accessed from the
Schuster Road in Falmouth. The property is more fully described in Exhibit A attached
hereto, and hereby incorporated hereinafter "the Parcel".
WHEREAS, Chase and Verrill is proposing to use the Parcel for warehousing,
which are all allowable uses in the Highway Commercial Z.one,
WHEREAS, the warehousing will be limited to items including boats,
recreational vehicles, snowmobiles, and cars stored on a seasonal basis, for a period of at
least 3 months, but not to exceed 6 months,
WHEREAS, said proposal will not cause excessive traffic on Schuster Road in
Falmouth, or Rt. 100 in Cumberland,
WHEREAS, said proposal will use 6,000 ft2 of an existing 7,200 ft2 building and
no further expansion is proposed,
WHEREAS, said proposal will be consistent with the intent of the RR2 zone in
which the Parcel is now included and will maintain open space and a generally rural
character,
WHEREAS, said proposal will no longer use the Parcel for any type of aviation,
WHEREAS, said proposal will not require additional sanitary facilities, so as to
prevent any groundwater contamination,
WHEREAS, all items stored will be drained of any petroleum products prior to
being stored to protect the groundwater from any contamination,
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of their mutual premises and covenants
hereinafter set forth, the Town and Chase and Verrill do agree as follows:
A.

Terms and Conditions of Rezonin1:

In consideration of the Town's granting the request of Chase and Verrill to rezone
the Parcel from RR2 to Highway Commercial, solely for the uses of warehousing, Chase
and Verrill, his heirs and assigns, agree to the terms and conditions enumerated in this
Agreement The use of such Parcel will be governed for all purposes as if it were in the
Highway Commercial Z.oning District pursuant to said zoning ordinance. Chase and
Verrill for himself, his heirs and assigns agrees to the following terms and conditions:

1.

There shall be no alteration of the use approved hereunder,
warehousing, without an amendment to this Agreement.

2.

The items to be warehoused shall be limited to items stored on a
seasonal basis, or for no less than 3 months at a time.

3.

The items stored shall be limited to boats, recreational vehicles,
cars, and snowmobiles,
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4.

All items shall be stored inside the existing building,

5.

The storage area used for commercial purposes shall be no greater
than x ft2.

6.

That all vehicles be drained of petroleum products to avoid
contamination of the groundwater,

7.

That Chase and Verrill shall receive Special Exception approval for
a warehouse from the Board of Adjustment and Appeals, prior to
commencing this use.

8.

Chase and Verrill shall receive Site Plan Review approval for the
warehouse, prior to commencing these uses.

9.

This agreement shall expire upon the earlier of five (5) years from
the date of execution, or except that at the end of said five (5) year
period, the Town may extend this agreement for an additional five
(5) year period. Notwithstanding the above, the Town may
terminate this agreement at any time upon violation of any of the
terms and conditions of this agreement.

9.

Chase and Verrill shall record this agreement in the Cumberland
County Registry of Deeds within 30 days of Town Council approval.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Town of Cumberland has caused this agreement to
be signed and sealed in its corporate name by Robert Benson, its duly authorized Town
manager, and Susan L. Chase and Scott R. Verrill have caused this Agreement to be
signed, the day and year first above written, at Cumberland, Maine.
WITNESS

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
BY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Robert Benson
Its Town Manager
SUSAN L. CHASE
Susan L. Chase
SCOTT R. VERRILL
Scott R. Verrill
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STATE OF MAINE
Cumberland, ss.

March _ , 1993

Personally appeared the above-named Robert Benson, duly authorized Town
Manager of the Town of Cumberland and acknowledged the foregoing to be his free act
and deed and the free act and deed of the Town of Cumberland.
Before me,

Notary Public

After Ms. Larson had concluded going through the options Mr. Hunt said it also
can be left exactly as is, a non permitted use. He asked the other board
members for comments on the various options. Mr. Vail asked if the applicants
would live in the house. Ms. Larson said she thought so, when it was finished.
Ms. Chase, answering from the floor, said the house comes after this building, is
pretty separate, being three tenths of a mile away. Mr. Vail asked if they intended
to live on the property and she said as soon as possible.
In regard to the permitted use option, Mr. Damon asked what about storage for
one year, adding that long term was less activity. He agreed that three months
should be the minimum, but said what about the maximum. An antique car, for
example, might be there longer than six months. Ms. Larson said then it becomes
seasonal and long-term storage. Ms. Chase said our original proposal was for
seasonal and long term storage, and we hope for a bunch of antique cars that no
one wants to move. She said the building is obviously too big to put a dent in it
with our items and it is just sitting there. This will make less impact, she said, and
long term storage is our goal.
Mr. Hunt asked if the board should recommend to council storage as a use in any
rural residential zone. Mr. Bingham said he has a little easier time with the 1,500
sq. ft. or less figure, as it is traditional in rural Maine to storage in barns and it is
not a tremendous commercial enterprise, so he had no problem supporting the
permitted use option. He added it becomes a little dicey with a 6,000 sq. ft.
building, as you create a precedent. He wants more information but would
support permitted use or special exception.
Mr. Hunt said he felt it would be an unmitigated disaster to open up that large
area to storage buildings and he did not find the distinctions of size would be
seen by the courts. He said basically permitted use and special exception are the
same. In this instance the Supreme Judicial Court decided the case. The
building, he said, is essentially a fraud on the Board of Appeals as it was to be for
agricultural purposes, accessory to agricultural use, and that's what it supposed
to be used for. Mr. Hunt said he would be willing to see contract zoning for this
parcel, strictly controlled. Ms. Chase said her proposal is contract zoning. Noting
her membership on the Falmouth Planning Board, she said we don't have
contract zoning in Falmouth, but for this type of situation it allows the town to limit
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what is allowed, is very precise and allows the landowner to use the building. She
does not think his whole area should be opened up to this use. She noted that
the building has a history but as the new landowners, they would like to exercise
this option, and the building came with the property, a package deal. She does
not necessarily agree with all the items on the draft contract.
Bill Stiles, 494 Range Road, said the building should remain as is ,or the
permitted use option should be used. Jeff Steiman, 490 Range Road, expressed
support for permitted use for buildings already in existence, or special exception.
Ms. Michalak asked what kind of an impact would it have. She noted there could
be some dire consequences. Mr. Stiles said his concern with contract zoning is
the commercial situation and someone dropping the ball along the way. He said
this had been discussed before with landscaping equipment. Personally, he has
no problem as long as they can contract and have it not pop out of seasonal
storage. He is really concerned the building shouldn't be there, and he wants the
town to control it. Henry Milburn, 458 Range Road, said he agreed with Mr.
Stiles. Dave Anderson, 20 Bruce Hill Road, said he had talked a number of times
to the new landowners, as he lives fairly close by. He said there had been a lot of
controversy and problems with Mr. Marston. Agricultural use, in his option, is
becoming a thing of the past Close to the property in Falmouth the Wilshire Farm
is going for sale . Farming doesn't pay taxes, so property for agricultural use only
is not sensible. Personally he supports contract zoning. These are two young
people who have acquired a piece of property, are trying to pay taxes, make
ends meet, and use the property with a non-detrimental impact to surrounding
communities. They plan no signs, could have an ad in shoppers notes and take
RV's that would be on lawns otherwise. He has a neighbor who stores bait
barrels in the front, rather than in a building, which is more of an impact. The
other issue was underground fuel storage, and they have no plans for that. It is
important to have a contract but saying no, they can't, as this is agricultural only
is not tight. He would rather see storage than a farm that doesn't survive.
Mr. Vail said he has been uncomfortable with this from the start. He does not like
to see homeowners legislated against and he views this situation more as a
home occupation than as anything else. It is a non conforming structure, with
change of use , which can be addressed by the Planning Board under 501.1.4,
approving the present scope of what they want to so, and then send them to the
Board of Adjustment and Appeals for home occupation.
Mr. Hunt said the building is not a nonconforming use, as it was accessory to an
airstrip, so home occupation does not get you there. He said it seemed to be the
consensus of the people tonight that the alternatives of permitted use and special
exception were not the way to go, but contract zoning for a special, unique parcel
was, such as had been used with the Baby Bag. He said he did not see how you
could draft a permitted use or special exception without opening up the entire
zone. Mr. Bingham said he did not want to see similar operations sprouting up all
over, but a narrow contract to a specific site he could live with that. Mr. Hunt said
we are not dealing with the specifics of the contract, just the concept. Ms.
Michalak asked if a contract was transferable at the time of sale and Mr. Hunt
said the town attorney, Jim Katsiaficas, had recommended renewing contracts on
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a periodic basis. Ms. Michalak said then it has to stay within the boundaries of a
storage facility. Mr. Hunt noted that Mark Robinson, the board's chair, did not
want to get into the business of dictating to barnowners what they were doing.
Mr. Hunt said if we did it at all, we should do it by contract, Ms. Larson noted that
the fire chief was concerned that there is no water in the area. Contract zoning,
she noted , means importing one zone to another but the board can restrict it.
You could take Highway Commercial, exclude all but warehousing, and then limit
it even further. Ms. Larson referenced the draft contract to give examples of
conditions such as square footage, no airplane storage, measures for dealing
with possible groundwater contamination , assuring that a gas station cannot go
in without the matter coming back to the board, and to remaining consistent with
the existing ordinance, the site plan review and special exception approval be
required.
Ms. Michalak asked what happens if they want to split that lot off. Ms Larson said
that would definitely be a nonconforming use, or you would have to redefine
home occupation. Mr. Damon said why change the zoning to make it fit, when
contract zoning is there for things that do not fit. Ms. Larson directed the Board
to Section 414 of the ordinance, dealing with home occupation, and said
warehousing is an industrial use. Ms. Michalak asked if the Comprehensive Plan
addressed the matter. Ms. Larson noted that at a recent Board of Adjustment and
Appeals meeting, an interpretation had involved a home occupation for an
antique business, and the board in that case said if it was confined to the
particular garage it was alright, but a separate building could not be put up for it.
Just because a building is there does not make it a home occupation. Mr. Hunt
said it would have to be clearly secondary to her dwelling, storage of items within
an exiting structure, accessory to a dwelling. He preferred that suggestion than
the one that warehousing is permitted. He said the section does have limits, no
exterior display, basically members of the family employed, and it would mean
defining accessory storage as a home occupation, the use of an existing
structure for that storage. Ms. Larson raised the situation of a big building that
goes up for an accessory structure , and then the person comes in two months
later for a storage building, so we are back to the same situation as permitted use
or special exception. Mr. Hunt said if we have that situation, we can address it.
Mr. Vail said home occupation is subject to the Board of Adjustment and Appeals
approval, and they dictate what can be done, Ms. Larson said meeting home
occupation requirements is easy; is the Board of Appeals left with doing site plan
review using special exception standards, Ms. Michalak asked what about a man
in fish processing who wants to do that as a home occupation, but Mr. Hunt said
the board determines if noise or odor will be a problem. Ms. Larson noted that
Section 602.2.3 has a rather extensive list, with Mr. Bingham saying that barns fit
nicely into that, The use, Mr. Hunt added, has to be clearly secondary, not alter
the essential residential character of the neighborhood, and this approach has a
better potential than wholesale rezoning. He noted there are problems with
contract zoning, and suggested that the town attorney come up with the
language, and see what council can add. He said to modify Section 414. Ms.,
Larson was concerned that it would require anyone doing storage in a barn to
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come before the board but Mr. Hunts said we are not controlling the actions of
folks out there now. He suggested the item be tabled .
Mr. Anderson said the overall position is to allow Scott and Susan to use their
property without impacting the surrounding community. Storage is a good idea,
and home occupation is legitimate. There are a lot of barns in the area in similar
situations and contract zoning is one special exception after another. Because
the principal access to the property is from Falmouth, residents there are more
impacted . He asked what obligation we have to Falmouth residents involved for
comments. What if Falmouth says provide your own road. As the last property
owner on Bruce Hill, he does not want a throughway. Ms. Larson explained the
staff contacted Falmouth and Falmouth contacted residents. Mr. Hunt said they
are consulted buf they do not make the standards, and added we could rezone it
all Highway Commercial without Falmouth's permission, and they could not
abandon a road. Mr. Stiles asked when we make a change and put it in for
existing accessory structures, we could also grandfather the exceptions. Ms.
Chase asked why the item was to be tabled and Mr. Hunt said pending language
from the town attorney for a proposed ordinance change. Mr. Hunt said the
change would say that the use of existing structures for storing non hazardous
items for a consideration could be considered a home occupation.
Mr. Vail moved to table the item to the next meeting.
Mr. Damon seconded.
F.

Vote: Unanimous

Administrative Matters

1.

Preliminary review of transfer station on Chebeague Island. and
set date for public hearing

Bob Arsenault, consulting engineer for the town, said that Town Manager Robert
Benson had asked for a dialogue with the Planning Board on this project. There
will be a gated access and the town will be under contract with Waste
Management to remove the materials from the island. There will be a fence on
the edge of the access road, a buffer from the cemetery. A roof for the top will be
determined by budget.
Mr. Damon said the plan has to be brought to the people of the island for
discussion. Issues to be addressed include defining a boundary between the
cemetery and the landfill. The town feels it is common land but the people of the
island want to see a clear distinction between the two uses. A line, an imaginary
property line, has to be established between the landfill and the cemetery, so the
landfill and the cemetery rights are defined. Also, there is the matter of screening
. A buffer greater than six pine trees also has to be created . He would like to see
the landfi II extended to the east, with a buffer. He said once it's there, it's there
forever and the cemetery is there forever, too. The transfer station siting has to
be done in a way that protects groundwater, and mitigates noise, dust and
confusion in the area.
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Mr. Arsenault noted that the plan was not before DEP yet, but Mr. Damon said
the landfill reaches its limit this year.
The board agreed to hold a one-item public hearing on the transfer station plan
on Chebeague Island, one evening during the last week of April, depending upon
the availability of the hall.
G.

Adjournment
Mr. Damon moved at 9:20 p.m. that the board adjourn.
Mr. Vail seconded

treiif1daV.

Noonan - Clerk to the Board

Vote: Unanimous

Phil Hunt - Chairman Pro Tern

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
April 20, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m.

B.

Roll Call
Present:

Staff:

Phil Hunt
Nancy Michalak
Bob Vail

Mark Robinson
Peter Bingham
Doug Damon
Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

(Mr. Vail arrived at 7:05 p.m. and Mr. Bingham at 7:30 p.m.)
C.

Minutes of Prior Meeting

March 16, 1993
Mr. Damon moved to table the minutes of March 16, 1993 as the
board had not had time to review them.
Mr. Hunt seconded.
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
1.

Public Hearing - Minor Revision - Glenview Subdivision. Blanchard
Road. Harry Crooker & Sons.

Ms. Larson gave background information as follows: The applicant, Harry
Crooker and Sons is requesting approval of an easement from Lot 21 to Lot 18,
for the purpose of installing and maintaining a septic system for Lot 18.
1.
TP 55 was identified on a previously approved plan as a passing test pit
for Lot 18. The test pit log describes a particular soil type, and the suitability for a
septic system. However, the location of TP 55 shown on the plan is actually a
different soil type which is less suitable for the system. In short, an error was
made in locating the test pit on the map.
2.
The soil types described in the test pit log match those found on the back
portion of Lot 21, therefore the applicant would prefer to locate the system on the
more appropriate soils of Lot 21. An easement is required to do so.
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3.
Lot 21 is a non-conforming lot size and therefore changing the lot line to
accommodate the septic system is not possible.
4.
An HHE-200 form has been submitted evidencing the suitability of the site
for a septic system.
Outstanding Issues:
1.

The easement has not yet been recorded.

Mr. Robinson asked if abutters had been notified and Ms. Larson said yes. One
abutter had come in with a question and one had called.
Ms. Larson went through the proposed findings, as follows, noting only the
section on pollution had been changed to indicate the HHE-200 form had been
submitted and met standards:
SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE Section 1.1: The purpose of these standards shall
be to assure the comfort, convenience, safety, health and welfare of the people,
to protect the environment and to promote the development of an economically
sound and stable community. To this end, in approving revisions to approved
subdivisions within the Town of Cumberland, Maine, the Board shall consider the
following criteria and before granting approval shall determine that proposed
subdivision:
1.

1.

Pollution. The proposed subdivision will not result in undue water or air
pollution. In making this determination, it shall at least consider:

A.

The elevation of land above sea level and its relation to flood plains;

B.

The nature of soils and subsoils and their ability to adequately support waste
disposal;

C.

The slope of the land and its effect on effluents;

D.

The availability of streams for disposal of effluents; and

E.

The applicable state and local health and water resource rules and regulations;

Based on the HHE-200 form submitted by Albert Frick Associates the
revision meets the standards of this section.

The revision does not effect any other standards of the approved subdivision.
In consideration of the above, the Planning Board finds that the proposed
subdivision revision does satisfy criteria 1.-16. of Section 1.1 of the Cumberland
Subdivision Ordinance.
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Standard Conditions of Approval
1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.

Proposed Conditions of Approval
1.
That the applicant submit (1) mylar original, and (1) one mylar copy to be
signed by the Planning Board. Ten paper copies listing the book and page
number to be submitted after the plan is recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds.
2.
That evidence showing the easement has been recorded be submitted to
the Town, prior to signing the mylar.
Mr. Robinson asked for public comment and there was none. The public portion
of the item was closed.
Mr. Damon asked if there was still an available disposal site on Lot 21 and Ms.
Larson said yes, there is a test pit just outside the building window for Lot 21.
She added that as a proposed condition of approval, proof of the easement's
recording could be submitted to the town. Since it is an easement between two
private landowners, seeing the language is not necessary, but the town needs to
know it is done and recorded. Mr. Damon said the plot plan also has to be
amended.

Mr. Damon moved that the Board grant approval of the amendment to the
Glenview Subdivision, an easement for a septic system from Lot 21 to Lot
18 given that the bearings and distances and legal descriptions of that are
recorded on the plan that's at the Registry of Deeds and whatever
covenants existing for the plot be amended and the plat is signed by the
Planning Board, with the findings of fact , the standards conditions of
approval and the proposed conditions of approval as stated.
Ms. Michalak seconded.
E.

Vote: 3-1 (Mr. Hunt opposed)

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - To consider a text amendment to the Zoning \
Ordinance to include parking as a permitted use in the Rural
Industrial District. Chebeague Island Transportation Company.
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Mr. Hunt and Mr. Damon stepped down from the board and sat in the audience
for this item only, as Mr. Hunt's partner \represents the Chebeague Island
Transportation Company and Mr. Damon is a stockholder in CTC.

Mr. Vail moved that Mr. Hunt and Mr. Damon be excused from the board for
this item.
Ms. Michalk seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Vail moved that the matter be tabled as there was not a quorum on the
board., but to allow public comment. Mr. Robinson noted that Mr.. Bingham was
due to arrive, and the hearing could proceed. Any action would need a quorum.
Ms. Larson presented background information as follows:

Directive from the Council

On Monday, April 12, 1993 the Council heard the request from the CTC and
moved to send the application to the Planning Board for a recommendation. The
original request was to allow gravel parking as a principal use (it is now allowed
as an accessory use) in the Rural Industrial (RI) district. The Council has also
requested that the Planning Board consider contract zoning. The reasons for
considering contract zoning are two-fold. First, the Council does not want to see
parking lots built all along the Middle Road, and second, they would like to limit
the parking use to the CTC for only as long as they are using the lot.

Application proposal

1.
The CTC would like to use a portion of the Hazelton property on Middle
Road for a parking lot to be used for summer parking.

2.
The Hazelton property is approximately 11 1/2 acres. CTC is proposing to
lease approximately 3 acres to be used for summer parking. A schematic plan
has been submitted showing (1) 2 acre parking lot and (1) 1 acre overflow
parking lot.
3.
This parking lot would replace the parking lot now used at the Town Office
on Drowne Road.
4. The CTC estimates that 100 cars can be parked per acre. If 9' x 36' per car is
used, (this includes an access lane) this figure appears to be conservative.

As a Zoning Ordinance Text Change

1.
That parking lots be added as a permitted use in the RI district. Site Plan
Review is required for all uses, except residential ones, in this district.

2.
The Town of Freeport allows "parking lots to serve A & B buildings" as a
principal use. Cumberland could revise this principal use to be parking lots to
serve passenger transportation facilities. Passenger transportation further limits
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the parking lot use. Commuter parking lots would be permitted if one became
necessary, but other heavier commercial uses would not be allowed.
3.
Parking lot is currently defined as "an off-street area for greater than three
cars. This definition could be amended to include provisions specifically for
parking as a primary use, for example limiting the amount of space of any one
parking lot.
The RI district requires that a buffer strip of at least 25' be maintained when a
parcel in a commercial use abuts a parcel in a residential use. The buffer must
be at least 6' high. The Ordinance is also specific as to what the buffer is made
of, i.e. fencing, berms, evergreens, etc .. The purpose of the buffering is to
screen headlights, lights from structures and the movement of people and
vehicles on adjacent properties. This would be addressed in the Site Plan
Review process.

Contract Zoning Option
1.
The Council requests that the Planning Board consider contract zoning as
an option. There was not ample time to advertise that contract zoning was going
to be considered, and therefore the issue is not formally before the Board.
Contract Zoning imports the use of one district to another where it is not a
permitted use. In this instance parking is not allowed as a primary use in any
district only as an accessory use. Therefore the use would have to be added to
another district and then imported.
Transportation termini, which is not defined, is a special exception use in the HC
district. A definition of this use which includes parking facilities is one way to go.
Mr. Robinson said the board can allow parking in the district or consider contract
zoning for the parcel. As for procedure, wither a motion to Town Council for a
zone change or a motion to Town Council suggesting contract zoning would be
needed, or the Board could take no action, essentially killing the request. If it is
moved to the Council for a zone change, the Council will act and then it comes
back to the Planning Board for site plan approval. Tonight is not the final hour,
as Council holds a hearing and the Planning Board does on site plans.
Ms. Larson then highlighted statistics provided by CTC, as follows:
CTC Parking Statistics
1.
The parking lot will be used from early May through late October. The
maximum number of cars parked at the Drowne Road lot in 1992 was 218 on
July 4th weekend. Other weekends in July and August the cars parked averaged
just under 200. During July and August the CTC estimates that as many as 80
cars per day enter and leave the Drowne Road lot. The CTC runs between 8 and
1O trips per day in the summer months.
2. Traffic in and out of the Drowne Road lot averages between 2 and 18 cars
entering or leaving the lot for each boat. The summer average is about 9 cars
going either in or out of the parking lot. The traffic occurs approximately 1/2 hour
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before and 1/2 after each boat. Heaviest traffic occurs late Friday afternoon.
Traffic is generally heavier during the day.
She added that additional information would be requested at site plan review.
Mr. Robinson said adding parking to the Zoning Ordinance makes it an allowable
use, and contract zoning was discussed too, which is a narrow application and I
don't know if that is appropriate. He suggested that comments focus on whether
to make the addition to the Zoning Ordinance of parking for commercial
purposes.
Dave Hill, from Chebeague Transportation Company, said the remote parking is
for people on the island, to give them access, and is not a tourist parking lot. It
has operated at the town property for 15 years, and at the request of the town,
with the landfill closed, to ease congestion, the company is looking for a new
site. The operation is commercial but last year collected $6,000 in fees as
compared with $9,000 for expenses. Ms. Michalak asked about security. Mr. Hill
said we can't ask for better security than here, wide open, with no trees. Mr. Vail
asked about the status of negotiations with Central Maine Power, and Mr. Hill
said the proceeding is in limbo, and we will need more parking regardless of the
outcome of those talks. Mr. Robinson said if Mr. Bingham shows up tonight in
time and is comfortable with voting, we will vote on this. He asked for comment
from the public.
John Chandler, Tuttle Road, said his parents live directly across from the
proposed site. In 1991-92, two of three Yarmouth lots were closed but the
company expects an increase in people, but there seems to be a reduction in
ridership. Mr. Hill said with no other lots available , people would have to park
somewhere else, but estimated the increase in cars in Cumberland from
"hitchhikers" to about 1O at most. He does not anticipate more than 10 or 15 cars
leaving the lot at one time. Mr. Chandler said the proposal, as far as his parents
are concerned, has a rather negative impact on their quality of life, the visual part
of it. He said it will have a negative effect on property values . Something like this
was not put in the zoning ordinance in the first place because if you have a
business coming in, there is a certain amount of parking in the first place, and
the number of cars has an impact. The visual impact of the present proposal is
the most disturbing. The developers will do some grading but folks are eating
dust from that lot as is, and with an off shore breeze, there is even more. As far
as lights, is what is existing sufficient. As for security, there have been incidents
in the past, and we would like to have an officer readily available. People will be
flying all over the place and someone with a mind to break into someone's car
would clean out houses too. He said it is also hard to gauge if the need will go up
or down, if people go back to Yarmouth.
Glenna Turner, speaking from the floor, said the quality of life in the
neighborhood is quiet; Hazelton is an eyesore but I have gotten used to it. She
said she can't imagine 80 cars in and out, a traffic jam. She is concerned for the
security of her house.
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Gary Varney, speaking from the floor, said CTC in Yarmouth had to do a lot of
things to keep people content, did everything they came up with, including toilets,
dumpsters and lights. The transport company is willing to do something and is
not out to make a lot of money, just to provide a way to get people from
Chebeague Island over. If the town does not have parking for summer residents
who live here, that lowers the value of their property. The town has some
responsibility as there are some large taxpayers. He said there is not a large
problem with crime, and that lot is more isolated than Middle Road. All the people
on Chebeague recognize it is a burden for people over here but there is not much
choice in it, as we a re not connected to the mainland. CMP will not
accommodate summer parking, and it is more reasonable to expect to park in the
town where people are paying taxes, not in Yarmouth. Chebeague has a pretty
good record of trying to cooperate wherever they are. Since there will be growth
on the island, not rapid, parking must grow. He said this would not be like the
commuter lot at Cousins Island, but would be just a trickle, not people completely
out like a shift, all at one time. Dust and all that can be addressed, the area tarred
if necessary, but these cars have to go somewhere.

Mr. Robinson said to Mr. Hill this traffic is not exclusive to summer people, but
includes people who rent, or who go for the day. He said Mr. Hill's comments
indicated there was a possibility they would be excluded from Drowne Road. Mr.
Hill said there have been a lot of strong hints. Mr. Robinson said CTC must meet
site plan requirements as there is no latitude. Mr. Hill said CTC is prepared to
meet requirements assuming it is not burdensome to the point where they
cannot afford to do so. Hesaid he could not comment on money without the
approval of the Board of Directors, but the company cannot blacktop or stripe a
lot, as that would come to $50,000; it could however be scraped and graveled,
and the company certainly has a commitment to site plan review.
Frank Read, speaking from the audience, said briefly about security, we are
talking about 200 cars in a relatively remote area, many tourist cars, and they are
a target for thieves. Activity could spread to where I live . Is the situation broke
enough that it needs fixing? Mr. Hill said people are parking in front of the town
garage doors and cars are in very close proximity. From our standpoint we live
with it and do the best we can.
Ms. Michalak asked how many came early and how many left late. Mr. Hill said
about 1O arrive on the first boat and only two or three leave for the last one. The
concern is noise, doors slamming and such, but at night it tapers down. Joe
Rand, 46 Friar Lane, asked how the lot would be approached. Mr. Hill said from
Tuttle Road. Mr. Rand said without proper screening. lighting or fencing, there
would be a problem, and where Friar comes out it's a real dangerous
intersection. Lee Walsh, also of Friar Lane, asked what is the extent of the
operation planned for this lot. Toilets and lighting are the last thing she wants to
see. Mr. Hill said fencing and improvements were discussed and for his mind
grading is needed, and then it can be left as it is, without a need for as fence. Ms.
Walsh felt that putting up a fence and such was asking for a party.
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Mr. Robinson said the board at this point is not looking at a specific site, the
kinds of lights and so forth, but if commercial parking is an appropriate use in the
zone. Mr. Hill was asked by a member of the audience why the company could
not expand where they were. Mr. Hill said a closed landfill is not appropriate. Ms.
Turner, speaking from the audience, said I am so opposed. We were misled by
the town in the past and did not want to be zoned for commercial. When Hazelton
built they said they would screen and they never did. Light pollution, she said, is
a real problem. A man in the audience suggested policing the existing parking lot,
telling people where to park, but Mr. Hill said the problem is space, lack of space.
There also is a concern with calcium chloride dust being a problem for wells in
the area.

Mr. Varney said the problem was that we did not look ahead years ago and that's
why there is not a place. There are very few places left. It isn't all taxpayers using
this but people who come to the hotel and help the owner pay taxes; it's all
related. Never in the past was there enough provision made for the future and all
he is trying to do is have a place for Chebeaguers to come back and forth. If we
have a lot, then make the decision as to whether to light it up or screen it with
trees, but it has to be somewhere , and we will do what we have to do to make it
work. There are ways to hold down sound and this is an industrial area; a lot
worse things could go in there. Mr. Chandler said there is still the visual impact, a
substantially negative impact, no matter what you do. The purpose of zoning is to
protect the rights of the people who live there.
Mr. Robinson closed the public hearing at 8:1 O p.m.
Mr. Bingham said he remembered a discussion when they made that zone and
had said there would be a point when the residents realized it was an industrial
zone and a howling would come from the neighborhood. He said it would be a
different case with a plant but a parking lot is also an inappropriate use of the
area. An industrial plant is well buffered. Secondly, as a matter for the town, take
this municipal land, which the school district tossed out Send the town back to
the drawing board and see what can be done with the total land area. Ms.
Michalak said she had some sympathy with the visual impact, and if you screen a
parking lot, that impacts security, so it should stay as it is. Mr. Vail said go back
to the Comprehensive Plan. The community was opposed to industrial zoning but
that was kept to keep Hazelton from non conformity. There is the concern of
residents there for generations and it's balancing act of what is allowed and the
concerns of the people. The board needs to protect the interest of our friends on
the Island, as too often we forget they are part of Cumberland, and they need a
parking lot. He has real mixed feelings and thinks the Council should go back to
the drawing board and look at areas around here. CTC should work with the town
to develop a master plan for parking.
Mr. Robinson noted that the school district gave this building to the town. As for
the proposal, he felt that parking was an inappropriate use for the piece of
property, He understands the history of the Rural Industrial zone but a parking
lot coexisting with a building that supports it is one thing and a free standing lot is
another. He continues to be concerned about parking for summer and year round
residents of Chebeague, but he is not in favor of this plan and does not think it is
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an appropriate zone change. He noted the proposal may not be dead as CTC
has the right to appeal to Town Council for contract zoning. He said he would like
to see Council deal with this as it is a political issue.

Mr. Vail moved to table consider a text amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
to include parking as a permitted use in the Rural Industrial District.
Chebeague Island Transportation Company.
Mr. Bingham seconded.

Vote: Unanimous.

Mr. Robinson said the item was tabled indefinitely until Council asks the Board to
act or the matter disappears.
Mr. Hunt and Mr. Damon, who did not participate in the vote, returned to the dais
to sit as board members for the rest of the agenda.
2.

Public Hearing - Preliminary Application- Chebeague Island
TransferStation. Town of Cumberland. Robert Arsenault Agent

Mr. Robinson ascertained there were no members of the public present who
were interested in speaking in regard to this item.

Mr. Hunt moved to table the item as read.
Mr. Vail seconded.
Mr. Damon said he had reviewed the plan and still didn't quite agree with the
siting . He spent three hours on this Sunday and he feels the excavating and the
mining operation is encroaching. There has to be a buffer line set between the
cemetery and the landfill or a cease and desist order enacted.
Ms. Larson said there was a survey of the whole parcel and a line could be
established. Mr. Damon suggested a site walk before the meeting on the island
April 28. Mr. Robinson suggested that as a liaison of the board, Mr. Damon get
together with the town. Mr. Bingham added that if the matter cannot be
addressed before the meeting, the board would be wasting its time.

The vote on the motion to table Preliminary Application, Chebeague Island
Transfer Station, Town of Cumberland, Robert Arsenault, Agent, was
unanimous.
Mr. Damon left the meeting at 8:33 p.m. to catch his boat home.
3.

Public Hearing- Site Plan Reyjew. Final Approval. M.S.A.Q. 51 Master Development Plan. - Tom Emery. Terrien Architects-Agent

Ms. Larson presented the following background:

BACKGROUND
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M.S.A.D. is seeking approval for the following projects as part of this application:
1.
A 24' wide gravel Access Road and an 18' wide emergency Access Road.
2.

The relocation of the Field House.

3.

The Central Parking Lots which will be constructed in Phase 2.

4.
The traffic improvements in front of Greely Junior and Senior High
Schools.
WAIVERS GRANTED
1. Section 206.2.3.4, that only buildings, structures, streets, easements etc.
within 100 feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
2. Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features within 200 feet of the
proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1. Donna Larson, CEO: OK as proposed.
2. Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: OK as proposed.
3. Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: OK as proposed.
4. Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: OK as proposed.
5. Joseph Charron, Police: OK as proposed.
6. Richard Peterson, LPI: OK as proposed.
7. Robert Arsenault, Town Engineer: see memo dated 4/13/93.
She noted that all the department heads were satisfied and a phasing plan would
be implemented. This summer, the start of the 1993-94 fiscal year, the road , two
parking lots and the access road would be done. In front of the school the three
realignments for DOT would be finished, the area loamed and seeded, a pass
through lane done and lanes done in front of the high school. There had been
discussion about improvements in front of the junior high, but that was on hold as
future improvements, She said there is not concern now that it will be a problem
but there is a plan should it become one. Mr. Bingham asked if there was a
concrete plan for students to park and a representative of MSAD 51 said there
will be. Mr. Bingham asked about the field house. The representative said it will
be moved this summer. Mr. Emery noted it would be an alternate location, not an
alternate building, and would be relocated below the soccer field. Mr., Bingham
said he thought the junior high had been an integral part., as far as the
improvements went. Ms, Larson said the improvements do require taking trees
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down. You drive into the junior high and if you are not going on to the high
school, you drive out. Mr. Emery said the front of the junior high school was
Phase 3 If with the other improvements proposed, the one way in front of the
junior high, the bypass lane, the bus storing lane, it may not be necessary to cut
trees, Mr. Robinson said he preferred to let the trees take a natural course and
die on their own, a reasonable approach to this problem. He said we can make it
a condition of approval; that if the situation becomes a problem that portion of the
plan must be completed.

Ms. Larson went through the findings, as follows:

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
206.3.1

CIRCULATION

Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
Based on review by the Town Engineer Robert Arsenault, the Fire Chief William
Fisher, the acting Police Chief Joseph Charron, the Rescue Chief Christopher
Bolduc and Public Works Director Phil Wentworth the standards of this section
have been met.

206.3.2

ACCESS:

.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
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measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
Based on review by the Town Engineer Robert Arsenault, the standards of this
section have been met.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
The layout of the access road and the central parking lots take advantage of
historical uses in the area. A fire hydrant has been added to the school side of
Tuttle Road for increased fire protection for both the Wilson School and the High
School, therefore the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
A lighting plan has been submitted which lights the access road and the parking
lots at a rate of no less than .5 foot-candles in any area. The parking lot lights
will be on a timer so as to conserve energy and to avoid glare onto adjacent
properties, with the exception of a light near the gate which will be left on all night
for security reasons, therefore the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. Buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
The plan has been designed to minimize the reduction of the natural buffers. No
additional plantings have been proposed.

206.3.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
The applicant has submitted a letter from the Office of Community Development's
Natural Heritage Program stating that there is on file historical records of 3
endangered, threatened, or considered rare species located within the Town of
Cumberland. The letter states that there appears to be no record of any rare
features known to occur on the property itself. A letter from the US Dept. of the
Interior has been submitted stating that there are no species under the
Departments jurisdiction known to occur on the property. A stormwater
management plan and an erosion and sedimentation plan have been reviewed
and approved by the Town Engineer Robert Arsenault, therefore the standards of
this section have been met.

Mr. Vail moved to accept the findings as presented.
Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Hunt seconded.

Ms. Larson went through the standard and proposed conditions of approval, as s
follows.

Standard Conditions of Approval
1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.

Proposed Conditions of Approval
1.

All fees must be paid.

2.
That the applicants receive a Site Location of Development from the DEP
prior to construction.
The board proposed adding the third condition of approval, as follows:
3.
Town staff reserves the right to inspect traffic improvements and to
implement Phase 3 no later than 1995 if the current plan does not correct the
situation.
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Mr. Hunt moved to grant site plan review approval to the master
Development Plan, M.S.A.D. 51 with the standard conditions of approval
and the three proposed conditions of approval.
Mr. Vail seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Emery ascertained that MSAD 51 can bid the access road and the parking lot
work without Site Location permit approval.
4.

Site Plan Review. Final Approval-M.S.A.D. 51-Mabel Wilson School
Tom Emery. Terrien Architects. Agent.

Ms. Larson presented background information as follows:
M.S.A.D. 51 Mabel Wilson School Addition
SITE PLAN REVIEW
April 20, 1993
BACKGROUND
M.S.A.D. is seeking approval for the following projects as part of this application:
1.
A 48,926 square feet addition to the Mabel Wilson School and the site
work associated with the addition.
2.
The relocation of an 8" sewer line and construction of a sewer connector
within the Tuttle Road
right-of-way.
3.
The temporary relocation of 4 portable class rooms from the westerly and
rear of the Wilson School to the easterly side of the lower paved parking and
service yard.
4.

The parcel is located on Tuttle Road, in the MOR district, map U-11, Lot 9.

5.

The parcel is in the Aquifer Protection district.

DEPARTMENT HEAP REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: the project meets all Zoning requirements

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: OK as proposed

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: OK as proposed

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: OK as proposed

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: OK as proposed

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment
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7.
Robert Arsenault, Town Engineer: see letter dated 4/13/93
WAIVERS GRANTED
1. Section 206.2.3.4, that only buildings, structures, streets, easements etc ..
within 100 feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
2. Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features within 200 feet of the
proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size.
Ms Larson noted that the application also included the relocation of the sewer
line and the relocation of portable classrooms.
Mr. Stiles noted that there had been a certain type of curbing that was
cumbersome for the plow. Mr. Emery said he had met with Phil Wentworth, of the
Highway Department, and all curbing had been deleted except at turning points,
and there it was a shallow type of curbing, which would have some degradation.
Ms. Larson went through the findings, as follows:

206.3.1

CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
Based on a review by engineers Scott Cowger and Robert Arsenault, and the
Fire, Rescue, and Police department heads, the standards of this section have
been met.

206.3.2

ACCESS:

.1 All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2 Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile and
grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight distance
measured in each direction. The sight distance available should not be
less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted speed
limit.
.3 Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4 No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
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driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5 Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to any
one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet measured
along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any two
(2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6 Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7 Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
Based on the review by the Town Engineer, Robert Arsenault, the standards of
this section have been met.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
Based on a review of the stormwater and erosion and sedimentation plan by the
Town Engineer, Robert Arsenault, and a review by the fire, rescue and police
chief's, the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
A lighting plan was submitted, a minimum of 0.5 foot-candles of lighting will be
met in each parking and loading area. The lights will be controlled by a timer to
conserve energy and to avoid glare onto abutting properties, the standards of
this section have been met.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
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A planting plan has been submitted. A solid wall of trees along the north side of
the property, and along the access road is proposed, every attempt has been
made to preserve the existing vegetation as a natural buffer, therefore the
standards of this section have been met.

206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
The applicant has submitted a letter from the Office of Community Development's
Natural Heritage Program stating that there is on file historical records of 3
endangered, threatened, or considered rare species located within the Town of
Cumberland. The letter states that there appears to be no record of any rare
features known to occur on the property itself. A letter from the US Dept. of the
Interior has been submitted stating that there are no species under the
Departments jurisdiction known to occur on the property. A stormwater
management plan and an erosion and sedimentation plan have been reviewed
and approved by the Town Engineer Robert Arsenault, therefore the standards of
this section have been met.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
303.2 The following uses shall only be allowed upon a positive finding by
the Planning Board that the proposed use, with any conditions imposed by
the Board, will not adversely affect the quality of groundwater:
The following uses apply to this application:

.5 Storage of petroleum or other refined petroleum products, with the
exception of petroleum products used for household purposes;
The plan proposes an underground heating oil storage tank and an underground
propane tank for cooking. Both tanks will be required to be licensed by the State .

.8 Any residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, or governmental
development, including subdivision, which occupies a land or water area in
excess of 20 acres.
Based on projected water consumption, forty sewer units have been purchased
by M.S.A.D. 51 for the expansion. The Portland Water District have reviewed
and approved the relocation of the sewer line.

Mr. Bingham moved to approve the findings as presented for M.S.A.D. 51
Mabel Wilson School Addition.
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Mr. Hunt seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Ms. Larson went through the standards and proposed conditions of approval, as
follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval
1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.

Proposed Conditions of Approval
1.

All fees must be paid.

2. That the applicants receive a Site Location of Development from the DEP
prior to construction.

Mr.. Bingham moved to grant site plan review approval to M.S.A.D. 51
Mabel Wilson School Addition, with the standard and proposed conditions
of approval as presented.
Mr. Vail seconded.
5.

Vote: Unanimous.

Public Hearing- Recommendation to Town Council-change of use
reguest for commercjal storage jn a rural residential district.
discussion of text change as a home occupation. and/or
discussion of contract zoning. Map 85. Lot 35A. access from
Shuster road in Falmouth. Susan Chase and Scott Verrill.

Ms. Larson presented a proposed zoning definition as follows:

The proposed definition to be added to the definition section of the
Ordinance

Storage - the accessory use of (1) one existing building on a parcel for storing
items limited to boats, campers, recreational vehicles, snowmobiles, or
automobiles for consideration, for a period of at least 3 months in any one
calendar year. No more than 3,000 square feet of any building shall be in
storage use. The storage area shall have common accesses, no more than the
minimum to meet fire codes, not individual compartments. The storage of
petroleum products shall not be allowed.
A storage use shall be considered a home occupation and shall be applicable to
the home occupation standards. If storage use is greater than 1500 square feet
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then Site Plan Review approval from the Planning Board will be necessary. The
building shall not be used for storage until a use permit has been issued by the
Code Enforcement Officer. Storage uses that existed prior to the effective date
of this amendment are grandfathered under this amendment.(Adopted effective
1993)

The term "storage" also would be added to the home occupations Section, 414,
as follows:

Sec. 414

Home Occupations

414.1

414.2

Any home occupation such as arts and crafts work,
dressmaking, tutoring, music teaching, and the use of a portion
of a residential building as a bed & breakfast inn, day care
home, storage, or as the office of a physician, dentist, lawyer,
engineer, architect, hairdresser, barber, real estate broker,
insurance agent, accountant or similar uses may be approved
as a special exception by the Board of Adjustment and Appeals
if: [Amended, effective 12/13/89]
.1

The occupation of an office will be managed by a member of
the family residing within the dwelling unit. Up to two
employees who are not members of the family may be
employed in a home occupation, and;

.2

The occupation or office will be located wholly within the
principal or accessory structures, and;

.3

Exterior displays, exterior storage of materials, and exterior
indication of the home occupation will not be permitted except
for signs as may be specifically provided for by the Board of
Adjustment and Appeals and as may otherwise conform to the
conditions of this Ordinance; and

.4

Noise, vibration, smoke, dust, electrical disturbance, odors,
heat, or glare will not be detectable beyond property limits,
and;

.5

Off-street parking spaces will be provided in an amount to be
determined by the Board as necessary to avoid street
congestion.
The granting of a special exception approval for a home
occupation shall apply to the applicant only while the applicant
resides at the property.

Ms. Larson said there had been a lot of talk of limits. The square footage in the
building devoted to storage is limited, which can be done as square footage is
limited for accessory apartments, but the numbers are open to discussion. Over
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1,500 sq. ft., as this is proposed, requires site plan review. There are thresholds
set for certain typical impacts, and other situations where the impact is greater.
In the home occupation section, only the word "storage" has to be added.

Mr. Bingham said this would grandfather every barn below 1,500 sq. ft. Ms.
Larson said the intention was not for every barn to come before the board, but
also we did not want commercial storage popping up all over. Mr. Hunt noted
that the definition did say existing buildings. Mr. Bingham noted that under the
definition the most the ChaseNerrill building could use for storage would be
3,000 sq. ft., which Mr. Robinson noted does not meet what the applicant wants.
Ms. Larson agreed that it does not meet the applicant's request under home
occupation, but the request could be met under contract zoning. She said there
are always people who do it by the book, and someone builds a 10,000 sq. ft.
barn, and comes back; without limits we have it all for storage.
She presented the contract zoning option for the ChaseNerrill property as
follows:

2.

Using Contract Zoning
AGREEMENT FOR CHANGE IN
ZONING CLASSIFICATION

This agreement is entered into this __ day of March, 1993 between the Town of
Cumberland, a body corporate and politic located in the County of Cumberland and state
of Maine, (hereinafter "Town") and Susan L. Chase and Scott R. Verrill, residents of the
Town of Cumberland and the State of Maine (hereinafter "Chase and Verrill").
WHEREAS, Chase and Verrill has purchased a portion of the property of the late
Stan Marston and Patricia Marston (map R05, lot 35A); which is accessed from the
Schuster Road in Falmouth. The property is more fully described in Exhibit A attached
hereto, and hereby incorporated hereinafter "the Parcel".
WHEREAS, Chase and Verrill is proposing to use the Parcel for warehousing,
which are all allowable uses in the Highway Commercial Zone,
WHEREAS, the warehousing will be limited to items including boats,
recreational vehicles, snowmobiles, and cars stored on a seasonal basis, for a period of at
least 3 months,
WHEREAS, said proposal will not cause excessive traffic on Schuster Road in
Falmouth, or Rt. 100 in Cumberland,
WHEREAS, said proposal will use 6,000 ft2 of an existing 7,200 ft2 building and
no further expansion is proposed,
WHEREAS, said proposal will be consistent with the intent of the RR2 zone in
which the Parcel is now included and will maintain open space and a generally rural
character,
WHEREAS, said proposal will no longer use the Parcel for any type of aviation,
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WHEREAS, said proposal will not require additional sanitary facilities, so as to
prevent any groundwater contamination,
WHEREAS, all items stored will be drained of any petroleum products prior to
being stored to protect the groundwater from any contamination,
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of their mutual premises and covenants
hereinafter set forth, the Town and Chase and Verrill do agree as follows:

A.

Terms and Condjtjons of Rezonine

In consideration of the Town's granting the request of Chase and Verrill to rezone
the Parcel from RR2 to Highway Commercial, solely for the uses of warehousing, Chase
and Verrill, his heirs and assigns, agree to the terms and conditions enumerated in this
Agreement The use of such Parcel will be governed for all purposes as if it were in the
Highway Commercial Zoning District pursuant to said zoning ordinance. Chase and
Verrill for himself, his heirs and assigns agrees to the following terms and conditions:

1.
There shall be no alteration of the use approved hereunder,
warehousing, without an amendment to this Agreement.
2.
The items to be warehoused shall be limited to items stored
on a seasonal basis, or for no less than 3 months at a time.
3.
The items stored shall be limited to boats, recreational
vehicles, cars, and snowmobiles,
4.

All items shall be stored inside the existing building,

5.
The storage area used for commercial purposes shall be no
greater than x ft2.
6.
That all vehicles be drained of petroleum products to avoid
contamination of the groundwater,
7.
That Chase and Verrill shall receive Special Exception
approval for a warehouse from the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals, prior to commencing this use.
8.
Chase and Verrill shall receive Site Plan Review approval for
the warehouse, prior to commencing these uses.
9.
This agreement shall expire upon the earlier of five (5) years
from the date of execution, or except that at the end of said five (5)
year period, the Town may extend this agreement for an additional
five (5) year period. Notwithstanding the above, the Town may
terminate this agreement at any time upon violation of any of the
terms and conditions of this agreement.
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9.
Chase and Verrill shall record this agreement in the
Cumberland County Registry of Deeds within 30 days of Town
Council approval.
Mr. Robinson noted that the first option, for zoning definition and home
occupation, limits this applicant to 3,000 sq. ft. out of a 7,000 sq. ft . building,
while the second option, contract zoning, allows up to 6,000 sq. ft. out of the
7,000 sq. ft. building. Mr. Robinson noted that storage was always a traditional
use of a building in Maine and in this case the board was trying to come up with
a vehicle that would satisfy the new property owners and the abutters.
Jeffrey Steiman, Range Road, said he had nothing against Susan Chase or Scott
Verrill, but he had a problem with a commercial operation. He built in the area
because it was rural and this use is something he feels will be adverse, he does
not see it as a home occupation, and it just doesn't fit the area. Ms. Michalak
asked about traffic to look at their stored vehicles and Mr. Robinson said he
assumed it would be minimal. William Stiles, Range Road, said the building
shouldn't be there. It has an earthen floor, and if proper care isn't taken, there will
be problems with cars and storage. He would prefer not to see it there at all, but
has no better use for it. A Blanchard Road resident, speaking from the audience,
said this was a hayfield, a barn, an airfield. He asked what happens when Susan
and Scott move on, is there full control so it is not a commercial venture. He
asked how do you stop something that shouldn't have happened in the beginning
from getting worse than it is. He is sympathetic but is thinking of what could
happen, how this could evolve into a commercial center. He cannot say which
process is the best. Mr. Robinson noted that both home occupation and contract
zoning apply to the current property owner and expire with the owner. Everytime
you add something else you are faced with a problem. The best approach is to
find out what you can do before buying, and the board now is trying to mitigate
the effect for the neighbors. He said if he owned it, he would put baled hay in it
and sell it in August.
Susan Chase, speaking from the floor, said are there any limits to what someone
can do with a home occupation. Ms. Larson noted that bed and breakfasts are
limited as to the number of guests in bedrooms and Ms. Chase said that is not
relevant to this situation. Ms. Chase said this is an existing building, and we don't
presume to change the outside. She said we are not playing on the same ballfield
if I have to limit my square footage to 3,000 sq. ft. when I'm trying to do the right
thing. If I have to limit my square footage, she said, everyone else will have to do
the same. Long term storage such as she proposes, she said, has a traffic impact
on the neighbors in Falmouth that is limited, not as much as taking out bales of
hay. She has not addressed the contract being proposed, but said she applied for
6,000 sq. ft. of storage, to signage.
Mr. Robinson said what you are asking for is not a permitted use in the zone
where your property is located. Ms. Larson, he said, has provided options and
the board has input from abutters; seeing that you don't agree with either option
proposed, we can table this until you do. Mr. Hunt said that under option one,
home occupation, we have not presented what the applicant wants to do, as
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3,000 sq. ft. does not get her there. He added he has issues with the contract,
too. Ms. Larson said the applicant originally requested contract zoning, the
Council made the recommendation hat the Planning Board explore other
methods, and the board went over special exception and did not want that. Mr.
Hunt said Mr. Vail suggested home occupation, and we should follow one of the
two. He has no preference. Mr. Bingham noted there was existing stuff in town
that would be affected. Mr. Vail said if we do nothing, it allows her to go before
the Board of Adjustment and Appeals. Mr. Robinson said responses received
suggested that Mr. Vail's interpretation was incorrect and Mr.. Vail said in
suggesting home occupation he had tried to look at the global picture.
Ms. Chase said the building permit was for a barn, but Mr. Hunt noted the
building's height and use. Ms. Chase said it is a building for agricultural use, and I
am not changing the impact, so why not let me use it,. Mr. Hunt said the builder
defrauded the Board of Appeals. Mr. Robinson said basically the use you are
proposing is not permitted in the zone. Ms. Chase said if the criteria for use is
impact, it fits, Mr. Hunt said this is a political issue, but also is not what the
ordinance permits, and the question is do we recommend change, an
amendment that allows you to do what you want. Mr. Robinson said it is not
incumbent upon the Town of Cumberland to allow you to do what you want to do
with your property, but rather it is up to you to satisfy the Town of Cumberland.
He understands the building will not change, understands the impact. The board
is trying to come up with a way to satisfy you and t he neighbors. The board is
saying that you have to do this legally and protect the interest of your neighbors,
but there is a big difference between a 1,500 sq. ft. barn and a 7,000 sq. ft.
structure.
Ms. Chase said she had a problem with the process, and had been trying to let
the board do it your way, trying to let the natural process flow. Mr. Hunt said
Council apparently was uncomfortable with contract zoning, suggesting it was
spot zoning. The board has had to come up with alternative suggestions, and
also used your property to try to solve other problems.

Mr. Vail moved to amend the Zoning Ordinance to include storage as a use
under home occupation.
Mr.Bingham seconded.
Mr. Robinson said he preferred contract zoning, as you can contractually tie
down a particular building and a particular piece of land. Mr. Hunt said he was
concerned about requiring site plan review and the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals , and home occupation is only the Board of Adjustment and Appeals.
Ms. Michalak was concerned about someone putting up a building for this use;
Mr. Hunt noted existing building was specified. Mr. Hunt added that the
application originally had been presented for contract zoning, other items had
been reviewed, and he would prefer to deal with this rather unique building under
contract zoning. Ms. Larson said the board would then send it back to Council.
Ms. Michalak added that under the other option, she was concerned that
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someone could build a building, use it for a year, and then turn it into something
else.

The vote on the motion to amend the Zoning Ordinance to include storage
under home occupation was 2 in favor (Mr. Vail and Mr. Bingham) and three
opposed. The motion failed.
Mr. Hunt moved that the Planning Board recommend to the Town Council
that the property of Susan Chase and Scott Verrill be considered under
contract zoning.
Mr. Robinson seconded.
Mr. Robinson said I have a problem with commercial use in a rural district but
also a problem with not allowing someone the use of their property. How do you
balance both; but if it is going to happen here, the only way is contract zoning.
Mr. Hunt added that the text of the contract was to be decided by Ms. Larson, the
applicant and the abutters. Mr. Vail said this will address their problem, not the
town as a whole.

The vote on the motion that the Planning Board recommend to the Town
Council that the property of Susan Chase and Scott Verrill be considered
under contract zoning. was unanimous.
Mr. Robinson said this means it goes back to the Council with a recommendation
that contract zoning is the avenue to seek. Ms. Chase asked about a copy of the
contract. Mr. Robinson said the contract terms when drafted involve you and the
town, and comes back to the board for review. Ms. Chase asked if there was a
way to cut out a step. Mr. Robinson said the contract is drawn up between you
and the town attorney, and if the Councils says yes, they enter into a contract
agreement with you. Ms. Larson added that they gave options in the
recommendation and we're going back to them and saying how we considered
them. The contract will provide protection . Mr. Robinson said we pass the
political hot potato because it is the easiest thing to do. He said we will get input
from people who will have calmed down by then and it's a process with an end in
sight.
The final two public hearings listed on the agenda, one on the Erwin Property
Minor Subdivision and one on a Subdivision Revision for Small's Brook Crossing,
had been withdrawn at the respective applicant's request.

F.

Administrative Matters

A public hearing was announced for the Chebeague Island Transfer Station to be
held on Wednesday, April 28, 1993, at 7:00 p.m. at the Chebeague Island
Community Center.
The board also signed a mylar for a revision of Lot 1, Daigle Minor Subdivision,
Middle Road, Elizabeth Hood, owner.
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G.

Adjournment
Mr. Bingham moved at 10:06 p.m. that the board adjourn.
Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING

Chebeague Island Community Center
April 28, 1993
7:00 P.M.

A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:07 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson
Doug Damon
Bob Vail

Absent:

Peter Bingham
Phil Hunt
Nancy Michalak

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing- Final Plan Approval - Chebeague Island Transfer
Station. Town of Cumberland. Robert Arsenault. Agent

Mr. Robinson said we are here to receive testimony on the transfer station. The
Board's job is to address circulation, access, building and parking area design
and layout, lighting, buffering and environmental concerns, not the means of
trash disposal, what's appropriate and not. He said we do share the concerns
about trash in the future. The board will gather information to see if the site is
appropriate and will treat this applicant the same as any other. There will be no
final decision made tonight, he added, in the absence of a quorum.
Mr. Arsenault, representing the Town of Cumberland, said a site plan review
application has been filed of the transfer station, the first step to closing the
landfill at Chebeague Island. The site is town owned, existing landfill and gravel
pit. There is an existing access road to the location of the proposed transfer
station. Constraints on the siting of the structure include a 100' setback from the
edge of the existing landfill, and the location of the cemetery. The actual building
will be as far away from the actual edge of the cemetery to allow landscaping, a
berm and white pines. The constraint on the south side is the wetlands and the
required buffer from it. The constraint on the east side is the gravel pit, and there
also are vehicular constraints for loading and unloading.
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There will be a concrete slab 115' long, and a shed style roof, pitched. Runoff
which enters theinside of the building will be collected in a 1,500 gallon
underground tank. A chain link fence is planned, and power and phone lines are
to be run in. The actual station will be six containers. Common household trash
will be compacted by a compactor. People will come on site, circle around
counter clockwise and dump trash into a hopper. Each container holds 18 tons of
waste, and the containers automatically close off to eliminate animal problems.
Separate storage containers also will be inclluded. One container will be for
recyclables, one for demolition debris, one for white goods, and one as a spare.
Station hours are proposed to be Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday,
the same as the landfill now. Noise will consist of the ram pushing trash into the
compactor, which makes less noise than a lawnmower, and noise from the trucks
themselves. One truckload a week is proposed for summer; one every two or
three weeks for spring and fall.
Mr. Robinson asked for comments from the floor.
Carol White, chair of the Islands Committee, asked about products from yard
waste. Mr. Arsenault said brush, wood without nails, will continue to go where it
goes now, and the tow will periodically chip it. Other wood will go to the
container, but there is not a great volume anticipated.
Speaking on behalf of the Committee, Ms. White said white pines are proposed
for the berm, and they felt a better barrier would be provided by another kind of
tree. The color of the building also should blend in, and they prefer a dark green,
not a turquoise. She also asked if there had been consideration given to
separating access to the gravel pit from the transfer station. Would the gates be
closed, as other people have access to the station. Phil Wentworth, Highway
Department, said we haven't worked out all the details but he can see where Ms.
White is coming from. At some point the town is looking at a garage accessed
from the Littlefield Road. Ms. White said access to the landfill is real casual now,
and that is a concern. Early in the planning process, she said, the rear of the
building was facing the cemetery and now it is facing the road. Mr. Arsenault said
with the slope of the land and the berm, you won't see the containers. Ms. White
asked how tall the building was to be, and Mr. Arsenault said it needs a 16'
clearance for trucks to get in. Donna Damon, speaking from the audience, said
there is concern about the boundary between the cemetery and the transfer
station, and we recommend that the boundary be permanently established as a
line with a buffer zone, so it is clear . She said she believed that was the town's
intention but she wanted the Planning Board to consider it as a condition of
approval. The Committee, she said, is in general support of the transfer station to
get the trash off Chebeague. Mr. Arsenault said when the town is done with the
gravel area, they intended to let the cemetery have it too, and set a boundary
line. Ms. White said the Cemetery Committee can resolve that.
Ms. Damon said she had a major concern that if the gravel pit expands the way
it has been, the existing buffer will be eliminated. There must be a set
requirement for a gravel pit , We went up last week and were very concerned
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about how close the pit is. In a hurricane, 20' to 30' can go at a shot and she is
concerned if the existing trees are cut down, what will happen. One of the
conditions of approval should be that some trees be kept as a visual barrier. If
they cut down all the trees, you will see this over by the church. Mr. Robinson
noted that Mr. Damon had recommended to the Board that it make a requirement
for the town to have a long range plan for the project. Ms. Damon said there is a
buffer now. Mr. Robinson said it is very simple for us to require the town to
establish a line, but it could complicate the situation. Input is needed from the
Cemetery Committee. Mr. Wentworth said the intent was to establish what we
want to do for a long range plan. At least three years ago there was a meeting
and we did not know what would be out here, Mr., Benson was in on that. The
Committee then was at a crisis point and did not have lots left, Mr. Arsenault
said there will be a landscaped buffer for the transfer station. Ms. Damon said it
took three years to get little spindly trees.
Blanchard Bates, speaking from the audience, said a plan is needed for the
remainder of the waste and the placement of the transfer station. He said he
had a suggestion that the transfer station go opposite the public safety building.
The area is covered with trees and is easily reached by everybody. It would be
possible to close the present dump without adding more traffic around it. He said
he had never heard a reply to his suggestion in regard to the area opposite the
public safety building being used, so he was registering a protest. Waste must
be carried out and someone must bear the sacrifice.
Ms. Damon asked how close can gravel excavation be to the transfer station site,
is there a DEP involvement? Mr. Arsenault said theoretically it can come right up
to it. Ms., Damon said could the Planning Board address the possibility of a
buffer for erosion or safety. Mr. Robinson said it doesn't seem very practical not
to have a buffer and common sense tells you that you don't have a 20' pit next to
a transfer station.
Ms. Damon asked who regulates white goods, and Mr.. Robinson said there will
be an operations plan for the Public Works Department. Ms. Damon asked about
the berm, where there are pieces of tar now, and Mr. Arsenault said they will be
replaced with a natural berm. He said the 5' height had been determined by the
slope on the embankment. Mr. Robinson said berms had been experimented
with in several locations over the last five or six years and once trees are planted,
it's a very good solution. He does agree that you can do better than white pines.
Ms. Damon noted that the original plan had said to have a stockade fence until
the trees are established, and Mr. Arsenault said that would not be done. He said
the height of the berm is about the height of the fence. Ms. Damon asked how
leachate would be stored and Mr. Arsenault said the pad is sloped and it goes
down to a tank, Ms. Damon said she was concerned about it getting into the
ground. Mr.,Robinson said that the same concerns had been raised on the
mainland and the board is more concerned with the environment than almost
anything else, because what goes on the island will be there for years, He said
the long range plan will address many issues. He did say he was perplexed by
the lack of information, as he assumed there had been someone from the island
on the committee. Ms. White made the strong recommendation that the Island
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Committee be involved, adding it had been frustrating for them. She said maybe
a group might want a container on the site forreturnable bottles; would that need
Planning Board approval. Mr. Robinson said he did not believe in overregulating,
and said Ms. Larson could deal with things as they came up.
Mr. Robinson said the board probably would deal with the vote on the transfer
station the third Tuesday of May. Concerns expressed would be incorporated in
making a final decision. Doug Damon noted a full fledged plan went to DEP in
1988 and he wanted to see a copy, as well as a consensus for a long range plan
in the offing. He said this is step one of a multi step process. He said the
operations manual and any other material would go to Ms. White, and people on
the island would have felt better about this if they had been informed. Mr.
Robinson said it was a classic lack of communication.
Jim Phipps, speaking from the audience, said he wanted to reinforce the
comments already made and the deep concern of a large group of islanders that
no additional steps be taken until the site is planned out. In regard to information,
if it is in Cumberland Center, it is not necessarily available here , and copies
should be gotten at least to the Committee. Mr. Robinson reiterated the concerns
the Board was empowered to address: actual siting on the location, and that it is
environmentally sound. The Board's other concern was to hear the input it
received tonight. The Board thinks it is a sound plan, well engineered.
Mr. Robinson ascertained everyone had addressed the Board who wanted to
and thanked them for their input.

D.

Adjournment
Mr. Vail moved at 8:20 p.m. that the board adjourn.
Mr. Robinson seconded

Melinda V. Noonan - Clerk to the Board

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
May 18, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Cal I to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson
Peter Bingham
Doug Damon

Phil Hunt
Bob Vail

Absent:

Nancy Michalak

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Minutes of Prior Meeting
April 20, 1993

Mr. Damon moved to table the minutes of April 20, 1993 as the
board had not had time to review them.
Mr. Hunt seconded.
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
1.

Public Hearing - Minor Revision - Windy Knolls Subdivision .
Greely Road. A.H. Grover
Ms. Larson gave background information as follows:

1.

Windy Knolls Subdivision was granted final approval 5/17/88, Lots 4A. 4B,
and 4C were approved on September 15, 1992.

2.

The parcel is shown as Map R-4, Lot 35 on the Town Tax Maps; it is in the
Town's aquifer protection area.

3.

The original approval of the subdivision did not include Lot 4 due to the
presence of wetlands. When the applicant started the approval process
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for splitting Lot 4 into Lots 4A, 4B, and 4C the wetlands had not been
mapped. Rather than identifying the wetlands on the entire parcel, small
building windows were established in which it was known that no wetlands
were present. The application proceeded to go through the DEP review
during which time all of the wetlands on the parcel were mapped. The
plan approved by the Planning Board and the DEP for Lots 4A, 4B, and
4C contained building windows that are a combination of the Town's
district setback requirements and the setbacks from the wetlands located
on the lots, however the small building windows still exist. Now that the
wetlands have been mapped and revised building windows have been
established the applicant is requesting to remove the small building
windows on Lots 4A, 4B, and 4C.
Mr. Robinson asked for her recommendation to the Board and Ms. Larson said
she would recommend that the change be made on the plan. She said she would
call it an error, as when we approved Lots 4A, 4B and 4C, the small building
windows would have been removed. No other changes would be needed.
This revision does not change the Findings of Fact proposed and approved on
September 15, 1992, as these Findings were based on the fact that a 100' buffer
from the perennial stream was established and that all of the wetlands had been
mapped and the building windows, meaning the combination of Town setback
requirements an the DEP setback requirements from protected resources, were
found to be free of wetlands.
2.

Public Hearjng - Minor Revision - Common at Cumberland. Tuttle
Road. B. E. Associates

Ms. Larson gave background information as follows:
1.
Applicant is Robert C. Wellman acting as agent for Ada P. Ginn
2.
The land is owned by Ada P. Ginn of Portland, Me.
3.
The subdivision was approved on January 15, 1991 as a 20 lot subdivision
on 27.2 acres.
4.
In this revision, the applicant is granting a 15' x 20' easement across Lot
16 to the Town to allow access to a storm drain stub. This easement was
requested by Scott Cowger as item #4 in a punch list dated September 4,
1992.
Bob Wellman, of R.E. Associates, said there had not been enough space to
work so the easement adds enough. Ms. Larson noted there would be no other
changes needed. This revision does not change the Findings of Fact proposed
and approved on January 15, 1991, as it is being required for future
maintenance.
Mr. Robinson asked for comments from the public and three were none.

Mr. Hunt moved that the Board approve the Consent Calendar (the minor
revision to Windy Knolls Subdivision and the minor revision to the
Common at Cumberland) as presented.
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Mr. Bingham seconded.
E.

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - Final Plan Approval - Chebeague Island Transfer
Statjon. Town of Cumberland. Robert Arsenault. Agent

Ms. Larson presented background information as follows:
The Town of Cumberland is seeking approval to construct a transfer station on
the Island for solid waste disposal as the landfill is scheduled to be closed. This
application is for the transfer station and its accessory improvements only, no
other solid waste issues are addressed in this application.
1.
The Town is required to obtain a Permit by Buie approval from the Solid
Waste Bureau of the Department of Environmental Protection.
2.
A Natural Resource Protection permit, from the Department of
Environmental Protection, has been submitted as the site is within 100 feet from
a regulated wetland.
3.
The station will be in a partially enclosed building (40' x 115') with a roof.
The proposal includes (2) 50 c.y. compactors, and (4) 50 c.y. bins for recyclable,
demolition debris, white goods and metals, and wood products.
4.
The DEP requires that all effluent from the transfer station be collected
and disposed of properly. A 1,500 gallon holding tank is being installed under the
station, the waste water will be pumped when needed.
5.
The transfer station will be completely enclosed with a chain link fence
with locked gates at the entrance, at the entrance to the gravel pit and to the
existing landfill.
6.
Phil Wentworth, the Public Works Director, has met with the Cemetery
Committee. The Town has agreed to stop excavating in the area abutting the
cemetery, however at such a time when the cemetery is cleared for an expansion
the Town will be able to negotiate with the cemetery committee to first excavate
the gravel. A letter from Mr. Wentworth to myself outlines this agreement in more
detail.
7.
As part of the Solid Waste permit from the DEP, an operations manual is
required. A draft of this manual is included in the application.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: the project meets all Zoning requirements

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: no comments at this time
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3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: a fire department tank truck can be used
periodically to wash down the station

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: no comment

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: No comment

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment

WAIVERS REQUESTED:
1. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features
within 200 feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size
is being requested.
2. A waiver from Section 206.2.3.13 regarding lighting details indicating the type
of standards, location, radius of light and intensity in foot-candles is being
requested.
Section 206.2.3.4, the location of all buildings and structures, streets, easements,
driveways, entrances and exits within 100 feet of the site are shown on the
boundary survey included in the application.
All other required information listed in Section 206.2.3 is shown on the plan.
Mr. Robinson noted a meeting had been held on Chebeague Island (April 28)
and he understood there had been a change in the plan. Mr. Arsenault said out
of the last hearing came a concern about the type of trees to be used as well as
continuing communications. Mr. Robinson said the applicant, the town, is willing
to use other trees. Should the board determine exactly what species of trees or
leave it up to the common sense of the people doing the project. Mr. Vail said
delete white pine, put in spruce. Ms. Larson suggested that it be changed to 'to
be mutually agreed upon between the Island Committee and the Town." Mr.
Robinson concurred.
Ms. Larson said Phil Wentworth met with the Cemetery Committee and walked
the site. There is a letter in the board members' packets stating that the Town will
stop excavating on the northern face of the gravel pit, the line with the cemetery,
and when the cemetery wants to expand onto the knoll, the Town will clear and
excavate whatever gravel it can. It is agreeable to the Cemetery Committee if the
excavation stops at this point. Mr. Wentworth is concerned about road conditions
without an adequate supply of gravel. Also included in the packets is a draft of
the operations manual. She took the one done in 1988 and used the bulk of it to
build this on. Operating requirements follow DEP ones point by point. General
operations addresses things that come up, such as noise, odor, safety and fire,
emptying of containers, in addition to DEP concerns. Phil Wentworth and Bob
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Arsenault reviewed the draft, as did Robert Benson, the town manager, and it is
required as part of the solid waste permit.

Bob Brown, Chebeague Island, speaking from the audience, said he chairs the
Board of Trustees of the Island's Methodist Church, and will be discussing buffer
zones and other matters with Mr. Benson tomorrow afternoon. Mr. Robinson
provided him with a copy of the operations manual draft and Ms. Larson noted
that a copy of the site plan had been left on the Island after the last meeting, Mr.
Brown asked if Mr. Robinson felt that the concerns raised had been addressed
within the plan. Mr. Robinson said the concerns raised were 99% identical to the
concerns of the Ad Hoc Committee which had been addressing the issue for
months, and which we got at the last meeting, too. The Board has a limited role,
to look at the site plan and see if it meets the ordinance requirements. Other
concerns are not germane although the board made some recommendations;
the town manager has been involved and can see that they are addressed. Mr.
Robinson said it is my opinion, and only my opinion, that what will happen will be
far less detrimental to your site than what is there today. If I had a dump in my
backyard, I would be happier with this. No one wants a dump in their backyard
but it seems we've arrived at an arrangement that satisfies most individuals. We
tend to be as stringent, even more stringent, with the Town as with a private
applicant, and the process is still flexible enough that concerns raised even now
can be addressed. Mr. Brown asked about the time frame. Ms. Larson said the
town needs a solid waste permit from DEP, and needs to wait 60 days to start
construction. We are talking two months, probably August at the earliest before
anything starts to be done.
Jim Phipps, speaking from the audience, noted that a letter from himself and
Pam Curran had been distributed to the board. The concerns, he said, may be
beyond the jurisdiction of the Planning Board but the town, through its Town
Council, has been unresponsive as recently as a meeting on Chebeague Island
May 10, 1993. At a hearing last summer held by the Town Council, the vast
majority of Chebeague Island residents approved the landfill closure. Our
concern, he said, is the method the waste is transported off the island. Herealizes
the Planning Board's concern, the siting of the station, but the site where material
leaves is integrally connected and of vital concern. Last summer, almost 200
people made clear their preference for Stone Pier vs. the beach at the other end.
The beach is closer to Portland but not developed as a barge landing facility. The
town has not been willing to take up the issue or put in a request for proposal.
He wants the Planning Board to stipulate in approving the project that Stone Pier
be the embarkation site. He knows the scope of review has limits but as the
scope runs to zoning changes, consider this rather than a text change to
preclude the use of Bennett's Cove which would limit its historic use for barging.
He considers the pier the mandate of the people. Mr. Robinson said the remarks
and request will be part of the record.
Pam Curran, speaking from the audience, said she wanted to echo Mr. Phipps'
hope that the Planning Board can help and amend the operating plan to include
this in a very specific way. Mr. Arsenault noted that the board has not been
involved in the town Council discussion. Mr. Robinson asked if Bennett's Cove is
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used, will there be Planning Board involvement. Ms. Larson said any structure
would require board review

Mr. Damon said he would go along with Mr. Phipps. Findings, he said, have to do
with access and one is public roads but the water is the other. At this point in time
the town should request Stone pier until and when the Sunset Landing site is
developed. Mr. Robinson asked if this was a steady diet of material to be
transported. Mr. Damon said it is more of a steady diet than now. It is a fragile
ecosystem and there are certain times of the year when the beach could not be
used. Mr. Robinson asked what the board would do to address the issue of the
town using Bennett's Cove and damaging the ecosystem. Mr. Damon noted that
the transfer station was a steady predictable use, unlike what is done at the Cove
now. Mr. Robinson noted there are no plans to move waste in the winter, Mr.
Damon said what if there is more waste than expected, or the possibility that
Stone Pier is iced in. The boatyard could be used in an emergency; Bennett's
Cove is an unimproved site. Mr. Damon said he wanted removal of material to be
through an improved facility added to the portion of the findings related to
access. Mr. Hunt said it is the Town Council's prerogative to find a site; the
Board can make a recommendation. It is preferable to use an improved facility,
but the Town Council is not at the point of finalizing. They are putting it out to bid
and want some flexibility. Someone could come up with a plan to improve
Bennett's Cove or Sunset Landing. Mr. Robinson said he did not think it fit in
either place. He agrees with Mr. Damon and Mr. Hunt but we also have to be
careful about the legal aspects. He suggested putting an extra paragraph on the
end. Mr. Damon said that access is a Planning Board issue, and there are two
roads to the Chebeague site. One is North Road and the other is the ocean. Mr.
Robinson noted that was Mr. Damon's opinion.
Ms. Larson went through the proposed findings, as follows:

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The station has two sections, one section comprised of (2) 50 c.y. compactors for
general rubbish and one section comprised of (4) 50 c.y. storage bins as also
included; 1 for recyclable materials, 1 for demolition debris, 1 for white goods and
metals, and a spare. One container had been planned for brush, but now is an
extra as brush is being handled in a different way, she explained.
A wide open area, with a 44' radius, is proposed for loading and unloading in the
compactor area. It is projected that this will be the most widely used area.
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Vehicles approach this area of the transfer station counter-clockwise to deposit
general waste, the storage bins are located off to the left.
The paved area is designed to meet the minimum standards necessary for Waste
Management trucks to load and un-load the bins. The plan has been approved
to their satisfaction.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
The entrance to the transfer station will be the same as the entrance to the
existing landfill. The existing gate will be moved up closer to the transfer station
as the entire transfer station area will be fully enclosed with a chain-link fence, as
shown on the plan. The fence is also a requirement of DEP, Ms. Larson added.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
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be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
The transfer station was designed by Waste Management. The layout of the site
meets the specification required by Waste Management to load and unload the
bins. The building has been sited to provided the best screening from the road
and to avoid environmentally sensitive areas.

206.3.4

LIGHTING

Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
The transfer station will only be open during daylight hours. An outdoor light will
be mounted on the building for security reasons.

206.3.5

BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
A 5' berm is proposed around the north side of the site to screen the building
from the road. Two rows of trees planted 1O' apart, for a total of 14 trees are
proposed to be planted on the berm for additional screening.
Ms Larson suggested that the species of trees are to be mutually agreed upon
between the Island Committee and the Town.

206.3.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
An erosion control plan has been submitted. An underground storage tank is
being installed to catch any effluent to avoid any leachate from the bins from
contaminating the groundwater. Wetlands have been plotted on the plan. An
NAPA permit has been submitted to the DEP as the construction is within 100
feet of the wetland.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
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303.2 The following uses shall only be allowed upon a positive finding by
the Planning Board that the proposed use, with any conditions imposed by
the Board, will not adversely affect the quality of groundwater:
The following uses apply to this application:

.1

Disposal of solid waste, other than brush or stumps;

All leachate from the transfer station will be collected into a 1,500 gallon
underground storage tank. The storage tank will be emptied when necessary
and hauled off the island to an appropriate treatment facility. Ms. Larson noted
that the Town has to have a contract with a hauler.
The public portion of the item was closed.

Mr. Vail moved that the board accept the findings of fact for the Chebeague
Island Transfer Station.
Mr. Hunt seconded.
Mr. Damon said to amend the findings under buffer so that the type of
trees are approved by the Solid Waste Committee and the church.
Mr. Hunt and Mr. Vail agreed to the amendment.
The vote on the findings of fact for the Chebeague Island Transfer Station
as amended was unanimous.
Ms. Larson presented the standard and proposed conditions of approval, as
follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval

1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.
1.

Proposed Conditions of Approval

All fees must be paid.
The board agreed to take out this item as it was not applicable, with the
Town as applicant.

2. That the applicants receive a Solid Waste Permit by Rule, and an NAPA
permit from the DEP prior to construction.
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Mr. Damon moved to amend the proposed conditions of approval to state
first, that the Town in negotiating for a solid waste contract stipulate
movement through an improved site to the barge for removal off island and
secondly, that the town continue to develop a master plan for the closing of
the landfill and the future gravel operation, the utilization of the pit and
mining operation.
Mr. Bingham seconded.
Mr. Damon moved to approve the conditions of approval as amended.
Mr. Bingham, seconded.
Mr. Vail said these concerns were not raise at the meeting. Mr. Robinson said
some things were said, and are part of the record, as people were allowed to
express their concerns. Mr.. Vail said this is the first I heard of it and there is not
enough for me to act on.
Mr. Phipps, speaking from the audience, said I arrived slightly late at the last
meeting, but the Island Committee had been advised that where the contract
said the material left the island was not in the purview of the Planning Board.
There was an announcement prior to the meeting that the off loading site was not
an item of discussion, and the Town Council was to meet on May 10th, which
would be the appropriate time. But it was clear on the 10th that the town would
not address this is a meaningful way. There were few bidders and they wanted
to keep the price down by using the most convenient location. The town, he said,
must not overlook the environmental cost of an unimproved beach being used.
Mr. Robinson said he agreed with Mr. Phipps' concerns, and did not want trucks
on the beach on a regular basis. However, he agrees with Mr. Hunt that the issue
is not before the board. He has no problem with a strong letter to the Town
Council but does not think it is within the Board's jurisdiction to put in a condition
of approval. Chebeague Islanders have strong, historic political views, stronger
than the Fireside, West Cumberland or the Center, so try again. The squeaky
wheel most often gets the grease. He said he does agree with the condition of
approval on the master plan, but is nor prepared to vote on a condition for an
improved site. He is open to any avenue other than that.
Mr. Bingham said could we request before the proposal is completed to review
the points of access. Mr. Robinson said the best way is through the chair, to
address the Town Council in writing. Mr. Bingham asked what was different
about the project as far as conditions on truck access, and Mr. Robinson said
there is a significant difference between site plan review and subdivision, and
also he had a feeling that the board cannot look at something that is not
proposed yet, as they would be making a determination based on speculation.
Mr. Damon said then from the North Road to this facility, I grant approval on that.
They can park the trucks until they come up with a master plan. Mr. Robinson
said there is a different hurdle at every step. I see this as pure politics thrust on
the Planning Board. It has nothing to do with siting the facility, the road to and
from it, and we can talk until Christmas and at Christmas someone will not be
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happy. Mr. Damon said we did design an access road with the Mabel Wilson
School and the Planning Board has to look at the whole picture, as this will be
with the Island as long as solid waste is. Mr. Hunt said an appointed Board
cannot usurp the power of the Town Council. he agreed with the buffereing
amendment approval and the gravel pit master plan amendment approval but
withdrew his second on improved access as a condition.

Ms. Curran asked if the vote here is approval of the operation. Mr. Robinson said
DEP has to approve that. Ms. Curran asked why this was at the board and Mr.
Robinson said for site guidance. General operational approval comes from the
state but they want the town, too. Mr. Robinson noted that the DEP takes
comment and Mr. Brown said there were ten days to receive comment. Mr.
Arsenault said there were, he thought, 14 days.

The vote on the motion to approve the conditions of approval as amended
was as follows: 2 in favor (Mr. Damon and Mr. Bingham); 3 opposed (Mr.
Vail, Mr. Robinson and Mr. Hunt). The motion failed to carry.
Mr. Hunt moved that the Board approve the standard conditions of
approval ,the proposed conditions of approval, and an additional condition
that the town continue to develop a master plan for the closing of the
landfill and the removal of gravel and further the Board recommend to the
Town Council that any proposed removal of solid waste in the contract be
accomplished through an improved facility and that bringing equipment
onto an unimproved beach be avoided to the extent possible.
Mr. Bingham seconded.
4.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review. Preliminary Plan. Cumberland
Hall Associates. Robert Arsenault. Agent.

Mr. Hunt removed himself from the Board for this item only as he had a conflict of
interest.
Mr. Arsenault said we want to add 26-28' to the rear of the building, for two
reasons. First, we are running out of space for staff, and secondly, the ADA
(Disabilities Act) is in effect, and we want to bring the building up to code. Most
lawyers say you don't have to provide access to all floors, but this will allow for
an elevator and a handicap access bath in the basement.
Present parking spots will be eliminated by the proposed addition, but we will
remove an earth island separating a paved area from leasable space, which will
be paved and striped, adding 4 to 6 spaces. One item to be resolved is a deed
restriction preventing changes to the exterior appearance of the building. The
addition, he feels, substantially maintains the integrity of the building, essentially
elongating it but not changing the facade. The focus of the deed restriction is the
front. Abutters are the most affected and he has shown them the plan and there
is no opposition. This is to be discussed with the Town Council Monday. Mr.
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Damon asked if the addition would be at the same height and roof line,
maintaining the same material. Mr. Arsenault said it is the same height and will
match as much as possible. Mr. Damon asked if it was the same basic style of
building and Mr. Arsenault said yes. Mr. Robinson asked if the restriction was
part of the contract and Mr. Arsenault said it was not within the contract. Mr.
Robinson said he did not see it as a problem. Mr. Bingham said if he wants to
change and the Historical Society (which abuts the property) has no problem,
there should be none. Barbara Garsee, speaking from the audience, said she
thought the addition was an excellent idea. The public portion of the item was
closed.

Ms. Larson said the board could act next month. She noted she had sent the
town attorney a copy of the deed and he suggested having the Planning Board
request the town Council to interpret the restriction, to get an opinion from them.

Mr. Damon moved that the Board refer the matter on Cumberland Hall's
deed to the Town Council for interpretation of the word "substantially".
Mr. Bingham seconded

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Arsenault also noted that the zone requires 30' on the side for setback, 65'
total. Cumberland Hall deeded 16' to the church, and now the measurement is
29'6", with the line probably going through the church. There also is a problem
with the back. Mr. Damon said it's close enough,

Mr. Damon moved to table Site Plan Review, Preliminary Plan, Cumberland
Hall Associates.
Mr. Bingham seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Damon left the meeting to catch his boat home. Mr. Hunt returned to the
board for the remainder of the meeting.
3.

Public Hearing - Consideration of condition of approval
amendments. Ledgeview Associates. Fred Jensen. Agent

Ms Larson provided background information as follows:
1. On 2/18/91 the Planning Board granted approval of an addition to Ledgeview
Estates with 16 conditions.
2. The addition has been completed, and the conditions have been met with the
exception of the following that Mr. Jensen is requesting the Board to amend:
a. Condition #4 states, all parking spaces to be dimensioned and striped;
handicapped spaces to be painted as such. The parking spaces are in but they
have not been striped, nor have handicapped spaces been painted. Mr. Jensen
would prefer not to do any striping of the parking spaces, or painting for a
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handicapped space. She added that the reason he did not want to paint was that
he wanted a residential atmosphere.
The Americans with Disabilities Act requires that any building, public or private,
provide at least 1 handicapped, van accessible parking space, if there are more
than 26 parking spaces then a second handicapped space must be provided.
The finding for Building and Parking Atea Design and Layout would have to be
revised if the condition of approval is amended.
b. Condition #8 states, as per Section 424.2.1 O, the existing sign may need to be
relocated so that it is set back 5' from the right-of-way. A permit may be needed
for an advertising sign within the LOR district. The sign is in the right-of-way of
Rt. 1. Mr. Jensen is requesting that the Board amend this condition by removing
the condition.
I have discussed the possibility of Mr. Jensen getting approval from the State to
have a sign in the ROW. The State has the opinion that Mr. Jensen would have
a hardship if the sign were removed due to the fact that the ROW is wide in that
area, and that to place the sign inside the ROW would make it not visible from
the road. The greatest concern is that emergency vehicles not familiar with the
location could easily miss the building. The State will not grant this permission
however, if the Town has provisions stating that a sign must be outside of the
ROW. It is my opinion that the Board of Adjustment and Appeals could consider
a waiver of this provision (Section 424. 1.4).
c. Condition #9 states, a location permit is required from MOOT for the existing
driveway lights and the proposed One-Way sign located within the Route One
right-of-way. The location permit for the driveway lights has been obtained. Mr.
Jensen would prefer not to label the driveway. Once again, she said, the reason
was for a residential atmosphere. The driveway is too narrow for two-way traffic.
It is my opinion that due to the width of the driveway the road should be labeled,
and the same procedure for the identification sign should be followed. The
Circulation finding would have to be revised if the Board amends the condition of
approval.
Mr. Hunt said both conditions 9 and 8 had been amended to say "may", so it was
all right. Mr. Robinson asked for public comment and there was none. Mr.
Robinson said I have been there on numerous occasions in the ambulance and
never had any problem driving in, or finding it, or turning, and I've been there at
least six times. I have no problem with striping or where the signs. Mr. Vail
suggested that due to the lateness of the hour the item be tabled.
Mr. Jensen asked if requirement #8 could be removed. Mr. Hunt said it is purely
advisory, as it is worded to say "may need" approval, and we did the same with
the next one. Mr. Jensen said I have no problem if the town has no problem. Ms.
Larson pointed out that the town is holding $13,000 as a performance guarantee.
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Mr. Hunt moved that Mr. Jensen is in compliance with Condition #8 and
Condition #9 of the Conditions of Approval for Ledgeview Estates, and that
Condition #4 be deleted.
Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Vail seconded
F.

Administrative Matters
1.

Minor Field Changes-MSAD 51 Access Road. Bob Arsenault.
Agent

Ms. Larson said Phil Wentworth had wanted a change in the angle of the road to
make a storm drain easier to locate, and Bob Arsenault had looked at it and said
it was fine. The board agreed it was a minor field change and approved it.

G.

Adjournment
Mr. Bingham moved at 8:45 p.m. that the board adjourn.

JJ

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Hunt seconded

/J

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
June 15, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.

B..

Roll Call
Present:

Staff:

C.

Phil Hunt
Nancy Michalak
Bob Vail

Mark Robinson
Peter Bingham
Doug Damon
Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Minutes of Prior Meeting
April 20, 1993
April 28, 1993
May 18, 1993
Mr. Vail corrected two names in the minutes of April 20, 1993.

Mr. Damon moved to approve the minutes of April 20, 1993 , April
28, 1993 and May 18, 1993, as amended.
Mr. Bingham seconded.
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
There were no items on the consent calendar.

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - Amendment to Zonjng Ordinance - to allow parking
for Chebeague Island Transportation Co. as a permitted use in the
northern QC district.

Ms. Larson noted that this item was being tabled at the applicant's request.
2.

Public Hearing - Amendment to Zoning Ordinance - to allow auto
repair shops in the Island district.
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Ms. Larson noted that this change was proposed for the Island Business District
only, and presented a proposed definition for consideration, as follows:
Auto Repair Service Garage - A business establishment engaged in general
repair, engine rebuilding, parts replacement, rebuilding or reconditioning of motor
vehicles, body, frame or fender straightening and repair, painting and
undercoating, but where no engine fuels are sold. (adopted )
In IB add as a special exception
Ms. Larson explained that Dave Stevens wanted to open a one-bay auto repair
garage , but Island Business talks about gas sales and minor repairs incidental to
gas sales. The only place you can have repair not attached to gas sales is RI
(Rural Industrial). For tonight, she is asking the board to look at Island Business;
the definition is taken pretty much verbatim from the Falmouth ordinance.
If the board decides to adopt this, gas sales is a special exception and this is
proposed as a special exception too. It is in aquifer protection, as is the whole
Island.
Mr. Robinson asked what effort was taken to notify people of this item and Ms.
Larson said basically just publishing the notice ten days in advance. She said
she had also talked to Gary Varney, a town councilor who lives on the Island, and
he had no problems with the use on the Island, although he had some concerns
with Mr. Stevens' particular parcel. Mr. Robinson noted that at this point the
board was deciding to recommend or not recommend the amendment to the
Town Council to address it and the application would go to the Board of Appeals.
Mr. Damon noted that at this point it is a general zoning issue, and then when
that is decided, Mr. Stevens can apply. Mr. Damon added that he was all for it.
Island Business allows many kinds of businesses now. There are two gas
stations now and he does not need to see any more , but there certainly is a
need for auto repair. The Island Business district is central, mixed use, and he
would not have a problem extending this as a special exception to Island
Residential. Mr. Bingham added that he also had no problem with the idea, and
that any specific concerns would be raised on the site plan.
Mr. Damon noted that this is a definition that would require site plan review, and
Ms. Larson agreed, adding that it would be a special exception as well. Mr.
Robinson asked if the Board of Appeals was needed. Ms. Larson noted that the
area was in aquifer protection, but Mr. Robinson added that he did not see what
the Board of Appeals would look at that the Planning Board did not. Ms. Larson
agreed that nothing different would be covered, Mr. Damon said at the Board of
Appeals they also have to prove hardship, and site plan is best addressed by the
Planning Board,

Mr. Damon moved that the Board send to the Town Council for adoption an
amendment to the Zoning Ordinance inserting the proposed definition of
an auto repair service garage into the Island business District as written as
a permitted use.
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Mr. Bingham seconded
3.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Amendment to Zoning Ordinance - to allow a
business office as a permitted use jn the Island districts.

Ms. Larson noted that this item was being tabled at the applicant's request.
4.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Approval. Preliminary Plan. Cumberland
Hall Associates. Robert Arsenault Agent

Ms. Larson presented background information as follows:
1.

Cumberland Hall Associates and the Town entered into a contract zoning
agreement to allow the use conversion from municipal to professional
offices. Site plan review approval was granted on March 15, 1988 for the
professional offices.

2.

An amendment to the contract zoning agreement was approved in
February 1990 when an adjacent parcel was acquired. In this agreement
the rear setback requirement was reduced. ·

3.

Cumberland Hall Associates are proposing to construct 26' x 40' addition
with an 8'-6" x 25 enclosed stairwell on the rear of the building. The
addition will house and elevator, two handicapped accessible washrooms,
and a rescue assistance area. An existing soils lab will be relocated into
the addition, opening up space in the existing building for offices.

4.

The addition does not meet current side and combined side setback
requirements. This is due in large part to a parcel of land that Cumberland
Hall Associates gave to the adjacent church when they found that the
church was not completely on their own property. A seconded amended
contract zoning agreement is being proposed to remedy this situation. The
contract has been drafted and reviewed by Ken Cole, the Town Attorney.
Ken had some minor revisions to be added to the contract. These changes
are currently being made; the revised contract will be re-submitted for final
approval by the Town Attorney.

5.

On May 24, Bob Arsenault discussed the proposed change with the
Council. The council agreed that change would not violate the deed
restriction that the outside character of the building not be changed.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS

1.

Donna Larson, CEO: no problem so long as setbacks are met.
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2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: no comment

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: Building must be inspected prior to occupancy to
see that soils lab chemicals are properly stored.

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: no comment

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: no comment

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: the existing leach filed is adequate for the

addition. A new holding tank is required.

Ms. Larson added that the applicant went to the Town Council May 24, 1993 in
regard to deed restrictions and this addition. The Town Council said there would
be no problem, as they felt he would maintain the integrity of the building. A
contract zoning amendment is in the process of being drafted, and has gone
through the t own attorney once. The most important thing is a request to reduce
setback requirements. The applicant does not meet the side setback because of
property they gave to the church, but the amendment is not approved yet. Mr.
Robinson ascertained that the setback reduction would be site specific.
Ms. Larson noted waivers which the applicant was requesting, as follows:
WAIVERS REQUESTED:
1. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.4, location of all streets within 100'. With
all of the construction on Rt. 9 and the Blanchard Road, they have not surveyed
the area.
2. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.7, all physical features with 200' ... The
tree line is shown on the plan. Trees with a diameter of 8" or more have not been
distinguished in the wooded area. All other features on the parcel have been
shown. There are no streams or other water courses within 200'.
3. Section 206.2.3.12. No landscaping or buffering is planned at the rear of the
building.
4. Section 206.2.3.13 A pole mounted light at the rear of the building will remain
no other lighting is planned.
All other required information listed in Section 206.2.3 is shown on the plan.
Ms. Michalak asked about parking and Ms. Larson said they actually exceed the
required number of spaces. They are removing a mound, which also will improve
stormwater runoff.

Mr. Damon moved that the waivers requested by Cumberland Hall
Associates be granted.
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Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Bingham ascertained that the church has okayed the planned addition. Mr.
Arsenault said he has given them a copy of the site plan and they had okayed it.
Ms. Larson went through the proposed findings of fact, as follows:

206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
Based on the fact that required number of parking spaces has been met, that
only rarely does a client come to the office, and that the addition will not
substantially change the traffic circulation around the site the requirements of this
section have been met.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
.4
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60).
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.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
Access to and from the site will not be changed by the proposed addition.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
Based on a review by the police, fire and rescue chiefs the proposed addition will
not interfere with providing adequate safety and fire protection to the site or any
adjacent sites. Additional parking will be added at the rear of the building.
Because the parking is not visible from the street no landscaping is planned.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
The proposed addition will not change the lighting needs.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
No additional buffering is planned for the addition.

206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
The location of a silt fence has been shown on the plan to minimize soil erosion.
The additional parking at the rear of the building will remove a knoll that currently
diverts storm water toward an abutter, Rand Surgi. By removing the knoll, the
stormwater from the proposed addition will be directed toward the back of the
parcel, creating a no net change in stormwater leaving the site.
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SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
303.2 The following uses shall only be allowed upon a positive finding by
the Planning Board that the proposed use, with any conditions imposed by
the Board, will not adversely affect the quality of groundwater:
The following uses apply to this application:

.6
Disposal of other leachable materials, with the exception of singlefamily and two-family residential septic systems;
As the existing leach field has the capacity to accommodate any increased flow
from the proposed addition, the requirements of this section have been met. Ms.
Larson noted that the applicant would be putting in an additional septic tank She
also said that the Fire Department had a complete list of the chemicals stored in
the building.
Ms. Larson then went through the standard and proposed conditions of approval,
as follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval
1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.
1.

All fees be paid.

Proposed Conditions of Approval

2.
That the Fire Chief inspect the addition prior to occupancy to ensure the
safe storage of laboratory chemicals.
A third condition of approval was added, as follows:
3.
Finalization of the contract zoning agreement upon approval by the Town
Attorney.

Mr. Damon moved that the Board accept the findings of fact for Site Plan
Review, Cumberland Hall Associates Plan Revision .
Mr. Vail seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Damon moved that the Board accept the standard and proposed
conditions of approval as amended for Site Plan Review, Cumberland Hall
Associates Plan Revision.
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Mr. Vail seconded.
5.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Site Plan Approval. Revision Cumberland Cafe.
Chris Copp. Agent.

Ms. Larson said this is also an amendment to an approved site plan, and
provided background information as follows:

BACKGROUND
1. Site plan review approval was granted for the West Side Cafe (hereinafter the
Cumberland Cafe) on December 5, 1990.
2. As business has been very good, the applicant is proposing an 18' x 18'
addition to the rear of the building. The addition will be used for a walk-in cooler
and storage space. Currently a combination walk-in cooler/freezer is located in
the basement. The new cooler will eliminate many trips up and down the stairs.
3. A variance of 15' from the rear setback requirement was granted by the Board
of Adjustment and Appeals on May 20, 1993.
4. No additional seating is proposed.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: no comment

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: no comment

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: a minimum of 25' mu$t be maintained between
the propane tank and the building. Ms. Larson added this had been her
biggest concern, and the applicant has 45'.

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: no comment

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: no comment

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: if a floor drain is added to the cooler, a plumbing

permit must be obtained.

Ms. Larson then went through the proposed findings of fact, as follows:

206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
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The proposed addition will not substantially change the traffic pattern for
deliveries. No parking will be lost as a result of the addition. There will be no
change in traffic circulation for patrons. Therefore the requirements of this
section have been met.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed Ii m it.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
The access to and from the site will not be effected by the proposed addition.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
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Based on the fact that the addition is in excess of the required 25' distance from
the propane tank, the requirements of this section have been met.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
The proposed addition will not change the lighting requirements for the building.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
No additional buffering is proposed for the addition.

206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
Due to the small size of the addition, and the permeability of the soil on site the
proposed addition will not cause any net increase in stormwater. She added that
the site is also very flat, so there would be no problem with erosion.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
303.2 The following uses shall only be allowed upon a positive finding by
the Planning Board that the proposed use, with any conditions imposed by
the Board, will not adversely affect the quality of groundwater:
The following use apply to this application:

.1
Disposal of other leachable materials with the exception of singlefamily and two-family septic systems;
The proposed addition will not increase the flow to the septic system, if a floor
drain is added to the walk-in cooler the plumbing inspector will have to approve
the design, prior to installation.
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Ms. Larson also went through the standard and proposed conditions of approval,
as follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval

1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.
1.
2.

Proposed Conditions of Approval

All fees must be paid.

That the Plumbing Inspector approve the walk-in floor drain, if one is used.

The public portion of the meeting was closed.

Mr. Damon moved that the Board approve the findings of fact for Site Plan
Approval, Revision to Cumberland Cafe.
Mr. Vail seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Damon moved that the Board approve the standard and proposed
conditions of approval , Site Plan Approval, Revision to Cumberland Cafe.
Mr. Vail seconded
F.

Vote: Unanimous

Administrative Matters
Plat Signing - Common at Cumberland

The Board signed the mylar for the Common at Cumberland, with the
minor revision as approved May 18, 1993.
Minor Field Changes
There were no minor field changes.

G.

Adjournment

Mr. Damon moved that the meeting be adjourned at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Vail seconded

Melinda V. Noonan - Clerk to the Board

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
July 20, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Cal I to Order
Mr. Hunt, chair pro tern, called the meeting to order at 7:06 p.m.
(Mr. Vail arrived during the Consent Calendar items).

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Nancy Michalak
Bob Vail

Phil Hunt
Peter Bingham
Doug Damon

Absent:

Mark Robinson

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Minutes of Prior Meeting
June 15, 1993

Mr. Damon moved to approve the minutes of June 15, 1993 as
presented.
Mr. Bingham seconded.

D.

Vote: Unanimous (without Mr.
Vail present)

Consent Calendar
1.

Public Hearing - Authorization of lapsed minor subdivision revision
approval - Morrill Properties Subdivision. Foreside Road. Robert
Arsenault. agent.

Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
1.

Morrill Properties Subdivision was granted final approval 9/20/88.

2.

On 9/19/89, the Planning Board approved a revised plan. The revisions
are described on a plan dated 7/13/93, as "Plan Modification". This plan
was never recorded and therefore the approval has lapsed.
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3.

On 8/21 /90, the Planning Board approved a drainage easement from the
cul-de-sac to Route 1, along the property line of Lot 4, and a drainage
berm along the easterly side of Lot 5. The plan was never revised to show
the drainage easement or the location of the drainage berm. The newly
revised plan dated 7/13/93 includes locations and descriptions of these
two items.

4.

There are no new revisions included in this request.
Proposed Findings of Fact

This revision does not change the Findings of Fact proposed and approved on
9/19/89, or 8/21 /90.
Ms. Larson noted that the consent calendar had been designed to provide
prompt and speedy review of non -controversial items. She added that the Morri II
Subdivision items made no changes in the previously approved plan.
Mr. Hunt asked for comment from the audience and there was none. Mr.
Arsenault noted that there had been changes from the previous approval; in that
items had been added to the plan, the drainage easement, Mr. Damon
ascertained that only notes on the previously approved plan had been added.
Mr. Bingham moved that the Board approve authorization of lapsed minor
subdivision approval, Morrill Properties Subdivision, Foreside Road.
Ms. Michalak seconded

2.

Vote: Unanimous without Mr ..
Vail participating

Public Hearing - Minor Revision - Westridge Subdivision. Shady
Bun Lane. F.S. Plummer Co .. Mark Plummer. applicant.

Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
1.

The Westridge Subdivision was approved on October 17, 1989.

2.

An easement 15' wide by 100' long, running along the westerly side of
Shady Bun Lane, starting at Greely Road has been added to the plan.
The approved plan did not include adequate provisions to handle the offsite drainage. The developer obtained the drainage easement to construct
a drainage ditch to accommodate the flow. Scott Cowger, the former
Town Engineer, approved the change as an appropriate method to
mitigate the problem. This change was reported as a minor field change,
in a memo dated 9/16/91.
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4. Section 206.2.3.13, that lighting details not be shown on the plan. She noted
that the applicant wants one light for when he has to see something at night, and
it will not be left on.
All other required information listed in Section 206.2.3 is shown on the plan.
Ms. Larson also provided draft findings, as follows:

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
CIRCULATION
206.3.1
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The plan provides for 4 parking spaces. Two spaces will be fore the owners
private use, as on street parking is used now. The site is designed to allow
space to turn around so that cars are not backing out onto South Road.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
.2
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75).
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.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
The applicant will be submitting information on estimated sight distances from the
driveway location. All other standards appear to be met. Outstanding

BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
206.3.3
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
The building and parking layouts have been designed to have a minimal impact
on the surrounding parcels. The Rescue Chief has stated that the building
should be i_nspected prior to occupancy. The Town Planner has recommended
that the parking be moved to the west side of the building rather than the east to
keep parked cars as far away from the existing well as possible. Condition of

Approval

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
One overhead light centered over the door is proposed. The light will only be
used when necessary. The applicant is not proposing to keep the light on all
night.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
A six foot tall wooden fence is shown on the plan to buffer the activity from the
surrounding parcels. The fence locations have been strategically located to
screen from abutters.

206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
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resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.

The applicant is preparing a plan to dispose of solid waste, particularly used car
parts and hazardous wastes, i.e .. oil, anti-freeze, transmission fluid etc. A plan to
handle any accidentals spills is also being prepared. The building is located
within 5' of the building. The Town has recommended that the applicant start a
water monitoring program for volatile organics to ensure the safety of the drinking
water. Outstanding
SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
No storage of petroleum products or other refined petroleum products is planned
for this business, and the disposal of any hazardous materials which are
generate will be disposed of off the site in an appropriate manner and therefore
the standards of this section do not appear to apply.
Ms. Larson said that sight distances still had to be done. General groundwater
protection was a concern of abutters, getting a waste plan for disposal and a way
to handle emergency spills. Mr. Hunt asked if the Board would go to the Island
for a meeting, and Ms. Larson said that traditionally the August meeting had been
on Chebeague.
Mr. Hunt asked about boundaries. Ms. Larson said the parcel was part of what
had been Pleasantview Park Subdivision, created at the turn of the century, and
there was a paper street that separated two parcels. She does not know who
owns the street. Ken Cole, the town attorney, said th~re is a possibility it can be
considered abandoned because it was never used. Mr. Hunt said he believed it
reverts to the abutters on both sides, which in this case is the same owner. Ms.
Larson said it would have to be done by everyone bordering the paper street, so
she is looking at this as two parcels but also as a whole. Mr. Bingham asked if
there was a building on Lot #53 and Ms. Larson said there is the house, with a
footpath to it, Mr. Stevens said the paper street is all grown over, and Mr. Damon
said the road, as such, just ends. Mr. Hunt said it appeared as though the
applicant was working with Ms. Larson.
Mr. Hunt asked for any public comment and there was none.
Mr. Damon said in developing a hazardous waste plan, will you store the fluids
you get in drums. Mr. Stevens said the town is interested in waste oil for a waste
oil furnace and will give me a drum. Antifreeze he will store, take off island to
have it recycled , or depending on the price, recycle it himself. Mr. Damon asked
about batteries, scrap metal. Mr. Stevens said there is a bounty on batteries, as
you turn them in and get your deposit back. Batteries would be stored in the
garage, not outside. Mr. Damon asked if it would be bermed up. Mr. Stevens said

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Center
Tuesday, July 20, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call To Order

B.

Roll Call

C.

Minutes of Prior Meeting
June 15, 1993

D.

E.

Consent Calendar
1.

Public Hearing - Authorization of lapsed minor subdivision revision
approval - Morrill Properties Subdivision, Foreside Road, Robert
Arsenault, agent.

2.

Public Hearing - Minor Revision - Westridge Subdivision, Shady Run
Lane, F.S. Plummer, Co., Mark Plummer, applicant.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review, Preliminary Plan- Auto Repair Garage,
South Road, Chebeague Island, Dave Stevens, applicant.

2.

Public Hearing - Application Completeness, Larry Adlerstein, Minor
Subdivision, Route 9, Larry Adlerstein applicant.

3.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review, Final Plan - Little League field, Drowne
Road, Suburban Little League applicant, Dan Gray, agent.

4.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review, Preliminary Plan - C.S . Esty, Inc.
building, Corey Road, Craig S. Esty, applicant .

F.

Administrative Matters

G.

Adjournment
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_
he would do what was necessary as a preventive measure in case of a spill. Mr.
Damon said a small berm should be adequate for a small operation and also it's
your own well. Mr. Stevens said he would have absorbents on hand just in case.
Mr. Damon said the amount of waste from a one-man one-car garage is not like a
big dealership, and it's his own well. He said this is a minor operation, and one
that's beneficial to the island. As far as he is concerned, it is a viable project.
Mr. Damon said the town has accommodated waste oil in the past, and if the
applicant can get rid of scrap in an acceptable fashion, that will be fine. He noted
that sight distances are short, but every one knows that you slow down. He said it
is local knowledge that you've got to go slow, and for the number of cars one
man can deal with in a day, it's not a problem, as dealing with one car a day
would be doing good. Mr. Hunt said the board can identify driveways on site as
well as features within 200'.

Mr. Vail moved that the board table Site Plan Review, Auto Repair Garage,
South Road, Chebeague Island, Dave Stevens, applicant, to the Aug. 17th
meeting on the Island.
Mr. Hunt seconded
2.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Application Completeness. Larry Adlerstein.
Minor Subdivision. Route 9. Larry Adlerstein. applicant.

Mr. Vail, an abutter, removed himself from the Board and sat in the audience for
this item only.
Ms. Larson presented background information on how the plan met minor
subdivision submission requirements and department head reviews as follows:
A. The subdivision plan for a Minor Subdivision shall consist of ten (10)
copies of one or more maps or drawings drawn to a scale of not more
than forty (40) feet to the inch, (scale is at 1' 100') which shall be
legibly reproduced on a durable material or clearly drawn in ink on
mylar and the size of the sheets shall be 8 1/2 X 11 inches or a
multiple thereof, but in no case larger than 24 X 36 inches.

=

Such sheets shall have a margin of two (2) inches outside of the border
lines on the left side for binding and a one (1) inch margin outside the
border along the remaining sides. Space shall be reserved thereon for
endorsement by all appropriate agencies. The application for approval
of a Minor Subdivision shall include all the following information.
1.

Proposed name of the subdivision or identifying title, and the name of
the municipality in which it is located. Complete
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2.
The date of submission, north point, graphic map scale, name and
address of record owner and subdivider, and names of adjoining
property owners. Complete

3.

Locations, widths and names of existing, filed or proposed streets,
easements, and building lines pertaining to the proposed subdivision
and to the adjacent properties. Complete

4.

The boundaries and designations of zoning districts, parks and other
public spaces. The zoning district boundary is not shown.

5.

An actual field survey of the boundary lines of the tract, giving
complete descriptive data by bearings and distances, made and
certified by a licensed land surveyor. The corners of the tract shall be
located on the ground and marked by monuments as herein required,
and shall be referenced as shown on the Plan. The survey plan shall
show dimensions and areas of each proposed lot. Monuments are
not shown along the right-of-way, all other information is shown
on the plan.

6.

Sufficient data to readily determine location, bearing and length of
every lot line, and boundary line and to reproduce such lines upon
the ground. Where practical these should be tied to reference points
previously established. Complete

7.

The survey of the outside boundaries of the tract and the computation
of the lot lines shall be performed to an accuracy of one foot in 5,000
feet. If requested by Planning Board, the surveyor shall furnish
copies of computation sheets for outside boundaries showing.
A.
Sketch of traverse lines;
B.
Closures;
C.
Adjustments;
D.
Coordinates; and
E.
Computation of outside boundaries.
Complete

8.

Contour lines at intervals of two (2) feet or at such intervals as the
Planning Board may require, based on United States Geological
Survey datum, referenced to mean sea level. Surface drainage
patterns including drainage channels and watershed areas shall be
shown. Complete

9.

A soils report identifying the soils boundaries and names in the
proposed development with the soils information superimposed upon
the plot plan in accord with the USDA Soil Conservation Service
National Cooperative Soil Classification. The Planning Board may
request that the applicant submit the soils report to the Cumberland
County Soil and Water Conservation District for a written review. A
medium intensity soil survey is shown. Is it the Board's wish to
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have this reviewed by the CCS&WCD? The Board ultimately
determined that the methodology for stormwater and stream
crossings would have to satisfy Bob Arsenault, the town consulting
engineer.
10. All on-site public or communal sewerage and water supply facilities
shall be shown, both horizontally and vertically, and designed to meet
the minimum specifications of these standards and all pertinent state
and local ordinances. Compliance shall be stated on the Plan and
signed by a licensed site evaluator. If on-site groundwater wells are
proposed, the effect of withdrawal of groundwater may be required by
the Board as set forth in this Ordinance. If a cluster system or
collective private sewage disposal system(s) is (are) proposed, a
hydrogeologic investigation shall be submitted meeting the sewage
disposal standards as set forth in this Ordinance. A hydrogeologic
investigation may be required by the Board for individual sewage
disposal systems as set forth in this Ordinance. [Amended, effective
5/26/87] Passing test pit locations are shown on the plan for Lot
3, Lot 4, and (2) passing test pits for Lot 2. On-site wells are
proposed.
11. A surface drainage plan or stormwater management plan, with
profiles and cross sections drawn by a professional engineer,
registered in the State of Maine, showing preliminary design of all
facilities and conveyances necessary to meet the stormwater
management standards as set forth in this ordinance. The Planning
Board may request that the applicant obtain the endorsement in
writing of the stormwater management plan by the Cumberland
County Soil and Water Conservation District. The applicant is
requesting a waiver from this requirement. It is the opinion of
the Public Works Director and the Town Engineer that additional
stormwater information is needed to properly size the culvert
proposed for the road.

12. Electrical facilities. Electrical facilities and other utilities are not
shown.
13. A copy of such covenants or deed restrictions as are intended to
cover all or part of the tract. As this subdivision does not meet the
cluster requirements of the Zoning Ordinance, 6 acre minimum
lot sizes must be maintained and a note added to the plan
stating that the lots will not be further subdivided, as per Sec.

406.1.2.

14. Any other data as determined by the Planning Board to ascertain
compliance with this ordinance.

Department Head Comments:
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Donna Larson, CEO - Either all building and clearing should be limited to the
building envelopes or clearing limitation should be included. In either case an
appropriate note should be added to the plan. A note should also be added to
the plan stating to the effect that this is a private road and will not be maintained
by the Town.
Paula Wight, Assessor - A minimum of 1O acres with an additional 1 1/2 acres for
a home site must be maintained in order to be classified as tree growth. The tree
growth regulations are about to change and the applicant should contact the
Assessor for details.
Chris Bolduc, Fire and Rescue - Some type of approved turn around at the end of
the road is necessary. A "T" turn around would be sufficient.
Phil Wentworth, Public Works - A watershed study should be done to determine
culvert size, and a "T" turn around should be added at the end of the road.
She noted this was a four lot subdivision, with Lot 1 already created and
purchased, and Lots 2, 3 and 4 being considered now. There is a 50' right of way.
These are large parcels; stream crossings and wetlands crossings will be critical.
The submission is complete save for minor details and one major one,
specifically stormwater. Both Phil Wentworth, public works foreman, and Bob
Arsenault, the town consulting engineer, say the culverts above and below, both
5', are not working properly so they need more information for proper sizing.
Cumberland County Soils can review it for erosion control if the Board so
desires and the applicant has put in for a NRPA permit. Cumberland County will
look at strictly erosion, and it is either the engineer or them, with the cost and
timing about the same. That is their business. She did recommend finding the
application complete because the board is not at this point considering major
revisions to the Subdivision Ordinance. Mr. Hunt ascertained the applicant, under
this scenario, would have to some up with a stormwater management plan and
have Cumberland County Soils and Water review it as well.
David Titcomb, representing the applicant, said this is a large watershed, and a
large amount of area to do for stormwater. Mr. Hunt noted that Mark Robinson,
the board chair, was particularly concerned because of how the watershed had
been before. Mr. Titcomb asked if satisfactory arrangements with SCS would
satisfy the board? Ms. Larson said SCS will not look at culvert size, but only at
erosion. She said if you can work out a methodology with Bob Arsenault so the
culvert size is based on something, that would be all right.

Mr. Damon move that board find the application for Larry Adlerstein, Minor
Subdivision, Route 9, Larry Adlerstein, applicant, complete and have the
town engineer work out details on stream crossings.
Ms. Michalak seconded

Vote: Unanimous(without Mr. Vail)

Mr. Adlerstein, speaking from the audience, said in regard to the stormwater
management plan, and regarding the reason we asked for a waiver, Steve who
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made the report on the culvert size proposed to do a study, but the people who
did the work above and below did the same study and we are doing it for two
driveways. He said we are trying to be reasonable, not overdevelop, and keep
costs down. Mr. Hunt said there are problems with the culverts above and below
within the memory of the people on this Board, and if you can satisfy the
engineer, that's what we're looking for. Mr. Damon said we did not want to
perpetuate the problem or exaggerate it. Mr. Adlerstein said we will take a look at
the others. Mr.. Damon said your piece of large property should be designed
properly. Mr. Hunt said satisfy Mr. Arsenault and you're set.
3.

Public Hearing- Site Plan Review. Final Plan - Little League Field.
Drowne Road. Suburban Little League. applicant. Dan Gray.
agent.

Mr. Vail returned to sit on the Board for the rest of the meeting. Mr. Hunt said he
has a personal, but not a pecuniary interest, so there was no problem.
Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
1.
The Little League is proposing to construct a regulation field similar and in
the general proximity to the existing field on Drowne Road.
2.
The field will require that a road be constructed along side the existing
filed for the purposes of construction, maintenance and emergency vehicles.
3.
The Little League received approval as a special exception from the Board
of Adjustment and Appeals on March 11, 1993. The vote for the special
exception did not include approval for lighting, either present or future.
Ms. Larson noted that the access road went from the corner of the present
parking lot on down, and would be just for construction equipment, as there were
safety issues with cars going back and forth. There is a wetlands application now
just for the field. She noted department head reviews as follows:
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: no problems

2.
Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: an 18' road width should be
maintained
3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: no comment

4.
Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: road should have an approved
master lock. Gate should be marked no parking as to keep emergency access
clear.
5.

Joseph Charron, Police: no comment

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment
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Ms. Larson said a minimum of 45' will be kept from the dugout area so people
can get off to the side if the rescue goes down. If the road can stay straight, it can
go down; otherwise it's filling wetland and that's an Army Corps permit. Erosion
control measures will go on . She met with DEP on the site and the applicant
applied for a permit by rule as they are within 100' of a stream, but there are no
wetlands within 100' of the field.
The applicant is requesting waivers as follows:

WAIVERS REQUESTED:
1. Section 206.2.3.4, the location of all buildings and structures, streets,
easements, driveways, entrances and exits within 100 feet of the site are shown.
Due to the large lot size the lot no such features are within 100 feet of the site.
2. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features
within 200 feet of the proposed improvements be shown due to the large lot size
is being requested, only features within the general vicinity of the site are shown.
Ms. Larson noted that the tree line is shown.
3. A waiver from Section 206.2.3.13 regarding lighting details indicating the type
of standards, location, radius of light and intensity in foot-candles is being
requested. Ms. Larson noted that this issue cam up in the past and was shot
down, and there are no lights in the plan.
Craig Esty, speaking from the audience, said he coaches one of the teams, and
the League is needed in the community. He said they got together with very little
money to improve the field in North Yarmouth. It is important to keep kids
occupied, he added, and he appreciates the dedication of volunteers to do the
work. Priscilla MCCarty, an abutter, speaking from the audience, asked if the
road was still the way it was when this was discussed at the Board of Appeals.
Ms Larson said it actually had been reduced since that meeting. Mrs. McCarty
said she had no objection.

Mr. Damon moved to close the public portion of the item.
Mr. Bingham seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Ms. Larson then went through the proposed findings of fact, as follows:

206.3.1

CIRCULATION

Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
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Based on the fact that traffic to and from the new field will be pedestrian traffic,
vehicle traffic will be restricted by a locked gate, and only emergency vehicles will
be able to access the road during playing hours the standards of this section
have been met, provided that a master lock approved by the Fire Department
and a no parking sign be installed on the gate.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
.2
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
Based on the fact that the access road will only be used for construction
equipment, maintenance vehicles and emergency vehicles the standards of this
section have been met, provided that the final road location, cross section and
culverts sizes for the road are approved by the Town Planner and the Public
Works Director prior to construction.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
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be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.

Based on the fact that an access road will allow for safety and fire protection
vehicles to access the field the standards of this section have been met. Mr. Hunt
asked if the parking area would be marked and Ms. Larson said no, she had
asked. Mr. Hunt asked if it would impact on Chebeague parking and Ms. Larson
said the July 4th weekend was okay. Mr. Gray said most Little League activity is
over by the end of June. Mr. Damon said Chebeague impacted Town Hall traffic
and asked if there were any other teams that would use the new field. Mr. Gray
said he doubted it as it was smaller than a regulation baseball field.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
Little League requires that no inning be started after 8 p.m. to ensure that all
games are played during daylight hours, therefore no lighting is proposed. The
existing parking lot is lit and provides adequate lighting.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
The field is approximately 170 feet from an abutters property line. Clearing will
be limited to 1O feet outside the fence line which is 200 feet by 200 feet. Based
on these facts and the fact that the field is in a well wooded area the standards
on this section have been met.

206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
Don Kale of the DEP has visited the site and made a determination that the wet
area to the east of the existing field is a wetland less than 1O acres and that there
are no other wetlands of 10 acres or more within 100 feet of the proposed field.
Mr. Kale also determined that an intermittent stream is within 100 feet of the
proposed filed. The standards of this section have been met provided that a
permit-by-rule to the DEP be filed as the project is within 100 feet of a perennial
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stream, and a nationwide permit to the Army Corps of Engineers be filed if filling
in a wetland is necessary to construct the access road, and provided that a silt
fence be installed along the outfield limits and the third base line and that check
dams be installed in the proposed drainage ditches.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
The parcel is in the aquifer protection district but does not appear to be a use
requiring a positive finding by the Planning Board.

Mr. Damon moved to accept the finding of fact as presented for Site Plan
Review, Little League Field.
Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Vail seconded.

Ms. Larson presented standard and proposed conditions of approval, as follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval
1.
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.
Proposed Conditions of Approval
1. That a master lock approved by the Fire Department and a no parking sign
be installed on the gate.
2.
That the final road location, cross section and culvert sizes for the road are
approved by the Town Planner and the Public Works Director prior to
construction.
3. That a permit-by-rule to the DEP be filed as the project is within 100 feet of a
perennial stream, and a nationwide permit to the Army Corps of Engineers be
filed if filling in a wetland is necessary to construct the access road.
4. That a silt fence be installed along the outfield limits and the third base line
and that check dams be installed in the proposed drainage ditches.

Mr. Damon moved to accept the standard and proposed conditions of
approval for Site Plan Review, Little League Field, as presented.
Ms. Michalak seconded

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Damon moved to grant Site Plan approval and accept the proposed site
plan for Bayley Field, Little League Field, Drowne Road, Suburban Little
League, applicant, based on the proposed conditions of approval.
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Mr. Vail seconded
4.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review. Preliminary Plan- C.S. Esty.
Inc. building. Corey Road. Craig S. Esty. applicant.

Mr. Hunt noted that his firm represented Mr. Esty's father in a variety of matters,
but they had nothing to do with this. The board saw no conflict.
Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
Craig Esty, the applicant, is proposing to construct a 40' x 60' building, and
associated parking and turning area, on property on the corner of Long
woods and Corey Roads for his excavating and landscaping business.
2.

The parcel is located in the Highway Commercial district, and is classified
as a service establishment which includes landscaping services.

3.

Mr. Esty has a purchase and sale agreement to purchase the property
provided all federal, state and local permits can be obtained. To date Mr ..
Esty has a NAPA permit from the DEP, and a new system variance for a
holding tank from the Department of Human Services. In a letter dated
December 8, 1992, from Albert Frick's office, the Army Corps of Engineers
was notified as to the activity.

4.

This proposal has not yet received any engineering review.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: plans must be stamped by a professional engineer,
stormwater flows to determine stormwater system and culvert sizes needs
to be submitted, sign details need to be submitted, all curb radii and traffic
pattern needs to be shown on the plan.

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: driveways may need culverts
and should be shown on the plan.

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: no comment

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: no comment

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: That lights be utilized on all sides that have
access by either window or door.

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment. Ms. Larson noted that the holding
tank will require LP/ approval.

The applicant has requested waivers, as follows:
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1. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features
within 200 feet of the proposed improvements be shown. A high intensity soil
survey was done by Albert Frick Associates, and Mill Brook is shown on the plan,
other features within 200 ft. of the property are not shown.
2. A waiver from Section 206.2.3.13 regarding lighting details indicating the type
of standards, location, radius of light and intensity in foot-candles is being
requested.
Ms. Larson also presented proposed findings of fact, as follows:

206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The traffic pattern is one way on the site, designed to provide the greatest sight
distance, and appears to be adequate. This needs to be verified by a
professional engineer. Outstanding

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75).
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.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .

Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
.7
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
Corey Road was widened to accommodate trucks coming and going from the
redemption center. A professional engineer's review of the project is necessary
to verify that there is adequate sight distance for trucks entering Longwoods
Road. Outstanding

BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
206.3.3
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
The building is proposed to face Corey Road rather than Longwoods Road. The
standards of this section appear to be met.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
Lighting is proposed on the northeast corner of the building. The final lighting
plan should be approved by the Police Department. Outstanding

BUFFERING
206.3.5
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
A 3' berm is proposed around the south side of the site to screen the building
from a neighbor on the Longwoods Road. A row of pine trees is proposed on
the berm for additional screening.

206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
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shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.

A holding tank will be used for sewage disposal. This will have to be approved by
the local plumbing inspector prior to installation. A stormwater plan needs to be
submitted and approved. Erosion control methods need to be established. All
other environmental permits have been obtained. Outstanding
SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
The parcel is in the aquifer protection district, but does not appear to be a use
requiring a positive finding by the Board.
Ms. Larson said that the biggest issue is stormwater. This is to be a 40' x 60'
building for equipment only. The equipment could leave the building and not
come back for days. There will not be continual traffic, perhaps two or three trips
a week. Corey Road was widened for the redemption center, but an engineer
should look at it.
The zone is Highway Commercial (HC) and there are residences around the
parcel involved. The applicant is trying to do his best, with trees on the southerly
side and a 3' berm with pine trees on top. Mr. Esty, speaking from the floor, said
this is a very small business, with two employees, my self and part time workers.
This is a prime location. There is minimal landscaping because 1·will maintain it
myself. There will be a light on the back corner, two doors facing the back and
one door and windows on Corey Road. Jim Saunders, speaking from the floor,
asked about activity in the building. Mr. Esty said he would be storing equipment
and tools. Mr. Hunt asked how much. Mr. Esty said he had five vehicles, three
pieces of equipment. There would be no fuel tanks, no gas tanks.
Peter DelBianco, an abutter, said he recalled that when they were going through
the process for the redemption center, the setbacks were on the basis of a five
acre parcel, from Route 9, not Corey Road, to be in compliance. He is concerned
if this is splitting the property. The board allowed the redemption center on the
basis of the whole parcel, and he wants to be sure they are not using different
criteria to determine the front and side setbacks. Lighting is also a concern. He
recognizes this is Highway Commercial but other than the redemption center it is
all residential, primarily residential. Lighting and landscaping on Route 9 As well
as any side is a concern because the are is becoming more appealing to
residences ..
Ms. Michalak asked about noise. She said truck noise carries, especially early in
the morning, as she had heard A.H. Grover from where she lived. Mr. Esty said
comparing him to an operation as big as Grover's is not accurate. He said he has
two trucks, while Grover has a big operation and all of them take off. He said he
would be surprised if he was in the building three times a week to grab grease,
and maybe 10 days a year there would be early noise.
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Mr. Vail moved to table Site Plan Review, Preliminary Plan- C.S. Esty, Inc.
building, Corey Road, Craig S. Esty, applicant.

Mr. Damon seconded
F.

Vote: Unanimous

Administrative Matters

Dave Higgins, owner of land at 143 Bruce Hill Road across from the fairgrounds,
outlined general plans he had for creating a recreation area there. He said it
would proceed in stages and include golf, cross country ski trails and par 3 golf.
He had asked USM to do a study of the site and the general consensus was it
made a lot of sense. There would be carousels to hot golf balls from, not a
driving range, and not miniature golf. He envisioned a 40' x 60' building, with a
putting green and a hitting area, and two gigantic sand traps. There would be
three different areas, and it would attract either people interested in golf and
having problems with their game or new players. The par 3 course would be lit.
People's schedules don't allow them to play 18 holes and take that kind of time.
The complete project, he said is about five or six years down the road .. Mr.
Higgins owns 63 acres. Cross country trails are not a hard job to do, and he
would cut 12'-14' paths through. He envisions a golf driving area, a clubhouse, a
par 3 course and cross country. He also has horses.
Mr. Damon had to leave at 8:30 p.m. to catch the ferry to the Island.
Mr. Bingham said this is an RR zone, and this is a recreational use. The horses
are animal husbandry, but the rest means lights in a rural area, potential traffic.
Mr. Higgins said I am basically kind of by myself. He added that he proposed a
log cabin type building for the facility, about $200,000. He said there would be a
50-car parking lot, a clubhouse with facilities for ice cream, and kids would enjoy
coming. A full time pro would be available, as well as visiting pros. There would
be other things. Mr. Vail said his concern would be lighting. Mr. Higgins said he
did not think lighting would be a problem as there will be a buffer.
Mr. Hunt said the problem is that it is not a permitted use in the zone, and the
Town Council would have to amend the ordinance. He suggested that Mr.
Higgins try and define what he wants for a zoning amendment, which would
probably be referred to this board for a public hearing, and then go back to the
Town Council. Then there probably would be some sort of site plan review. Mr.
Hunt said it would be helpful if you could refine what you want. Community
recreation definitely excludes a golf course, and we need an appropriate
definition. He suggested that Mr. Higgins work with the Town Council for a
zoning ordinance change.
In another administrative matter, Ms. Larson reported that the access road and
the two parking lots in back of the schools had been completed at half the
estimated cost. The bulk of the work will be done this summer. She also noted
on another matter that the town had submitted a permit by rule to DEP for the
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Chebeague Island Transfer Station but now has to file a full permit because there
is a seasonal house within 500'.
Mr. Vail moved that the Board adjourn at 8:45 p.m.
Mr. Bingham seconded

Melinda V. Noonan - Clerk to the Board

Voted: Unanimous

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Chebeague Island Community Center
August 17, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:11 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Nancy Michalak
Bob Vail

Mark Robinson
Phil Hunt
Doug Damon

Absent:

Peter Bingham

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Minutes of Prior Meeting
July 20, 1993

Mr. Damon moved to table the minutes of July 20, 1993.
Mr. Vail seconded.
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
There were no items on the Consent Calendar.

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review. Final Plan - Auto Repair
Garage. South Road. Chebeague Island. Dave Stevens. applicant

Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
1. Mr. Stevens is proposing to construct a 26' x 26' one-bay auto repair garage.
2.

On July 8, 1993, the Board of Adjustment and Appeals granted Mr. Stevens
a variance of 12' from the side setback requirement to construct the garage,
provided the Town Council approve the use of auto repair garage.

3.

On July 12, 1993, the Town Council approved the addition of the use of auto
repair garage as a permitted use in the Island Business district.
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4.

The proposal has been reviewed by Robert Hunter of Hunter and Norris
Associates.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: solid waste plan has been submitted that complies
with local solid waste regulations.

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: OK to bring waste oil and
transmission fluid to the Town Garage where it will be burned. Any brake
fluid should be absorbed in floor dry and mixed with the commercial trash.
Batteries and anti-freeze will not be accepted at the transfer station. All other
trash from the business may be brought to the transfer station, when open,
for a fee to be determined by the Town at a later date.

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: no comment

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: Building should be inspected by the
Fire Department before business begins.

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: No on street parking should be allowed. If towing
will be done, adequate towing equipment should be used, i.e .. a towing bar.

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment

She noted there had not been many changes since the Board last saw this
proposal. Solid waste was a big concern at the last meeting, and there also was
a big concern about groundwater. Dave Stevens came up with a solid waste plan
and Phil Wentworth was satisfied. Oil and transmission fluid will be welcomed at
the town garage, where they will be burned; batteries have a deposit no matter
where they are bought and go back to the distributor. Everything else will go to
the Transfer Station where a fee will be assessed as with any commercial
business on the Island. All department heads are satisfied. Not mentioned, but
included in the plan, is the fact that antifreeze will be collected and brought offsite
for recycling.
The applicant also has requested waivers, as follows:
1. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.4, specifically that all driveways within
100 feet of the property not be shown. All other information required of this
section are shown on the plan.
2. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.7, specifically that all existing physical
features on the site and within 200 feet of the proposed improvements not be
shown. The existing tree line is shown in the area of development, and a
medium intensity soil information is shown on the plan.
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3. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.8, specifically that topography be on the
whole parcel at 5 foot intervals not be shown. Topography at 1 foot intervals are
shown on the plan only in the area of development is shown.
4. Section 206.2.3.13, that lighting details not be shown on the plan. Ms. Larson
noted that the only lighting would be for his own purposes in winter hours, and
would not be a security light.
All other required information listed in Section 206.2.3 is shown on the plan.
Mr. Robinson noted this was a public hearing, and asked for questions or
comments from the audience. Betsy McGee, South Road, said she lives in a 100year-old house which was built before the road went in. It's known as the house
that got hit, as it has been, and she is concerned about traffic and the safety of
her kids. There is a lack of shoulder space. Dave, she said , is an excellent
neighbor, but there is a problem with the road because of visibility. Fifteen years
ago the town was going to look into resurfacing the road. Pedestrians sometimes
are causing a problem and sometimes it is just the busyness of the road; when
two cars come, one has to stop. Ms. Larson said that the Town shares Ms.
McGee's concerns on safety, and n fact her house obstructs part of the view
pulling out. Ms. McGee noted that the road originally curved around the house,
as it was a horse path. Ms. Larson said what's critical is sight distance, and
having an adequate warning to stop. Speed limit is a limiting factor. Police term
this a built up, non-posted area , and the state standard is 25 miles per hour.
There is a conflict because of a motion by the Town Council in the 1960s which
made the Island speed limit 30 miles per hour. If this were a state road, you
would comply with state, and there is a 25 mph sign which keeps disappearing.
A surveyor came out and did sight distances. At 25 mph the standards are met;
at 30 mph they are not met in one direction. Mr. Robinson asked the what the
amount of traffic generated would be. Mr. Stevens said he did not anticipate a lot
of traffic problems, as he would bring back a vehicle and work on it. Part of the
plan is to have an area off road to park, and he at most would be working on a
couple of cars a day.

Mr. Vail moved that the Board grant Dave Stevens the waivers as requested
(A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.4, specifically that all driveways
within 100 feet of the property not be shown; a partial waiver from Section
206.2.3.7, specifically that all existing physical features on the site and
within 200 feet of the proposed improvements not be shown; a partial
waiver from Section 206.2.3.8, specifically that topography be on the whole
parcel at 5 foot intervals not be shown, and Section 206.2.3.13, that lighting
details not be shown on the plan) for the auto repair garage, South Road,
Chebeague Island.
Mr. Damon seconded
who

Vote: Unanimous (without Mr. Hunt
was momentarily absent)

Ms. Larson then went through the proposed findings, as follows:
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206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The plan provides for 4 parking spaces. Two spaces will be used by the owners
private use. On street parking is used now. The site is designed to allow space
to turn around so that cars are not backing out onto South Road.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
.2
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
.7
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
The sight distance from the driveway entrance is 252 feet to the northeast, and
174 feet to the southwest. Based on a speed limit of 25 mph the stopping
distance for oncoming traffic is met. The applicant has stated that the section of
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road on which his property is located is posted 25 mph, with a sign , and
therefore the standards of this section have been met. By State standards this
road would be considered to be in a "built-up, non-posted" area and therefore a
speed limit of 25 mph is assumed. The police department has stated that the
speed limit is 30 mph on all roads on the Island. Mr. Damon noted that sight
distances are a bit short but did not feel that was insurmountable. Mr. Stevens
said the road is posted, and he found the sign, put it back up and it lasted two
days. Mr. Robinson said to Ms. McGee that the Board shares her concern about
speed but the applicant meets the intent of the ordinance. He suggested that she
contact her local town councilor, Gary Varney, and have him address the issue. It
seems to Mr. Robinson that 25 mph is more than a sufficient speed.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
The building and parking layouts have been designed to have a minimal impact
on the surrounding parcels. The Rescue Chief has stated that the building
should be inspected prior to occupancy. The Town Planner has recommended
that the parking be moved to the west side of the building rather than the east to
keep parked cars as far away from the existing well as possible. The standards
of this section have been met provided the Fire Chief inspects the building prior
to occupancy.

206.3.4

LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
One overhead light centered over the door is proposed, to be used when
necessary. The applicant is not proposing to keep the light on all night, and
therefore the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.5

BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
A six foot tall wooden fence is shown on the plan to buffer the activity from the
surrounding parcels. The fence locations have been strategically located to
screen from abutters, and therefore the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
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Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
The applicant has submitted a plan for disposing of solid and hazardous waste.
This plan states that waste oil and transmission fluid will be brought to the Town
Garage to be burned in the waste oil burner. Brake fluid will be absorbed with
"floor dry" and included in the regular commercial waste. Batteries will be
returned to the suppliers as per state law. Any fluids that drain onto the floor will
be cleaned with a floor dry material. Anti-freeze will be collected and brought to a
recycling center. All other commercial waste generated by the business will be
accepted at the transfer station, when open, for a fee to be determined by the
Town at a later date.
The plan has been designed to direct stormwater away from the Stevens' well.
Ms. Larson noted that this was being accomplished with grading. A corner of the
building will be designated as a holding area for waste oil and anti-freeze. This
area will be surrounded by a raised edge to prevent liquids from moving if a spill
occurs during storage. The consulting engineer on this project, Robert Hunter of
Hunter and Norris, has submitted a design in a letter dated August 10, 1993, that
illustrates mitigation methods. In a discussion with a Department of
Environmental Protection specialist it was discussed that the small scale of the
business did not warrant the measures discussed in Mr. Hunter's letter, however
it may be appropriate to use this design as a contingency plan. She added that
contingency plans had been used a lot in the past with septic systems.
Based on these facts the standards of this section have been met provided that
the applicant test his well for volatile organics on an annual basis and submit the
results to the Town. If the results show that the well is contaminated (10 ppb,
based on State standards), then the design suggested by Mr. Hunter, or a similar
design would have to be implemented immediately. In addition the wells on
adjacent lots would be tested at Mr. Stevens expanse.
SECTION 300 • AQUIFER PROTECTION
Based on the facts presented in Section 206.3.6 adequate measures to protect
the groundwater will be taken. No storage of petroleum products or other refined
petroleum products is planned for this business, and the disposal of any
hazardous materials which are generate will be disposed of off the site in an
appropriate manner and therefore the standards of this section have been met.
The public portion of the hearing was closed.
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Mr. Hunt moved that the Board approve the findings of fact as presented
for auto repair garage, South Road, Chebeague Island, Dave Stevens,
applicant.
Ms. Michalak seconded

Vote: Unanimous

Ms. Larson went through standard and proposed conditions of approval as
follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.

Proposed Conditions of Approval

1.

All fees be paid.

2.

That the Fire Chief inspect the building prior to occupancy.

3.
That the applicant test his well for volatile organics on an annual basis and
submit the results to the Town. If the results show that the well is contaminated
(1 O ppb, based on State standards), then the design suggested by Mr. Hunter, or
a similar design would have to be implemented immediately. In addition the wells
on adjacent lots would be tested at Mr. Steven's expense. Mr. Hunt suggested
that this condition be amended to read "acceptable to the Town Engineer" after
the word design. The Board agreed.

Mr. Hunt moved that the Board grant site plan review approval to auto
repair garage, South Road, Chebeague Island, Dave Stevens, applicant,
subject to the standard conditions of approval and the proposed conditions
of approval as amended.
Mr. Vail seconded
3.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Final Plan Approval. Larry Adlerstein Minor
Subdivision. Route 9. Larry Adlerstein. applicant

Ms. Larson noted that this was being tabled at the applicant's request.
4.

Presentation - Fred Martindale. consideration of a zone text change
to allow seasonal storage of automobiles on the Island.
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Mr. Martindale, speaking from the audience, said what he had in mind was a self
storage facility with a padlock. There is a need for this on the Island, he added,
and a lot of the requests would be for autos. It would be a relatively simple
structure, metal buildings with cement floor, which would cover a couple of acres,
cleared in the center. Boats, autos and household goods would be stored,
allowing landlords to put away items when renters are not there. The request is
not specifically stated as being made in business or residential zone. Mr.
Robinson asked if Mr. Martindale had a specific zone with a parcel in mind. Mr.
Martindale said he was in the process but not quite that far along. He said he had
been looking at what's available in the business zone, but he would like to se the
definition written so it can take place in other than the business zone. The
structure would be out in the woods and could use land that was not suitable for
building because of septic or whatever. Mr. Robinson said you would have a
much easier time dealing with a more specific parcel or zone, and neighbors
might object less in a zone that allows business activity. The aquifer, he added,
also is a limit on the Island. Mr. Martindale said the building would have a
cement floor and he can drain the gasoline out of vehicles . As for residential or
business zones, year-round residents are not really concerned about where they
are. He does realize an abutter can jump out at the end of the process. The
Board, he said, from what he has heard tonight, seems willing to go through the
process, which he will continue if they are not opposed to a storage facility per
se.

Mr. Robinson said the existence of the island depends to a certain extent on the
self-employment of a percentage of the people. The Board has an ordinance it
has to work with and it does do as best it can. The request will have to go to the
Town Council, which would send it to the Board for hearing and then it would go
back to the Council to amend the ordinance. The specific project would probably
go through some sort of site plan review. As far as the neighbors, anything's
possible but if an applicant is doing their job, the Board's job is to uphold the
application, not to deny it. Mr. Damon said he would like to see the proposal
move closer. Storage for the season is a problem but scale and mass is also a
concern. Lighting also would be considered, Mr. Robinson said, as lumens are
definitely a concern.

F.

Administrative Matters
1.

Sign mylars. Westridge Subdivision

The mylars were not available for signature at this time.
2.

Other Matters

Donna Damon, speaking from the audience, asked about the status of the long
range plan for the landfill area, and asked if anything had been mentioned, either
official information regarding the transfer station or long range planning. She
noted the idea had been Mr. Robinson's and it was great. Mr. Robinson basically
said it was a Town Council issue, and the contract details involved Gary Varney,
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a councilor, and Ms. Larson. Ms. Larson said they hoped to a have the station
open by the beginning of December.

G.

Adjournment

Mr. Hunt moved that the Board adjourn at 7:50 p.m.
Mr. Damon seconded

Miliflda V. Noonan - Clerk to the Board

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Building
September 21, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson
Phil Hunt
Doug Damon

Absent:

Peter Bingham

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Nancy Michalak
Bob Vail

Minutes of Prior Meeting
July 20, 1993
August 17, 1993

Mr. Hunt moved to approve the minutes of the meetings of July 20,
1993 and August 17, 1993 as presented.
Mr. Damon seconded
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
There were no items on the consent calendar.

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - Amendment to Zoning Ordinance - to allow parking
lots as a permitted use in the northern Office Commercial and Rural
Industrial district.

2.

Public Hearing - Final Plan Approval. Larry Adlerstein Minor
Subdivision. Route 9. Larry Adlerstein. applicant.

Mr. Robinson noted that both these items had requests to table by the applicants.
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Mr. Vail moved to table the first and second items under Hearings &
Presentations as read.
Mr. Damon seconded

3.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review. Final Plan - C.S. Esty. Inc.
building. Corey Road. Craig S. Esty. applicant.

Mr. Hunt stepped down as a participating board member for this item only as his
firm represented Mr. Esty's father in other matters.
Ms. Larson noted that the board was familiar with the parcel, on Longwoods and
Corey Roads, across from the Redemption Center, and provided background
information as follows:
1.

Craig Esty, the applicant, is proposing to construct a 40' x 60' building, and
associated parking and turning area, on property at the corner of
Longwoods and Corey Roads for his excavating and landscaping
business. The application also includes periodic stockpiling of
landscaping materials.

2.

The parcel is located in the Highway Commercial district, and is classified
as a service establishment which includes landscaping services.

3.

Mr. Esty has a purchase and sale agreement to purchase the property
provided all federal, state and local permits can be obtained. To date Mr.
Esty has a NAPA permit from the DEP, and a new system variance for a
holding tank from the Department of Human Services. In a letter dated
December 8, 1992, from Albert Frick's office, the Army Corps of Engineers
was notified as to the activity.

4.

Thomas Saucier, P.E., of Squaw Bay Corp. has reviewed the plans for
stormwater and erosion control. Comments are included in a letter dated
9/17/93. Ms. Larson noted that the letter contained one change, to have
all drainage directed off-site, including the back portion. Right now it is
flat and the water just sits there. This remains an outstanding issue.

She also went through department head comments, as follows:
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: any signs must meet the criteria of the sign
ordinance, plans ok as submitted.

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: ok as shown

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: no comment

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: , no comment
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5.

Joseph Charron, Police: That lights be utilized on all building sides that
have access by either window or door. Ms. Larson noted there was a light
on the northeast corner.

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment

Ms. Larson further noted that questions had arisen at the July meeting in regard
to the approval of the Redemption Center, and she outlined them and her
responses, as follows:
1.

Did the land area required for the new system variance for the
Redemption Center include the land Mr. Esty is proposing to develop?
The new system variance was based on a land area of 3. 14 acres. The
Redemption center parcel is 3. 14 acres and all of the land is located on
the north side of Corey Road.

2.

Was the property proposed to be developed used to meet the road
frontage requirements needed for the Redemption Center? In calculating
the road frontage, Bob Littlefield, Code Enforcement Officer, used the road
frontage along Corey Road. The Redemption Center is a legal nonconforming building.

Peter Del Bianco, abutter to the south, speaking from the floor, expressed
concern about how the parcel was being split off. He said it is on one deed, one
piece of land, with Corey Road running between, a private road, an easement for
Corey Farm. It is all one parcel owned by Mr. Smith. The easement was created
in 1920. Parcels are supposed to have 150' frontage on a public way, despite Mr.
Littlefield saying he used Corey Road. The application for the Redemption
Center was for the whole parcel, so why should this lot be considered as a
separate parcel with 125' on Routte 9. He asked if the whole met the 40,000 sq.
ft. requirement for Highway Commercial as it does not meet the road frontage.
Mr. Smith is trying to sell off a piece but in so doing makes the Redemption
Center non-conforming and it is too. Despite Bob Littlefield, it needs 150' on a
public way to get approval. Mr. Del Bianco also questioned if the intended use is
a permitted use in the Highway Commercial district. He described the application
as being for a warehouse for the storage of equipment, providing service if
necessary, along with the storage of oil and gasoline for the vehicles. He does
not see it as a permitted use but it seems to qualify for a special exception as a
transportation terminus or warehouse/ he read through the permitted uses in the
district as follows: retail business or service establishments , hotels and motels,
municipal uses and buildings, agriculture, animal husbandry, private heliport,
sewer pumping station, accessory uses and buildings. He said this is part of
what currently is a conforming lot and this is an attempt to split it into two nonconforming lots and use a private way for frontage, plus the question of if it is a
permitted use when it may be a special exception. Also, he said, he had as
personal concern, as there appeared to be a berm on his property line and he
also wanted to see a provision for more shielding on his line. The parcel is
wooded now and shields his property from the Redemption Center, which is why
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he did not object strenuously at the time. But his biggest concerns are with the
non-conforming lot and the non-conforming use.
Mr. Robinson noted that Mr. Del Bianco's review of the ordinance and its intent
was the speaker's own opinion and also added that his recollection of Mr. Del
Bianco's testimony in regard to the Redemption Center was different, in that he
recalled Mr. Del Bianco had objected strenuously. Mr. Robinson asked if the 150'
frontage question had been brought up in July, as he had missed that meeting.
Mr. Hunt, who had been chair pro tern, said it had not. Mr. Robinson said the
point was valid and Mr. Damon added that it was a very legal question.

Mr. Damon moved that the board table Site Plan Review, Final Plan - C.S.
Esty, Inc. building, Corey Road, Craig S. Esty, applicant for a ruling on if
the lot does conform.
Mr. Vail seconded
Mr. Robinson said he was not excited about holding up Mr. Esty. The applicant,
in his opinion, does conform with uses. He added that site plan review allows the
board to deviate but it is in the applicant's best interest and the board's to resolve
the matter. As for the stormwater, Mr. Robinson said it was his reading that if it
goes forward as per the town engineer's letter, the effect on abutters will
decrease dramatically. If runoff can be reduced and not damage trees, as
proposed in a letter submitted by the applicant, that would be fine, and he
suggested that the applicant work it out with the town engineer.
Ms. Larson said in response to Mr. Del Bianco's concerns that the lot is 1.1
acres so the lot size is met. As for road frontage, there are a number of
subdivisions where the town has accepted frontage on a private road, so it does
not have to be an accepted street. As for use, she has considered this a
landscaping business from the start, which is one of the examples given for a
permitted retail and service business in the district. Ms. Michalak said she
thought it was more excavating herself, and asked if that was a problem. Ms.
Larson said they try to get the definitions broad . Mr. Hunt said there are a
number of subcategories of retail business and service establishments, and
landscaping is a sample. Mr. Hunt added that we don't have a definition of public
way, and it certainly is a question of interpretation. There is a difference between
a public right-of-way and a private right-of-way, as shown in the great Harris
Road debate. He said has the town done anything to maintain Corey Road, plow
it, and thereby manifest a dedication for public use. Mr. Esty said the town does
plow Corey Road and Mr. Robinson said the town also has graded it in the past.
Mr. Damon said it serves the redemption center, three houses and a farm.

The vote on the motion to table Site Plan Review, Final Plan - C.S. Esty, Inc.
building, Corey Road, Craig S. Esty, applicant for a ruling on if the lot does
conform was unanimous.
4.

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review- J Brothers Variety Store -
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Route 100- Jerry Howland.

Mr. Hunt returned to the dais to participate as a board member for the rest of the
meeting.
Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
1.

Applicant is Jerry Howland of 121 Orchard Road, Cumberland, owner
of the parcel.

2.

The application is for site plan approval for a variety store with 8
seats, no new construction is proposed. The existing use of the
building is a variety store only. The 4/21/92 application was for 20
seats. It was determined that the septic system would have to be
expanded to accommodate the additional flow. The State declined
the expansion. Richard Sweet determined that the existing system
could handle 8 seats.

3.

Total area of the parcel is 165' by 165'. Both the building and the lot
are legal non-conforming.

4.

The parcel is in the Local Business zoning district.

5.

The site utilizes an on-site sewage disposal system and an on-site
well.

6.

The site is not located in an aquifer protection area.

7.

As the proposal is a change of use and no additional construction is
proposed the revised plans have not been reviewed by a professional
engineer. The review was based primarily on comments by Scott
Cowger in a memo dated 4/17/92 regarding the proposed change
and comments from the Planning Board at the 4/21 /92 meeting.

8.

On 12/10/92, the Board of Adjustment and Appeals granted Mr.
Howland a variance of 30' to construct a gas island canopy. At that
meeting the Board discussed the encroachment of the driveway
inside the setback requirement. The Board concluded that this
driveway was in existence prior to the adoption of the driveway
setbacks and therefore the driveway would be considered legal nonconforming.

Ms. Larson noted that the property was the old schoolhouse store, and what is
proposed is a change of use, with no new construction. She then went through
department head reviews, as follows:
Donna Larson, CEO: The revised plan meets the standards of the Zoning
ordinance with the exception of the separation between 2 driveways entering a
single site should be 100', the separation on this site is 88'.
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Eileen Wyatt, Health Officer: plan is ok so long as no dishwashing is used. The
board determined that this should be rephrased to indicate that no additional
dishwashing facilities be provided.

Richard Peterson, LPI: system expansion was denied, any use must meet the
existing capacity Ms. Larson further noted that because the applicant had to
apply to open his variety store only last fall, all codes had been met at that time.
Phil Wentworth, Public Works: Traffic access needs to be limited to M.D.O.T.
specification.
Joseph Charron, Police Department: no comment
Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: no comment
William Fischer, Fire Chief: no comment
Mr. Hunt noted that his firm represented Squaw Bay which has represented J
Brothers. The rest of the board determined that this did not constitute a conflict.
Ms. Larson went through the waivers requested, as follows:
1. A waiver from Section 206.2.3.8; topography. The proposal is for renovations
in an existing building, no new grading or construction is proposed.
2. Section 206.2.3.13, that lighting details not be shown on the plan.
All other required information listed in Section 206.2.3 is shown on the plan.
Mr. Damon noted that there was no alternation proposed to the existing structure.

Mr. Damon moved that the board grant a waiver from Section 206.2.3.8;
topography and a waiver from section 206.2.3.13, that lighting details not
be shown on the plan for Site Plan Review- J Brothers Variety Store - Route
100- Jerry Howland
Ms. Michalak seconded

Vote: Unanimous

In regard to the ordinance requirement in Section 206.3.2.5 of the Site Plan
Review Standards that the separation between 2 driveways entering a single site
should be 100' when the separation on this site is 88", it was noted that this is an
improvement nonetheless. Mr. Damon said there also is no physical; alteration to
external parts, as this is a change of use, not an alternation.

Mr. Damon moved that the board grant a waiver of Section 206.3.2.5 of the
Site Plan Review Standards that the separation between 2 driveways
entering a single site be 100' to allow an 88' separation for J Brothers
Variety Store, Route 100, Jerry Howland.
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Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous

Ms. Larson then discussed outstanding issues from the April 21, 1992 meeting
on this project and how they had been resolved, as follows:
1.
In a review memo by Scott Cowger, the former Town Engineer, dated
4/17/92, outstanding issues were discussed. At the April 21, 1992 meeting the
Planning Board concluded that Mr. Howland could resume the variety store
portion of his business, however, before adding seating the outstanding issues
listed below must be addressed:
•

boundary survey showing existing features and structures on the property
to be completed, this has been completed, the encroachment of pavement
onto abutting property has been removed, the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals determined that the driveway has been in that location prior to the
adoption of the setbacks for driveways, and therefore the location would
be considered legal and non-conforming, or grandfathered,

•

satisfy the water concerns of the Health Officer, Eileen Wyatt, specifically
the 50' separation between the well and the septic system, the previous
dug well has been replaced with a drilled well. In a letter dated July
19, 1993, from Lawrence Fitzgerald, certified geologist, the actual water
intake has a 160' separation (measured tangentially) from the septic
· system, and that water monitoring done for the new well showed no
contamination. Mr. Howland is required to do regular water monitoring by
the Department of Human Services. Mrs. Wyatt was satisfied the
improvements were adequate, provided no dishwashing is done on site.

•

MOOT concerns, Mr. Howland has submitted a permit from the MOOT for
the improvements to the property,

•

Sight distance, Sight distances have been calculated and are included on
the plan,

•

Storage of petroleum report, The old underground storage tank has been
removed and replaced with a new tank that meets current standards. The
new tank is registered with the Department of Environmental Protection, a
copy of which is included in the file,

•

Documentation from the proper State agencies, all of the appropriate state
agencies have been contacted.

Ms. Larson then went through proposed findings of fact, as follows:
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
206.3.1

CIRCULATION
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Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian
and vehicular traffic movement with and adjacent to the site,
with particular emphasis on the provision and layout of parking
and off-street loading and unloading, and on the movement of
people, goods and vehicles upon access roads within the site,
between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
For the purposes of calculating parking spaces, the uses on the
parcel include 1 residence, 8 seats for an eating/drinking
establishment, and approximately 700 square feet of other leasable
area, the total number of parking spaces required, excluding the
garage, are 8. The plan provides for 9 parking spaces. A 5'
walkway between the building and the parking spaces is maintained.
One space is also posted no parking to provide safe access to the
loading area. Based on these facts the standards of this section
have been met.

206.3.2

ACCESS:

.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to
afford maximum safety to traffic, provide for safe and
convenient ingress and egress to and from the site and to
minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed
in profile and grading and so located as provide the maximum
possible sight distance measured in each direction. The sight
distance available should not be less than the stopping
distance for oncoming traffic at the posted speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting
roads, no driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty
(50) feet of the point of tangency of the existing or proposed
curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a
minimum of fifteen (15) feet of a side property line. However,
the Planning Board may permit a driveway serving two (2) or
more adjacent sites to be located on or within fifteen (15) feet of
a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a
single site to any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one
hundred (100) feet measured along the right-of-way line shall
separate the closed edges of any two (2)such driveways. If one
driveway is two-way and one is a one-way driveway, the
minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75).
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.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as
near ninety degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no
case less than sixty degrees (60) .

Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided
.7
where the volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume
of traffic on the road would otherwise create unsafe traffic
conditions.
Based on the fact that the applicant has submitted a permit from the
Department of Transportation for alterations completed, the
standards of this section have been met, provided that one of the
driveways entering the site is one way. The board removed the last
portion of this finding as the relevant waiver had been granted.

206.3.3

BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be
an aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular
attention shall be given to safety and fire protection, impact on
surrounding development and contiguous and adjacent
buildings and lands.
Based on the fact that no new construction is being proposed, and
that the store has received all of the inspections required by the
Town before the variety store re-opened, the standards of the
section have been met.

206.3.4

LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement
of persons and vehicles and for security purposes. Any
directional lights shall be arranged so as to avoid glare and
reflection on adjacent properties.
In the winter of 1993, a wall mounted light fixture was added to the
store building, a light was added to the northwest corner of the
property near Route 100, and lighting was added to the gas island
canopy. No additional lighting is proposed for the change in use.

206.3.5

BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to
minimize the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from
structures and the movement of people and vehicles, and to
shield activities from adjacent properties when necessary.
buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens, shrubs, berms,
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rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
No buffering is proposed for the change in use.

206.3.6

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion,
protection of significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection
of watercourses and resources, noise, topography, soil and
animal life shall be reviewed and the design of the plan shall
minimize any adverse impact on these elements. Natural
resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in
areas having various environmental constraints. ·
Based on the fact that no new construction is proposed, that the old
underground storage tank has been removed and replaced with a
new tank that is registered by the DEP, and that the dug well has
been replaced with a drilled well, the standards of this section have
been met.

Ms. Larson also went through the standard and proposed conditions of approval,
as follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.

Proposed Conditions of Approval
1.
That one of the driveway entrances into the site is one way. The Board
decided to delete this condition as a waiver had been granted.
2.
That no dishwashing facilities be added to the operation, unless the
appropriate approvals are received.
Mr. Robinson asked for public comment on the proposal and there was none.
The public portion of the hearing was closed.

Mr. Damon moved that the board accept the proposed findings of fact for J
Brothers Variety Store, Route 100, Jerry Howland.
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Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Damon moved that the Board approve the standard condition and
proposed condition of approval that no additional dishwashing facilities be
added unless the appropriate approvals are received.
Mr. Hunt seconded
5.

Vote: Unanimous

Presentation - Minor Subdivision - Blanchard Road. Peter Kennedy.
applicant.

Mr. Vail moved to table this application as read.
Mr. Hunt seconded
F.

Vote: Unanimous

Administrative Matters
Mylar Signing - Westridge Subdivision
The board signed the mylars for the plan as revised July 20, 1993.

G.

Adjournment

Mr. Vail moved that the Board adjourn at 7:49 p.m.
Mr. Hunt seconded

Melinda V. Noonan - Clerk to the Board

Voted: Unanimous

Mark Robinson - Chairman

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Building
October 19, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.

8 ..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson
Phil Hunt
Doug Damon

Absent:

Nancy Michalak

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Peter Bingham
Bob Vail

Minutes of Prior Meeting
September 21, 1993

Mr. Damon moved to approve the minutes of the meeting of
September 21, 1993 as presented.
Mr. Vail seconded
D.

Vote: 4 in favor (Mr.
Bingham abstained)

Consent Calendar
There were no items on the consent calendar.

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Preliminary Plan Review - Site Plan Review- New England
Telephone. North Road. Chebeague Island. Blaine Hopkins.
representative

Ms. Larson said this is accessory to an existing building on North Road, and
would be constructed to house a generator. Section 420 of the ordinance deals
specifically with public utilities and Section 420.4 states that accessory
structures .. may be permitted in any district as special exceptions by the Board of
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Adjustment and Appeals after receipt of advisory recommendations from the
Planning Board. Subsequent site plan review is also required. This is a
preliminary meeting with the applicant with the purpose of composing a
recommendation to be given to the Board of Adjustment and Appeals. Ms.
Larson provided the relevant portion of the Ordinance, as follows:
420.4

Accessory structures, including power substations and
standpipes, but excluding sewer pumping stations, mav be
oermitted in anv district as soecial exceotions by the Board of
Adjustment and Aooeals after receiot of advisory
recommendations from the Planning Board. These structures
shall further be subject to site plan review by the Planning Board
as a part of their advisory recommendation. Sewer pumping
stations shall be a permitted use in specified districts except that
site plan review by the Planning Board shall be required. District
dimensional requirements as regard lot sizes, setback and lot
coverage shall not apply to said accessory structures and/or
sewer pumping stations except that as a part of site plan review,
the Planning Board shall assure that said facilities are located
on a site of sufficient size to provide any screening or other
necessary buffering from any residential neighborhood.

Mr. Robinson said we have to make a recommendation to the Board of Appeals,
they act on it as a special exception and it comes back as site plan review. It is a
needed use, relevant to public safety issues.
Mr. Damon agreed with Mr. Robinson, saying he had talked to a couple of
neighbors. Obviously the machinery would run when the power was off and he
also figured the generator would have to be exercised once in a while. He hopes
it will not be overly loud, as Chebeague is quiet at night. There are mufflers on
generators, a technology he hopes they will use, and he also hopes that the
machinery will be exercised during the daytime.
Blaine Hopkins, representing the telephone company, said there are problems
with batteries when there is a lot of use. The generator is fueled by propane, 2
100-pound cylinders, and he doesn't expect that it will run a great deal. The
installation was prompted by Hurricane Bob a couple of years ago. It would be
run on a quarterly basis during business hours for tests. It is supposed to be quiet
but they also are proposing some screening. Mr. Damon said that during power
outages everyone seems to get on the phone which is worse, and if there is an
injury or you need the fire department, you need the phone system open.
Ms. Larson noted the procedure for approval was outlined in Section 420.4 . Mr.
Robinson said it seems redundant. Setbacks don't apply, Ms. Larson added, and
all they have to show is buffering. Mr. Damon said he was familiar with the site, a
dead end road, trees, and a summer house nearby. He said the Board should
simply be able to recommend that the Board of Appeals approve it. Mr. Robinson
agreed, but said he did not want to set a precedent. It had been noted that all
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public utility installations were not the same. Mr. Hunt requested that the Town
Planner research the procedures outlined in Section 420 to make possible
recommendations to streamline the process.

Mr. Hunt moved that the Board recommend the New England Telephone
application on North Road, Chebeague Island as a special exception to the
Board of Appeals in that the accessory use is consistent with public safety
issues and the Planning Board is prepared to deal with the site plan in a
favorable manner.
Mr. Bingham seconded
2.

Vote: Unanimous

Public Hearing - Site Plan Review. Final Plan - C.S. Esty. Inc.
building. Corey Road. Craig S. Esty. applicant.

Mr. Hunt noted that he had a conflict as his firm represents Mr. Esty's father in
other matters, and recused himself for this item only,
Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
1.
Craig Esty, the applicant, is proposing to construct a 40' x 60' building, and
associated parking and turning area, on property at the corner of
Longwoods and Corey Roads for his excavating and landscaping
business. The application also includes periodic stockpiling of
landscaping materials.
2.

The parcel is located in the Highway Commercial district, and is classified
as a service establishment which includes landscaping services.

3.

Mr. Esty has a purchase and sale agreement to purchase the property
provided all federal, state and local permits can be obtained. To date Mr.
Esty has a NRPA permit from the DEP, and a new system variance for a
holding tank from the Department of Human Services. In a letter dated
December 8, 1992, from Albert Frick's office, the Army Corps of Engineers
was notified as to the activity.

4.

Thomas Saucier, P.E., of Squaw Bay Corp. has reviewed the plans for
stormwater and erosion control. Comments are included in a letter dated
9/17/93.

Ms. Larson also went through department head comments, as follows:
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: any signs must meet the criteria of the sign
ordinance, plans ok as submitted.

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: ok as shown

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: no comment
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4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief: no comment

5.

Joseph Charron, Police: That lights be utilized on all building sides that
have access by either window or door.

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment

Mr. Robinson said last month there was a question regarding the frontage issue
and at that time the application had been tabled for advice from counsel. Ms.
Larson summarized the results, adding that she also did some research on Corey
Road. Corey Road has been around in one way or another since 1788, and was
not created by the current owner. A lot is a separate tract if it is separated by a
road unless the road is created by the current owner of the land, which this was
not, so the result is a legally non-conforming lot. In addition, the town has
historically treated any road as a street, as defined, and always used them, to
calculate road frontage. The primary point, however, is that it is a legally nonconforming lot. Ms. Larson said that the town attorney had also noted that the
board could consider recommending to Town Council that the ambiguity in the
ordinance be changed by having it read that frontage is measured along a street,
which would resolve the issue. Ken Cole, the attorney, had said the nature of the
revision is such that it could be made as a re.commendation to the Town Council
by the board as it is not substantive.
Mr. Robinson said the second question that had arisen at the last meeting was
with the use, which the attorney had said is determined by the code enforcement
officer. Ms. Larson said that her decision as code enforcement officer , to clarify
the matter, is that it has been her opinion all along that this is a landscaping
business. When that use was added to the ordinance it was for a similar business
on the Gray Road. A definition was offered at that time which was used in part,
for a service type establishment that did business on site and some business off
site, landscaping being one example. In her opinion Mr. Esty's business falls
within this category. She noted that her interpretation can be challenged to the
Board of Adjustment and Appeals.
Mr. Robinson asked if Peter Del Bianco, an abutter who was present at the
meeting, had reviewed the relevant material. Mr. Del Bianco, speaking from the
floor, said yes he had. He added that in his limited research he had found that
Corey Road was created in 1920. He does disagree with Mr. Cole's interpretation
of the ordinance. If the ordinance is construed to refer to the current owner in
regard to a street dividing a lot into two parcels, as it will be, then it also will be
easy to create a non conforming lot . Mr. Del Bianco said I can put an easement
down my property, then sell the property, and have two non conforming lots. He
said it depends on how far down the chain of title you go. As far as use, he said
that Mr. Esty had said his business was landscaping and excavating, and he (Mr.
Del Bianco) thinks it is excavating and not permitted.Ms. Larson said excavating
can be a service of landscaping, adding that all possible uses are not listed in the
ordinance. Mr. Del Bianco, referring to the frontage question, said he had taken a
cursory look at the records and saw a 1920 deed.
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Mr. Bingham asked if there were remaining issues, as they tend to get lost in the
legal rhetoric. Mr. Robinson said that the remaining issues were laid out in the
proposed conditions of approval and the abutter knows his vehicle to pursue the
other matters if he chooses. Mr. Robinson said he thought the question raised
about frontage and about use was good, and counsel had verified what he had
formulated. Mr. Damon noted that he had raised the question, and the attorney
had said that this was a non conforming lot. As far as use, if the board had
attempted to define all uses in zones, the ordinance would be like a phone book
in thickness. Landscaping businesses use heavy equipment; it's not done with a
wheelbarrow and shovel anymore. The applicant has a lot to store equipment in a
commercial area. He has addressed drainage, septic including a holding tank; he
meets plumbing code and has offered to do buffering.-

Mr. Esty, speaking from the floor, said he was an excavating contractor, and that
does entail landscaping. He does landscaping as part of his work. Mr. Robinson
said the code enforcement officer ruled that your business fits the intent of uses
in the ordinance. Mr. Del Bianco, speaking from the floor, said on the buffering it
shows 5' pines pretty broadly spread. Obviously behind the property is residential
and if it is going to go in, I want as much buffering as possible. Ms. Larson said
there is a 3' berm. If you put in a whole lot of buffering, you clear the lot, as the
question is do you clear trees and plant new ones, as the proposal now calls for
leaving as many trees as possible. Mr. Del Bianco said he thought everything
was going to be cut going from his land, and his problem was with the
landscaping shown with the berm. Mr. Esty said he disagreed with the
characterization of residential use , as it is a highway commercial area. He also
added that the abutter had cut trees up to his property line in the last couple of
years. He said he would not cut trees on Mr. Del Bianco's side any more than he
had to, and the 3' berm will keep water away. The trees proposed are not sparse
and he will put in one more or whatever it takes for standard landscaping for a
project. Ms. Larson said the plan shows four trees in a 75' to 80' area, and they
could be brought closer together to be on the berm. She was of the opinion that
the applicant was keeping it in as much a natural state as possible. The berm
could be eliminated but it is serving for stormwater control. Mr. Robinson said
don't mess with the berm, but plant two more trees, for a total of six. Mr. Esty said
there's not much on Mr. Del Bianco's side now. Mr. Vail suggested putting some
seedlings along the line. Mr. Del Bianco said there's not a lot there now; a couple
of maples will be left. Regardless of the zoning, the ordinance requires the board
to figure how the building fits into the general area and the community is
residential. Mr. Damon said trees are healthier if they are spread out.
Mr. Robinson opened the hearing to public comment and there was none. The
public portion of the matter was closed.
Ms. Larson said the applicant had requested waivers, as follows:
1. A partial waiver from Section 206.2.3.7, that all existing physical features
within 200 feet of the proposed improvements be shown. A high intensity soil
survey was done by Albert Frick Associates, and Mill Brook is shown on the plan,
other features within 200 ft. of the property are not shown.
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2. A waiver from Section 206.2.3.13 regarding lighting details indicating the type
of standards, location, radius of light and intensity in foot-candles is being
requested.

Mr. Damon moved that the board grant the waivers as requested (a partial
waiver from Section 206.2.3. 7 and a waiver from Section 206.2.3.1.3) to
Craig Esty for the C.S. Esty building, Corey Road.
Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous
(without Mr.Hunt participating)

Ms. Larson then went through proposed findings of fact, as follows:

206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The traffic pattern is one way, designed to provide the greatest sight distance.
The site is used for the storage of supplies and equipment only, no provisions for
customers have been made. Based on these facts the standards for this section
have been met.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
.2
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
{15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites .
.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
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two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
Based on the fact that improvements to increase the site distance were made to
the intersection of Corey Road and Longwoods Road as part of the adjacent
Redemption Center approval, the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
The building is proposed to face Corey Road rather than Longwoods Road. The
Fire Department will inspect the building prior to issuing a certificate of
occupancy, and therefore the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
Lighting is proposed on the northeast corner of the building. Doors and windows
will only be on the north and east sides of the building. Lighting is for security
purposes only. Based on these facts the standards of this section have been met
provided lighting be approved by the Police Chief, if any additional doors or
windows are added to the building.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
A 3' berm is proposed around the south side of the site to screen the building
from a neighbor on the Longwoods Road. A row of pine trees is proposed on
the berm for additional screening, and therefore the standards of this section
have been met.
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206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
. shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
A holding tank will be used for sewage disposal, a new system variance to install
the tank has been issued by the Department of Human Services. This will have to
be approved by the local plumbing inspector prior to installation. A stormwater
management and erosion control plan have been reviewed by Thomas Saucier,
PE, all of the runoff from the developed portions of the property will be drained
across Corey Road and into Mill Brook. The undeveloped portions of the
property will drain as they have in the past. A Natural Resources Protection Act
permit has been submitted by the applicant. Based on this information, the
standards of this section have been met provided a drainage easement is
provided by the owner of the property across Corey Road, currently Mr. Alan
Smith. Ms. Larson added that she had a letter in hand from Mr. Smith saying that
the easement would be granted.

SECTION 300 - AQUIFER PROTECTION
The parcel is in the aquifer protection district, but does not appear to be a use
requiring a positive finding by the Board.
Mr. Vail moved that the board accept the findings of fact , Site Plan Review,
C.S.Esty building, Corey Road, Craig Esty, applicant, as presented.

Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous
(without Mr. Hunt participating)

In regard to buffering, Mr. Robinson noted that the findings called for a row of
pine trees and the obvious intent is that they be adequate for screening. Mr. Vail
said he also suggested seedlings, not 5' trees. Mr. Esty noted that the property
line area is very wet, but he would give it a shot, and throw a dozen seedlings
down the side. MS. Larson said that willows would grow there but would crack
the foundation. Mr. Vail urged the applicant to make an effort and Mr. Esty said
he would do what they recommended. Mr. Robinson said we expect a berm, and
expect buffering that will create the least amount of aggravation from the abutter.
Ms. Larson went through the standard and proposed conditions of approval, as
follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval

This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
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documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.

Proposed Conditions of Approval

1.

All fees be paid.

2.

That a drainage easement is provided by the owner of the property across
Corey Road, currently Mr. Alan Smith.

3.

That lighting be approved by the Police Chief, if any additional doors or
windows are added to the building.

Mr. Damon moved that the board accept the standard conditions of
approval as presented for site plan review, C.S. Esty building, Corey Road,
Craig S. Esty, applicant.
Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous
(without Mr. Hunt participating)

Mr. Damon moved that the board accept the proposed conditions of
approval as presented for site plan review, C.S. Esty building, Corey Road,
Craig S. Esty, applicant.
Mr. Bingham seconded

Vote: Unanimous
(without Mr. Hunt participating)

Mr. Hunt returned to the dais to participate for the remainder of the meeting.
Ms. Larson asked the board if they wanted to address recommending a change
in the ordinance to the Council to have road frontage taken in a street. If public
right of way is changed to street in the text, that takes away the ambiguity since
street is defined. Mr. Hunt said he was sympathetic about the concern of creating
a right of way. Mr. Robinson said he was inclined to leave the language as it is.

F

Administrative Matters

Discuss the date of December's meeting. Ms. Larson noted that the
December meeting falls on December 21, 1993, which is Christmas week. The
board decided to leave the date as it stands.

G.

Adjournment

Mr. Bingham moved that the Board adjourn at 7:45 p.m.
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Mr. Vail seconded

~lf/GodN4J
eimdav.

N°oonan - Clerk to the Board

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Building
November 16, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.

B..

Roll Call
Present:

Staff:

Mark Robinson
Phil Hunt
Doug Damon

Peter Bingham
Bob Vail
Nancy Michalak

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Mr. Hunt arrived at 7:19 p.m.

C.

Minutes of Prior Meeting
October 19, 1993

Mr. Vail moved to approve the minutes of the meeting of October 19,
1993 as presented.
Mr. Bingham seconded

D.

Vote: 4 in favor (Mr. Hunt was
not yet present; Ms. Michalak
abstained)

Consent Calendar
There were no items on the consent calendar.

E.

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Site Plan Review - Final Plan Review. New England Telephone.
North Road. Chebeague Island. Blaine Hopkins. representative.

Nancy Bozenhardt was present instead of Mr. Hopkins, representing the
applicant. Ms. Larson presented background information as follows:
1.

The applicant is New England Telephone. The proposal is to construct a
6' x 6' building to house a generator which would allow telephone service
to continue when the power is out.
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2.

As a public utility the proposal is subject to Section 420 of the Zoning
Ordinance and Site Plan Review.

3.

The application has not yet received review by the Board of Adjustment
and Appeals as a special exception. The item is included on the Board's
November 18, 1993 agenda.

4.

The proposal has not been reviewed by a Professional Engineer, due to its
small size.

DEPARTMENT HEAD REVIEWS
1.

Donna Larson, CEO: meets the criteria of the Zoning Ordinance.

2.

Phil Wentworth, Public Works Director: no comment requested

3.

Bill Fischer, Fire Chief: waiting for comment

4.

Christopher Bolduc, Rescue Chief:

5.

Mark Austin for Joseph Charron, Police: no problem

6.

Richard Peterson, LPI: no comment was requested.

Ms. Bozenhardt explained that the generator acts under emergency conditions as
a backup for the substation located on the easement off North Road since 1986.
They have contacted the Knights, owners of the land who granted the easement
to the company, and the Knights have said that anything in the best interest of
Chebeague is okay with them. The company is going to great lengths to minimize
the impact by putting the generator behind the existing building, and proposing
12 shrubs. The generator will only run during periods of power outages or three
times a year for 15 minutes to test it.
Mr. Robinson asked for public comments on the application and there were none.
Ms. Larson noted that the ordinance requires that this also go to the Board of
Adjustment and Appeals as a special exception , which normally is possible to do
first, but this month the meeting schedules are different, so that Board's approval
is a condition of approval for the Planning Board. She also noted that the
applicant had asked for waivers, as follows:
1. 206.2.3.9 - The applicant is not proposing to alter the existing parking
configuration.
2.

206.2.3.1 O - The applicant is not proposing any improvements.
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3.

206.2.3.11 - The existing facility does not have any water or septic system,
or stormwater management system, and no new systems are proposed.

4.

206.2.3.13 - There is no existing or proposed lighting.

5.

206.2.3.14 - There is no existing or proposed signage.

All other required information listed in Section 206.2.3 is shown on the plan.

Mr. Damon moved that the board grant New England Telephone company
the waivers as listed to Sections 206.2.3.9, 206.2.3.10, 206.2.3.11, 206.2.3.13
and 206.2.3.14 for Site Plan , North Road, Chebeague Island.
Mr. Vail seconded

Vote: Unanimous (without Mr.
Hunt present)

Ms. Larson went through the proposed findings of fact, as follows:

206.3.1
CIRCULATION
Provision shall be made for safe and convenient pedestrian and vehicular
traffic movement with and adjacent to the site, with particular emphasis on
the provision and layout of parking and off-street loading and unloading,
and on the movement of people, goods and vehicles upon access roads
within the site, between buildings, and between buildings and vehicles.
The existing building only receives occasional servicing, the proposed building
will not create any new traffic, and therefore the standards of this section have
been met.

206.3.2
ACCESS:
.1
All entrance and exit driveways shall be located to afford maximum
safety to traffic, provide for safe and convenient ingress and egress to and
from the site and to minimize conflict with the flow of traffic .
Any exit driveway or driveway lane shall be so designed in profile
.2
and grading and so located as provide the maximum possible sight
distance measured in each direction. The sight distance available should
not be less than the stopping distance for oncoming traffic at the posted
speed limit.
.3
Where a site occupies a corner of two (2) intersecting roads, no
driveway entrance or exit shall be located within fifty (50) feet of the point
of tangency of the existing or proposed curb radius of that site .
.4
No part of any driveway shall be located within a minimum of fifteen
(15) feet of a side property line. However, the Planning Board may permit a
driveway serving two (2) or more adjacent sites to be located on or within
fifteen (15) feet of a side property line between the adjacent sites.
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.5
Where two (2) or more two-way driveways connect a single site to
any one (1) road, a minimum clear distance of one hundred (100) feet
measured along the right-of-way line shall separate the closed edges of any
two (2)such driveways. If one driveway is two-way and one is a one-way
driveway, the minimum distance shall be seventy-five (75) .
.6
Driveways should intersect the road at an angle of as near ninety
degrees (90) as site conditions will permit and in no case less than sixty
degrees (60) .
.7
Acceleration and deceleration lanes should be provided where the
volume of traffic using the driveway and the volume of traffic on the road
would otherwise create unsafe traffic conditions.
The proposed accessory structure will not change the existing access to the site
and therefore the standards of this section have been met.

206.3.3
BUILDING AND PARKING AREA DESIGN AND LAYOUT.
The design and layout of buildings and parking areas shall be an
aesthetically pleasing and efficient arrangement. Particular attention shall
be given to safety and fire protection, impact on surrounding development
and contiguous and adjacent buildings and lands.
Section 420.4 of the Zoning Ordinance exempts accessory structures for public
utilities from dimensional requirements as regards to lot sizes, and setbacks, but
does require that buffering be provided sufficient to provide screening from
residential neighborhoods. The Fire Chief needs to review and approve the
location of the LP gas tanks prior to installation. The plan includes planting 3' tall
shrubs around the new building. The standards of this section have been met,
provided the Fire Chief approves of the location of the LP gas tanks.

206.3.4
LIGHTING
Adequate lighting should be provided to ensure safe movement of persons
and vehicles and for security purposes. Any directional lights shall be
arranged so as to avoid glare and reflection on adjacent properties.
No lighting exists or is proposed for this project.

206.3.5
BUFFERING
Buffering should be located around the perimeter of the site to minimize
the effects of headlights of vehicles, noise, light from structures and the
movement of people and vehicles, and to shield activities from adjacent
properties when necessary. buffering may consist of fencing, evergreens,
shrubs, berms, rocks, boulders, mounds, bushes, deciduous trees or
combination thereof to achieve the stated objectives.
Three foot tall shrubs are included on the plan as buffering and therefore the
standards of this section have been met.
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206.3.6
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental elements relating to prevention of soil erosion, protection of
significant vistas, preservation of trees, protection of watercourses and
resources, noise, topography, soil and animal life shall be reviewed and the
design of the plan shall minimize any adverse impact on these elements.
Natural resources inventory data and environmental impact information
shall be used in reviewing design character of development in areas having
various environmental constraints.
The proposal being so small will not make a significant impact on the
environment.
Mr. Bingham said he assumed the natives on Chebeague were in favor of the
plan. Mr. Damon said yes.

Mr. Vail moved that the board accept the findings of fact as presented for
New England Telephone Company, Site Plan Review, North Road,
Chebeague Island.
Mr. Damon seconded

Vote: Unanimous (without Mr.
Hunt present)

Mr. Robinson once again asked for public comment and there was none. The
public portion of the item was closed.
Ms. Larson went through standards and proposed conditions of approval, as
follows:

Standard Conditions of Approval
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans
contained in the application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to
by the applicant. Any variation from the plans, proposals and supporting
documents, except deminimus changes as so determined by the Town Planner
which do not affect approval standards, is subject to review and approval of the
Planning Board prior to implementation.
1.

All fees be paid.

Proposed Conditions of Approval

2.
That the Fire Chief approves of the location of the LP gas tanks prior to
construction.
3.
That the Board of Adjustment and Appeals approve the application as a
special exception use.

Mr. Damon moved that the board grant Site Plan Review approval with the
standard and proposed conditions of approval as stated to New England
Telephone Company, North Road, Chebeague Island.
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Mr. Vail seconded

2.

Vote: Unanimous (without Mr.
Hunt present)

Presentation - Sunnyfield Farm. Minor Subdivision. Blanchard
Road. Peter Kennedy applicant.

Mr. Robinson explained that this was informational so the applicant can let the
board know what he wants to do and the board can bring up any questions.
Mr. Kennedy said he has spent 11 years at 40 Blanchard Road. He proposes a
six lot subdivision on 52 acres, retaining two lots for himself and his family, and
giving to the town or the Land Trust 27 acres of the 52 acres for open space. He
will create a private road into the wooded area and cluster the envelopes for the
houses. Lot sizes will be 4.7 to 5 acres for each house, with a 2.1 acre and a 5.1
acre lots reserved for him. There is an orchard and a small barn on Blanchard
Road, on a lot he retains, and he plans to sell house lots to his sons.
Mr. Bingham asked about a right of way at the end of the road to the open space.
Mr. Kennedy said he hadn't planned on it as there would be access from
Blanchard Road. There is a stream, and he does not know what if any problem
that proposes for a right of way or if there is any deer wintering yard,
Mr. Robinson said it looks like the application used the concept of cluster, and
saved a significant portion of open space. he would say the applicant has
addressed any deer wintering value, if there is any. Mr. Robinson added that
while we are all sorry to see open space developed; this is the way to do it. Ms.
Michalak asked about sight distance. Mr. Kennedy said it was on the border
between the 25 mph and 35 mph , and there had been a petition once to lower
the speed limit to 25 mph. As for water, he will bring it up to the site. Mr.
Robinson said he thoroughly agrees the limit should not be 35 mph, as people
sail through there. Mr. Bingham asked about timing for final approval. Mr.
Kennedy said he will delineate the wetlands for his lot but does not want to do the
whole property. Mr. Robinson said a waiver can be requested. He added the
applicant appears ready for road engineering. Mr. Robinson asked if he intended
to keep the road private. Mr. Kennedy said yes, as he would not want to build a
real road with a sidewalk and lights for 1,200', and he would put the private road
aspect into the deeds.
The presentation was concluded. Mr. Hunt arrived at the end of this item.
3.

Discussion of possible amendments to Section 420. Public
Utilities. of the Zoning Ordinance.

Ms. Larson said she had talked to Ken Cole, the town attorney, and he did not
remember why public utilities went to both Planning Board and the Board of
Adjustment and Appeals for Approval. In other towns they are special exceptions.
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She suggested taking the advisory recommendation and site plan review out of
the procedure for accessory buildings, but that for primary buildings site plan
review may be appropriate. Therefore an accessory structure would go through
the Board of Adjustment and Appeals only. For a primary structure, the advisory
recommendation step would be eliminated, but it still would go thorough site plan
review. The board agreed that amendments to that effect be considered. A
hearing would be set for the next meeting.
The board recessed at this point.

F.

Administrative Matters.
1.

Informational Meeting - Discussion of the proposed Federal
Aviation Administration radar tower on Bruce Hill.

The board reconvened at 7:30 p.m. to host an informational session for
FAA representatives with the public in regard to the FAA radar tower proposed
for the Bruce Hill area near the North Yarmouth Town line. Mr. Robinson noted
that the Board's role was purly advisory as it has no legal standing in the
application, but was sponsoring the meeting as a public service.

G.

Adjournment

The meeting concluded at the end of the informational session at 1O p.m.

«l.4 ~ ~~o

the Board

Mark Robinson - Chairman

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
PLANNING BOARD MEETING
Cumberland Municipal Building
December 21, 1993
7:00 P.M.
A.

Call to Order
Mr. Robinson called the meeting to order at 7:06 p.m.

B..

C.

Roll Call
Present:

Mark Robinson
Phil Hunt

Staff:

Donna Larson, Town Planner
Melinda V. Noonan, Clerk

Absent:

Doug Damon, Nancy Michalak

Peter Bingham
Bob Vail

Minutes of Prior Meeting
November 16, 1993

Mr. Bingham moved to approve the minutes of the meeting of
November 16, 1993 as presented.
Mr. Vail seconded
D.

Vote: Unanimous

Consent Calendar
1.

Public Hearing - Minor Revision to the Common at Cumberland
Subdivision. Tuttle Road. Robert Wellman. representative

Ms. Larson provided background information as follows:
The applicant's request , in Plan Note 15, is to delete the words, "and no more
than 45' from the street right-of-way". The note currently reads, "As written in the
covenants of the subdivision, the front setback of houses shall be no less than
35' and no more than 45' from the street right-of-way". The front setback
requirement in the MOR district is 35'.
The 45' setback limitation was imposed by the developer, not by the Town.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
1.

Common at Cumberland Subdivision was granted final approval 1/15/91.
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2.

There are no revisions to the layout of the plan included in this request.

Proposed Findings of Fact
This revision does not change the Findings of Fact proposed and approved on
1/15/91, or any subsequent subdivision revision approvals.
Ms. Larson added that since this was a developer-imposed restriction, and does
not change the building envelopes. The change means that houses will be able
to be set back further. Sue Ellen McClain, speaking from the audience, asked if
the building windows would be changed. Mr. Wellman, also speaking from the
audience, said they would not be, and he had no intent to change anything other
than the stated language. Mr. Vail felt the change was warranted and Ms. Larson
noted that the building windows on the plan represent standard building
windows , with the ones on Oak Street offset to enter on the side.

Mr. Vail moved to approve the change in the notes for the Common at
Cumberland Subdivision Plan, to delete the words "and no more than 45'
from the street right-of-way."
Mr. Bingham seconded
E.

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
1.

Public Hearing - Text change to Section 420. Public Utilities. of
the Zoning Ordinance

Ms. Larson noted that the change, as proposed , still includes site plan review for
principal structures, as that part was not taken out. The advisory
recommendation procedure was removed as was double review for accessory
structures/. The sections to be amended are as follows:
420.4

Accessory structures, including power substations and
standpipes, but excluding sewer pumping stations, may be
permitted in any district as special exceptions by the Board of
Adjustment and Appeals, with review requirements as listed in
the district requirements. after receipt of advisory
recommendations from the Planning Board. These structures
shall further be subject to site plan review by the Planning Board
as a part of their advisory recommendation. Sewer pumping
stations shall be a permitted use in specified districts except that
site plan review by the Planning Board shall be required. District
dimensional requirements as regard lot sizes, setback and lot
coverage shall not apply to said accessory structures and/or
sewer pumping stations except that as a part of the special
exception review site plan review, the Board of Adjustment and
Appeals -P--lan-Affig-Beare shall assure that said facilities are
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located on a site of sufficient size to provide any screening or
other necessary buffering from any residential neighborhood.

420.5

Primary, non-accessory buildings of a public utility, including
those designed for the production or generation or relay of the
service offered by the utility may be permitted in any district
where the same is listed as a special exception by the Board of
Adjustment and Appeals after receipt of advisory
recommendations from the Planning Board. Business offices of
a public utility shall not be subject to the provisions of this
subsection, but shall be subject to the general requirements of
this Ordinance applying to Professional Offices.

Mr. Hunt moved that the board recommend the amendments to Sections
420.4 and 420.5 as presented to the Town Council.
Mr. Vail seconded
F.

Vote: Unanimous

Administrative Matters
Review and comment on letter to the State Planning Office in regards to
the FAA radar tower.

Ms. Larson had drafted a letter summarizing the concerns raised at an
informational session hosted by the board on November 16, 1993 as well as
recommendations to address them. Mr. Robinson, while saying he would not
oppose the letter per se, felt that the beginning of it expressed an overall
outrage which at the session had been expressed by only three residents. He
did approve of the second half of the letter, which provided recommendations.
Mr. Hunt suggested being specific in regard to the number of people who
expressed outrage, as a lot of folks had no quarrel with the radar tower or the
siting. Mr. Vail added that it also was 75 acres that would not be developed. Mr.
Vail also asked if it could not be a revolving radar. Mr. Robinson said that as far
as he knew there was only one point on Valley Road where you could see the
tower from, and Ms. Larson added that you can also barely see it from Orchard
Road in one spot. Ms. Larson added that there will be an environmental
assessment done in mid-January and then another public hearing.
It was determined that Mr. Robinson and Ms. Larson would sit down together and
make any necessary adjustments to the draft. Mr. Hunt noted there had not been
that many expressions of outrage and concern .

G.

Adjournment

Mr. Bingham moved that the board adjourn at 7:25 p.m.
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Mr. Vail seconded
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